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ABSTRACT

Estimation of surface temperature using multispectral imagery retrieved from satellite sensors constitutes several
problems in terms of accuracy, accessibility, quality and evaluation. In order to obtain accurate results, currently
utilized methods rely on removing atmospheric fluctuations in separate spectral windows, applying atmospheric
corrections or utilizing additional information related to atmosphere or surface characteristics like atmospheric
water vapour content, surface effective emissivity correction or transmittance correction. Obtaining accurate results
of estimation is particularly critical for regions with fairly non-uniform distribution of surface effective emissivity and
surface characteristics such as coastal zone areas.
The paper presents the relationship between retrieved land surface temperature, air temperature, sea surface temperature
and vegetation indices (VI) calculated based on remote observations in the coastal zone area. An indirect comparison
method between remotely estimated surface temperature and air temperature using LST/VI feature space characteristics
in an operational Geographic Information System is also presented.

Keywords: remote sensing, coastal zone, AVHRR, GIS, surface temperature, air temperature, vegetation index

INTRODUCTION
In general, the acquisition, processing, integration, and
visualization of various kinds of remotely registered data
involves several important issues, including limitations
in accessibility of sensors, the influence of atmosphere
(presence of clouds, the need of atmospheric corrections
of measured radiance etc.) [6], as well as insufficient spatial
resolution or imperfection of models used for derivation
of the desired parameters [17], [20], [23]. This fully applies
to well-known applications of remote sensing such as land
surface temperature (LST) estimation, emissivity estimation
or obtaining more advanced indicators of vegetation density.
Attempts to derive LST from satellite observations have been
ongoing for several decades. They are mainly focused on
using polar orbiting systems such as the Advanced Very

High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) [3] because of
global coverage, relative high spatial resolution, and short
revisiting time. However, accurate LST retrievals require
precise determination of atmospheric corrections, as well
as land surface emissivity [18], [27]. Both of these effects are
addressed eg. by the split-window algorithm (split window
technique, SWT), which is widely used due its simplicity
[25], [26].
While the knowledge of LST estimation and retrieval
is generally well established, the relationship between
LST and air temperature (Tair) is a subject of some of the
current scientific activities and achievements in the field
of remote sensing. Certain works in this area explore the
negative relationship between a vegetation index (VI), defined
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2016
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either as normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI) or
fractional vegetation cover (FVC) index, and LST calculated
from satellite thermal channel data. A relationship is defined
through regression analysis, and extrapolations are performed
to obtain a theoretical VI value that represents a full canopy
as viewed by the sensor. In this context, measurements from
areas with high vegetation density are important because
it was observed that for low thermal mass of the canopy,
LST will likely be near the local Tair [22]. Many examples of
satellite-based Tair estimation follow this concept and rely on
pixel neighborhood analysis as well as LST/VI relationship.
Because air temperature (obtained e.g. from numerical
weather predictions) as well as surface temperature (obtained
e.g. via remote sensing) both represent phenomena which
take place in a geographical context, the best means of
their integration and analysis is offered by a Geographical
Information System (GIS), which is a tool for creation,
integration, processing and visualization of geographical
data. Historically, GIS has many times been applied to
integration, processing and dissemination of marine data,
including satellite images [15]. In recent years, GIS has been
applied to analysis of Global Navigation Satellite System
(GNSS) data for the purpose of urban traffic monitoring [13],
remote sensing of air and land temperatures [27], temperature
monitoring of water balance in India [11] as well as estimating
submarine groundwater discharge [28]. However, most of
the aforementioned research has been conducted manually,
and thus the proposed applications did not form operative
systems [16]. At the same time, in [5] it was shown that a
GIS is a very effective tool for integration of diverse types of
spatial data, while in [30] it was shown that raster data such
as satellite images may be successfully investigated by means
of Geovisual Analytics. In this context, the application of GIS
to comparison of similar data types obtained from diverse
sources is a natural consequence.
The paper presents results of a detailed analysis of
dependency of Tair on LST and VI using LST/VI space
properties on a regional scale. A dedicated operational WebGIS has been applied to direct processing and integration of
LST obtained from satellite images with Tair obtained from
an operational numerical weather prediction (NWP) model.
The system processes Tair and LST in a geographical context
and visualizes the results of their analysis with the aid of
Geovisual Analytics. Because the presented method exploits
the thermal characteristics of tree canopies, its application
may be restricted by the forest coverage as well as length of
vegetation blooming season in the analyzed area.

scarce and expensive.
For the purpose of Ts estimation, the authors applied the
widely described in literature method of SWT (split-window
technique) algorithm. The algorithm relies on calculation of
brightness temperatures from several satellite channels on the
basis of the Planck Law [6], which connects the temperature
Ts of a radiating surface with the radiation RT of the wave
length λ by the exponential formula:
,

(1)

where c1 = 1.19104•108 W μm4 m-2 sr-1 and c2 = 1.43877•104
μm K are the first radiation constant (for spectral radiance)
and second radiation constant respectively. RT(λ, LST) is given
in W m-2 sr-1 μm-1 if the wavelength is given in μm.
In the SWT algorithm, the first-order Taylor series
expansion of the Planck Law is used, which allows for
linear approximation of the relation between radiance and
temperature. Then, the pixel values from satellite channels
representing surface temperature are combined (in the case of
AVHRR, the 4th and 5th channel, which carry the 10.30 – 11.30
μm and 11.50 – 12.50 μm wavelengths, respectively), taking
into account the atmospheric conditions and emissivity
correction for particular channels. The simplified form of
the base SWT equation for base land surface temperature T
estimation may be written as follows:
(2)

where T4, T5 - brightness temperature values in °C for
4th and 5th AVHRR channel respectively, and ASWT, BSWT are
coefficients that depend on atmospheric transmittances.
This base LST estimation algorithm has been further
improved by applying additional rules which define a more
complex relation of AVHRR channel radiations to land
surface emissivity and atmospheric transmittance.
EMISSIVITY ESTIMATION
According to methodology presented in [14] and [25], it
was assumed that the average land emissivity for 4th and 5th
AVHRR channel εavr and the difference of these channels
emissivities Δε are calculated on the basis of NDVI. Namely,
for 0.2 < NDVI < 0.5 the εavr and Δε are calculated using the
following formulae:

THEORY BACKGROUND
(3)

SWT TECHNIQUE
where
Algorithms of surface temperature (Ts) retrieval from
multispectral imagery have been a subject of ongoing studies
since the 1970s. Due to wide geographical spread and lack of
dense ground in-situ measurements viability, Ts products are
difficult to validate and available measurements are usually

4
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whereas for NDVI > 0.5 they are fixed as:

(4)

(5)

However, because these rules only apply to areas which
exhibit dense vegetation, the pixels for which the NDVI values
are less than 0.2 must be discarded from further analysis
(e.g. via masking).
CLOUD SCREENING
In order to remove undesirable (cloud contaminated)
pixels from the scene, the approach proposed in [23] was
implemented. According to this method, during the analysis
of AVHRR imagery, pixels were masked out and not included
in further calculations of LST if they met any of the following
criteria:
1) channel 1 reflectance (RED) > 0.2,
2)

3) T4 – T5 < -1.5 °C or T4 – T5 > 4.5°C.
TS ESTIMATION
Finally, considering calculated water vapour and emissivity,
the land surface temperature (LST) is estimated as [24]:

(6)

In order to estimate sea surface temperature (SST) the
McClain formula was applied:

(7)

where φ is satellite zenith angle. The D1, D2, D3 and D4
coefficient values are adjusted basing on the modelled
dependencies of AVHRR channel 4 and 5 values on
atmospheric transmittance, as well as comparison of the
currently processed image results with reference data if
available.
LST/VI SPACE
The features of LST/VI space have been under the
consideration of researchers since early 1980s. The
characteristic semi-triangular or trapezoidal shape of the
LST/VI scatterplot is caused by low sensitivity of LST to
soil moisture variations over vegetated areas, and its higher
sensitivity (and thus greater spatial variation) over areas of
less vegetation and bare soil.

&ŝŐ͘ϭ͘'ƌĂƉŚŝĐĂůƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟŽŶŽĨ>^dͬs/ĨĞĂƚƵƌĞƐƉĂĐĞǁŝƚŚŬĞǇĚĞƐĐƌŝƉƚŽƌƐ
ĂŶĚƉŚǇƐŝĐĂůŝŶƚĞƌƉƌĞƚĂƟŽŶ

As shown in Fig. 1, the upper border of the triangle shape is
the so-called “dry edge” or “warm edge” defined by the locus
of points with highest LST, but which contain a differing mix
of bare soil and vegetation. For the points located at or near the
“dry edge”, the latent energy flux due to evapotranspiration
is assumed to be equal or close to zero, and the direction of
the sensible heat flux is from the soil and vegetation to the
air, with decrease of its absolute value from the left to the
right side of the LST/VI plot. Likewise, the bottom edge,
often referred as “wet edge” or “cold edge”, corresponds to
the set of pixels with lowest LST that have varying amounts
of vegetation cover and are characterized by the maximum
soil water content. For the points located at or near this edge,
the latent energy flux due to evapotranspiration is assumed
to be maximum within the area of a given VI value range,
and the direction of the sensible heat flux is from the air to
the soil and vegetation, with decrease of its absolute value
from the left to the right side of the LST/VI plot.
The area on the left side of the triangle is assumed to reflect
the combined effects of soil water content and topography
variations across areas of bare soil, while the right side
(and especially the triangle’s apex) equates to the status of
full vegetation cover. The points filling the interior of the
triangular space represent pixels with varying vegetation
cover, somewhere between bare soil and dense vegetation.
Note that, for data points having the same or close VI values,
LST can range markedly. The explanation of this phenomena
is that for an area well supplied with water, transpiration acts
to cool vegetation very effectively, but as vegetation undergoes
water stress the plant tends to close its stomata – with the
resulting transpiration decrease leading to an increase of leaf
temperature. Thus, for pixels with the same VI, those with
minimum LST are assumed to have the strongest evaporative
cooling, while those with maximum LST represent those
with the weakest evaporation. Therefore, the “dry edge”
of the shape is considered to represent the upper limit of
evaporation for the different vegetation conditions found
within investigated area, whereas the reverse is implied for
the “cold edge”.

POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2016
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DATA DESCRIPTION
STUDY AREA
The presented study was conducted for the territory of
the Gulf of Gdańsk, localized in the Pomorskie Voievodship
of Poland, on the Southern shores of the Baltic Sea. The
elevation in the area ranges from 1.8 m below sea level in the
Vistula marshes to 329 meters above sea level delimited by the
Wieżyca peak. Most of the voievodship (55%) is composed
of coastal areas. The remaining 45% is spread between
agriculture (19%), vegetation such as coniferous forest, mixed
forest or natural grasslands (16%), urban areas (8%) and others
(2%). The average summer daily temperatures in the area
hover around 16.5 °C. The average annual precipitation ranges
between 400 mm and 600 mm, which makes for some diverse
hydrological and vegetation conditions.
A geographical view of the investigated area is given in
Fig. 2.

&ŝŐ͘Ϯ͘DĂƉŽĨƚŚĞĂŶĂůǇƐĞĚĂƌĞĂ͘^ƉĂƟĂůĚŝƐƚƌŝďƵƟŽŶŽĨůĂŶĚƐƵƌĨĂĐĞƚǇƉĞƐ͕
ƐŽƵƌĐĞ͗ŽƌŝŶĞ>ĂŶĚŽǀĞƌĚĂƚĂ;ϮϬϬϲͿ

IN-SITU OBSERVATION
Air temperature observations in the presented research
were retrieved from the Land SYNOP station network
which transmits observations, made on land, in the form
recommended by WMO (World Meteorological Organization)
standards as a SYNOP message. Currently, WMO station
network consists of over 10.000 synoptic stations all over the
world, and over 60 in the territory of Poland, producing hourly,
3-hour and 6-hour reports. The distribution of observation
stations is far from being uniform, and does not take into
account the spatial structure of environment conditions.
Because of this in many situations the interpolation of
meteorological air temperature observations in order to
obtain data in high resolution grid may not produce satisfying
results.

6
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WRF
An alternative method for obtaining air temperatures
for regional and local scale applications employs the
use of numerical weather prediction models such as the
Weather Research and Forecast (WRF) model. WRF is a
next-generation mesoscale model, designed and developed
by several organizations, such as the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR), National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP), National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA), Air Force Weather
Agency (AFWA), and a number of collaborating institutes
and universities.
Meteorological data from an NWP can be helpful during
model fitting in evapotranspiration estimation, i.e. in methods
for water vapour content retrieval using low resolution
multispectral imagery [4], modelling solar radiation [21],
radiometric correction within multispectral imaging and
others.
The WRF instance used in this study was
installed and configured internally at the
Department of Geoinformatics in the Faculty of
Electronics, Telecommunications and Informatics
of Gdańsk University of Technology. The model is
ran operationally by the Department since 2011.
The process of configuration and adjustment of
the model for local conditions was performed for
several years in order to properly establish and
optimize several important elements, including
the parameterization scheme, microphysics
scheme, surface energy flux scheme, computing
grid spatial (vertical and horizontal) resolution,
computing domain localisation and nesting. In
the current configuration the system generates
48-hour forecasts, four times per every 24-hour
operating period. The forecasts are produced in a
4 km local domain, nested in a 12 km grid regional
domain. The boundaries between the local and
regional domain are presented in Fig. 3. The model utilizes
Grell-Devenyi ensemble parameterization scheme [10], Ferrier
operational microphysics scheme [8], Noah Land Surface
Model physics scheme [2] unified by NCEP/NCAR/AFWA
and GFDL radiation scheme [7]. Initialization and boundary
conditions data is retrieved from GFS model downloaded
from NCEP online services which also provide SST in their
RTG_SST_HR product i.e. for the Baltic Sea.
AVHRR
Satellite data used in the presented research was obtained
from a dedicated 1.5m-wide HRPT/MetOp-A/B local satellite
ground station, operated by the Department. The NOAA/
MetOp AVHRR imagery is retrieved from the satellite station
High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT) stream and
converted to GeoTIFF data files in spatial resolution 1.1 km by
1.1 km per pixel. The range of recorded photographs entirely

covers the study area described in section 3.1. The applied
cartographic projection is Lambert Azimuth Equal Area
(LAEA) with 19°E and 52°N as central meridian and central
parallel respectively (geometric centre of researched area). The
HRPT stream also contains information about solar zenith
[°], solar azimuth [°], nadir to pixel [°], satellite inclination [°]
and raw and calibrated data for channels 1-5, which can be
utilized in other applications of remote sensing techniques.

&ŝŐ͘ϯ͘dŚĞďŽƵŶĚĂƌŝĞƐďĞƚǁĞĞŶƚŚĞůŽĐĂůĚŽŵĂŝŶ;ϰŬŵƌĞƐŽůƵƟŽŶͿĂŶĚ
ƌĞŐŝŽŶĂůĚŽŵĂŝŶ;ϭϮŬŵƌĞƐŽůƵƟŽŶͿƵƐĞĚŝŶƚŚĞĂƉƉůŝĞĚŝŶƐƚĂŶĐĞŽĨƚŚĞtZ&
ŵŽĚĞů

ALGORITHM IMPLEMENTATION
ENVIRONMENT
In order to automate the process of data analysis, the
authors have developed an operational system which
integrates data from the AVHRR satellite station as well
as results of numerical weather predictions in a common
geographical context. The general architecture of the system
is shown in Fig. 4.

&ŝŐ͘ϰ͘ƌĐŚŝƚĞĐƚƵƌĞŽĨƚŚĞ'/^ĨŽƌŝŶƚĞŐƌĂƟŽŶĂŶĚĂŶĂůǇƐŝƐŽĨƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ

The system consists of several modules, each responsible
for specific functionality. Data from two external sources
(the WRF Numerical Weather Prediction model and HRPTMetOp satellite ground station, namely) is acquired and
processed inside a Web-based Geographic Information
System in order to accurately perform their analysis. First,
data from HRPT–MetOp ground station is transformed
from a HRPT stream to a geospatial data format. Then,
the Temperature Analysis module imports the results of
Numerical Weather Prediction for the same date and hour
in rotated lat/lon projection and transforms it to common
Lambert Azimuth Equal Area (LAEA) projection in the same
spatial resolution as the obtained AVHRR data. The module
then obtains LST/VI parameters of the analysed scene. The
module produces georeferenced imagery of Ts and Tair in
LAEA projection, which is passed on to the Spatial Analysis
Engine. The Spatial Analysis Engine uses Geovisual Analytics
to perform temperature consistency analysis between the
source images. The results are stored in a spatial geodatabase
from which they are retrieved by the GeoServer, which is a
Web Map server with excellent support for open standards of
spatial data exchange such as OGC Web Feature Service and
Web Map Service. The latter is used to serve thematic layers to
the Web GIS client, which uses the Open Source OpenLayers
javcascript library to provide the end users with a rich GIS
functionality inside a standard Web browser, without the need
for additional plugins. Through the client, the users may view
the results of the latest temperature consistency analysis and
compare them to source data or available satellite imagery
at any given time.

RESULTS
The main goal of the presented research was to analyse the
relationship between air temperature obtained from NWP
and surface temperature retrieved from AVHRR imagery
in the context of LST/VI space properties for a region with
high surface type diversity. As it is known, there is significant
correlation between these two quantities, however not much
attention has been paid to this subject. In general,
air temperature is less spatially variable than
LST. This being said, air temperature depends to
a greater extent on global weather conditions than
on surface characteristics and incoming radiation.
Verification of air temperature estimation is
relatively easy, as it can be compared with in-situ
observations from SYNOP. However, verification
of LST estimation causes serious difficulties due
to wide geographical spread, spatial resolution of
radiometer, atmospheric fluctuations etc.
Obtaining good quality AVHRR datasets for
the region of Central Europe is not a trivial task
due to the fact that during most of the vegetation
blooming season the atmosphere contains a large
amount of water vapour and clouds. High relative
air humidity (60-80%) during the day causes
variations in atmosphere transmittance which in
turn affects values recorded by satellite thermal channels

ĚĂƚĂĨƌŽŵĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚƐŽƵƌĐĞƐ
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and makes LST retrieval less accurate. This makes it hard to
retrieve non-cloud-contaminated datasets for most of the
considered period.
First stage of work was focused on calculating the results
of LST/VI space for the analysed scene (Fig. 5).

&ŝŐ͘ϲ͘^ƵƌĨĂĐĞƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ;dsͿĞƐƟŵĂƟŽŶƵƐŝŶŐŚǇďƌŝĚĂƉƉƌŽĂĐŚ͘ůĂĐŬ
ƉŝǆĞůƐƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƌĞĂƐǁŚĞƌĞĚƵĞƚŽůŽǁƌĞƐŽůƵƟŽŶŽĨƐŽƵƌĐĞĚĂƚĂƚŚĞ
ĂůŐŽƌŝƚŚŵǁĂƐƵŶĂďůĞƚŽĐĂƚĞŐŽƌŝǌĞƚŚĞƉŝǆĞůĂƐŶĞŝƚŚĞƌůĂŶĚŶŽƌƐĞĂƚǇƉĞ͘

&ŝŐ͘ϱ͘>^dͬs/ƐƉĂĐĞŐƌĂƉŚŝĐƌĞƉƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟŽŶĐŽŶƚĂŝŶŝŶŐ>^dĚĂƚĂ͕tZ&EtW
ĂŝƌƚĞŵƉĞƌĂƚƵƌĞ;dairͿĂŶĚŝŶƚĞƌƉŽůĂƚĞĚ^zEKWŽďƐĞƌǀĂƟŽŶĚĂƚĂ

In the presented case, average air temperature (from NWP
and SYNOP stations) was about 23 °C. As expected, LST
values were higher than Tair values due to high radiation
(300-500 W/m2) caused by cloudless sky conditions and high
sun zenith angle. According to Fig. 5, a significant rise of LST
along with decreasing vegetation (expressed as fractional
vegetation index) can also be observed. The presented results
also appear to confirm the hypothesis that Tair and LST are
equal for high vegetation areas. This applies to WRF Tair and
SYNOP observation as well.
Since the respected region consists of highly diverse surface
types (forests, urban areas, agriculture, sea and others), a
dedicated procedure of Ts estimation was proposed. In order
to estimate surface temperature for this diversified region, the
satellite images acquired directly from a ground station were
processed by the dedicated GIS which applied two separate
masks: one mask that removes pixels that contain sea area,
and a second mask that removes pixels of land surface area.
Both masks also remove pixels contaminated with clouds.
Once the area has been separated into land and sea, the
land region is analysed using the LST estimation procedure
described in [5], [6], [9], while the sea area is processed using
the algorithm defined in [11] for SST estimation. After both
procedures are accomplished, the hybrid result (containing
data from both sources) is returned in the form of a single
product. The resulting thematic layer, made available via
the GIS Web Map Service, contains surface temperature (Ts)
which is presented in Fig. 6.
This particular type of product is styled using a standard
temperature colour bar in which areas of low temperature are
represented in dark blue, and the hottest areas are coloured
in dark red. This allows for easier analysis and interpretation
of the produced data.
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The close integration of both satellite (Ts) and weather
prediction model (Tair) data in a geographical context allows
for their advanced analysis via Geovisual Analytics. Thus, for
every pixel of data in the AVHRR image, the GIS retrieves the
respective pixel of WRF data and performs their consistency
analysis. The resulting images form a time series in the Web
GIS and may be viewed by means of WMS with a TIME
parameter. This allows one to not only view temperature
consistency for selected dates in an organized manner, but also
enables analysis of differences between times of day as well as
over longer time periods. Fig. 6 shows a sample comparison of
difference between Tair and Ts for the analysed scene within the
Web-GIS client. By implementing the paradigms of Geovisual
Analytics, the resulting image depicts the level of difference
using user-perceptual Ordinal Pseudocolor Sequencing. Areas
where the difference is less than 1 °C are marked in green,
while larger differences are marked in yellow (2-3 °C), orange
(3-4 °C) and red (greater than 5 °C).

&ŝŐ͘ϳ͘'ĞŽǀŝƐƵĂůŶĂůǇƐŝƐŽĨĚŝīĞƌĞŶĐĞďĞƚǁĞĞŶŵŽĚĞůůĞĚdairĂŶĚdsĨŽƌ
ŝŶǀĞƐƟŐĂƚĞĚƌĞŐŝŽŶ

As it can be seen in Fig. 7, in the analysed coastal area of the
Gulf of Gdańsk there are several areas which exhibit very high
similarities between surface temperature (Ts) obtained from

the AVHRR sensor and air temperature (Tair) produced by the
WRF model. In particular, although the differences between
Ts and Tair often exceed 5 °C and reach as high as 10 degrees
in some areas, there are certain places in which the gap
between both values virtually disappears. The nature of this
phenomenon over land can be easily discerned by comparing
the geographical layout of the temperature differences with
the vegetation coverage of the area, as depicted in Fig. 8.

temperatures by exploiting the thermal characteristics of
tree canopies, its application may be restricted by the forest
coverage as well as length of vegetation blooming season in
the analyzed area. This being said, the presented results prove
that properties of LST/VI space can provide information
for air temperature estimation, particularly for areas with a
highly diverse distribution of surface type.
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ABSTRACT
In the paper the study of radio communication system design process for systems based on OFDM transmission is
considered. The signal propagation model for 1.4 GHz frequency band is discussed, and the study of signal propagation
characteristics, important from the point of view of OFDM system design, is presented. The methodology of OFDM
interface design is proposed and some characteristics of the OFDM-based radio communication system are analysed.
Keywords: marine radio communication; wave propagation at sea; ground-to-sea communication; ground-to-air communication;
OFDM system design; safety at sea.

INTRODUCTION
Nowadays the problem of radio communication systems
design for maritime applications is very important. It is
necessary for the implemented modern wideband systems to
enable high-rate data transmission in internet communication
and multimedia services. It is commonly agreed that the most
interesting signal transmission technique for high-rate data
transmission is the OFDM technique, used in the most modern
cellular system, called LTE.
This study presents the principle of the use of OFDM
technique for design of a wideband radio communication
system for maritime applications, especially for A1 sea area,
and discusses benefits from its use.
From the point of view of this study some assumptions have
been made. First, the frequency band of signals transmitted
over the radio communication channel is set equal to 10 MHz,
which corresponds to one of the most frequently used bands
in the LTE public cellular system. This assumption makes it
possible to compare the presently obtained results to those
achieved for the LTE system.
The centre frequency of the proposed system is set to 1.4 GHz.
The use of wideband channel means that the signal transmission
is done in a frequency-selective multipath channel, which
affects the transmission conditions and signal performance.
A characteristic transmission feature is that the connection
is realized between 2 antennas. The first antenna is localised
on the coast, approximately 15 m above the ground, while
the second antenna is localised on a ship in the case of the
coast-to-sea channel, or on a plane or helicopter (the coastto-air channel, above the sea). In both cases the same 2-ray
propagation model is used [1]. A possible high speed of the
plane determines great values of Doppler spread and this is the
main difference between these two propagation environments.
12
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The proposed design methodology can be used for adapting
modern high-speed data communication systems to maritime
applications.

RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION
The 2-ray propagation model is one of the most often used models
for radio-wave propagation in both the coast-to-sea and coast-toair propagation environment. Also propagation measurements in
these environments give, in general, similar results.
Using this model we take into account 2 components of
the multipath signal propagation. The 1-st is the LOS (lineof-sight) component and the 2-nd is the component reflected
from the surface of the sea [1-7].
The model is considered in 2 versions depending on the
designed radio station range. The first version is applied when
the curvature of the Earth is to be taken into account, and
the second - when the surface is assumed flat.
The impulse response of this channel model is given by

(1)

when:
α0(t) – complex component representing the amplitude
of the LOS component,
αs(t)– complex component representing the reflected
component amplitude,
– reflection coefficient from the sea surface,
– variable representing the phase shift between the
LOS component and the reflected component, depending on
the shift ΔR k = X + X’ - l relative to the wavelength λ.

The 2-ray model is presented in Fig. 1, where we can find
interpretations of formulas for Γ(t) and ΔR k (see the model
for flat Earth).
In the case of coastal transmission it is possible to receive
some additional components reflected from coast obstacles.
But the results presented in [1-7] show that they are not
important from the point of view of OFDM system design
presented in this paper.

As a result, the here proposed propagation models (under
the sea surface) are given by formulas (2-4), with parameters
shown in Table 1 and Table 2 [8].
For 1 GHz band we have:
(2)

where

PATHLOSS MODELS FOR 1 GHZ (L-BAND)
AND 5 GHZ (C-BAND)
It is very difficult to find publications discussing the issue
of loss modelling in systems similar to that analysed in the
paper. We can find suitable models in [4-6]. The most recent
research which best corresponds to the analysed model of
the system was done by NASA [8-9].
The present research concerns the communication between
the coast radio station and unmanned aerial vehicles. This
research area is very popular nowadays. The research was done
on the basis of 2-ray curved-Earth channel model (CE2R). In
this model we take into account radio wave reflections from
the waving surface of the sea (salty water).
The radio wave reflection from the irregular sea surface
may be a reason why waves reach the receiver with large
phase-shifts. Thus, it is assumed that the radio wave reaches
the receiver as a direct component (LOS) and components
reflected from the surface of the water.
The studies take into account the measurements of the radio
wave attenuation with deviation dependent on many factors,
in particular: water undulation, non-ideal characteristics of
the antennas, occasional recording of additional multipath
signal components in the receiver (in addition to those
corresponding to LOS and the reflected wave), and slow
signal strength fluctuations caused by imperfections of the
measuring instruments.

&ŝŐ͘ϭ͘ϮͲƌĂǇƉƌŽƉĂŐĂƟŽŶŵŽĚĞůĨŽƌŇĂƚĂŶĚĐƵƌǀĞĚĂƌƚŚ

(3)

And for 5 GHz band we have:
(4)

The used parameters are as follows:
A0,L,s – propagation constant for 1 GHz band,
nL,s – power of signal loss for 1 GHz band,
LL,s – correction factor for 1 GHz frequency band,
d
– distance between antennas,
X L,s X L,l – Gaussian variables of zero mean value and
standard deviations σX,L,s [dB] and σX,L,l [dB], respectively,
ζ – constant depending on the direction of vehicle motion:
from the coast station to the vehicle ζ = 1 or to the
coast station ζ =-1,
L CE2R – signal loss for the CE2R model and the
instantaneous current location of antennas.
L0 – correction factor for the CE2R model,
LL,l – correction factor for 1 GHz,
λ – wave length,
D – divergence factor due to spherical Earth shape,
Γp – surface reflection coefficient, with the subscript p
denoting the impinging wave polarization,
ΔR – relative path length difference between LOS and
surface reflection,
σX,L,s – standard deviation of the X L,s random variable
representing signal fluctuations,
σX,L,l – standard deviation of the X L,l random variable
representing slow signal fluctuations,
A0,C,s – propagation constant for 5 GHz band,
nC,s – power of signal loss for 5 GHz,
XC,s XC,l – Gaussian variables of zero mean value and
standard deviations σX,C,s [dB] and σX,C,l [dB],
respectively,
LC,s – correction factor for 5 GHz,
σXC,s – standard deviation of XC,s random variable
representing slow signal fluctuations,
σXC,l – standard deviation of XC,l random variable
representing slow signal fluctuations,
A0,l – propagation constant for 5 GHz,
nC,l – power of signal loss for 5 GHz,
LC,l – correction factor for 5 GHz,
dt – distance 2.2 ≤ d ≤ 24 km for the sea water,
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2016
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The proposed values for the used parameters are collated
in Table 1 and Table 2, for 1 GHz and 5 GHz frequency,
respectively.
Selection of the model depends on the adopted threshold
of elevation angle θt - which represents the angle between
the tangent to the Earth surface at the point where the coast
radio station antenna is situated, and the line from that point
to the antenna on the vehicle (the plane or the ship).
It also depends on the distance dt between the positions of
the coast station antenna and the vehicle antenna (the latter
being defined as the point on the ground designated by the
perpendicular to the tangent to the ground at that point and
the proposed vehicle antenna height).
In general, values achieved for a small elevation angle can
be understood as referring to:
– the ship, for the coast-to-sea model
– the climb phase of the aircraft, for the coast-to-air model,
– or the flight at a relatively low altitude, for the coastto-air model.
dĂď͘ϭ͘WĂƚŚůŽƐƐƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐĨŽƌϭ',ǌϴ

account (see (2)). This model is only loosely associated with
the CE2R model.Consequently, the CE2R model is valid for
ships and low-altitude flights and climbing.

&ŝŐ͘Ϯ͘ŚĂƌƚƐŽĨƉƌŽƉĂŐĂƟŽŶůŽƐƐƵƐŝŶŐƚŚĞŵŽĚĞůƐŐŝǀĞŶďǇ;ϮͿĂŶĚ;ϯͿ
;ĞǆĐůƵĚŝŶŐƚŚĞƌĂŶĚŽŵǀĂƌŝĂďůĞy͖ɺсϭͿ

Signal losses Lprop obtained using these two models are
compared in Fig. 2, presenting this quantity as a function
of the distance between antennas. As we can see, the CE2R
model is more restrictive than the modified one. Taking into
account the empirical nature of the research, the modified
model seems to be more appropriate. Consequently, the
authors decided to forsake the CE2R model for the 5 GHz
band for both low and high altitudes (see the formula (4)).
It is noteworthy that for maritime conditions of signal
propagation the path loss is usually larger than in the case
of coast-to-air transmission.

PROPAGATION LOSS MODEL PROPOSAL
FOR 1.4 GHZ
dĂď͘Ϯ͘WĂƚŚůŽƐƐƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐĨŽƌϭ',ǌϴ

For 1.4 GHz transmission, the model for 1 GHz seems to
be more adequate, and this model was used in the analysis.
The frequency increase to 1.4 GHz results in larger signal
loss, as we can see in Table 3. But the assumed parameters
need verification in relevant measurements, which is planned
in the future.
In the first approach we can assume that the signal loss
along the Earth surface is given by

(5)

with parameter values given in Tab. 3.
It is noteworthy that under the tested conditions, the
correlation time and the delay spread were very small. In
a typical situation the delay spread was less than 50 ns, and
only occasionally increased to 250 ns. But we should keep in
mind that the developed model has also to take into account
situations when the delay spread is larger due to larger channel
selectivity.
Based on the conclusion resulting from observations of
the models, authors propose to modify slightly the basic
CE2R model (by adding two more components) for signal
loss estimation at low altitude and frequencies close to
1 GHz what we can see in the formula (2). At the same time
for higher altitudes ( θ > θt) the modified model is taken into
14
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dĂď͘ϯ͘WƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƉĂƚŚůŽƐƐƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐĨŽƌϭ͘ϰ',ǌϴ

The parameters used in (5) are then as follows:
A0,l – propagation constant for high flight altitude phase
(coast-to-air model),
n0,l – signal loss power for high flight altitude,
σXl – standard deviation of random variable X l representing
slow signal fluctuations,
Ll – correction factor for high flight altitude,
A0,s – propagation constant for low flight altitude phase
(coast-to-air model),
n0,s – signal loss power for low flight altitude,
σXs – standard deviation of random variable Xs representing
slow signal fluctuations,
Ls – correction factor for low flight altitude,
A0,s2 – propagation constant for ships (coast-to-sea model),
n0,s2 – signal loss power for ships,
σXs2 – standard deviation of random variable X s2
representing slow signal fluctuations,
Ls2 – correction factor for ships,
d – distance between antennas,
X l, Xs, Xs2 – Gaussian variables of zero mean value and
standard deviations σXl [dB], σXs [dB], σXs2 [dB],
respectively
ζ – constant depending on motion direction from the
coast station ζ = 1 (moving out) or to the coast station
ζ =-1 (moving to the coast).

by the Rician distribution. The 2-nd component, of the αs(t)
amplitude and ϕs phase shift, is the result of reflection from
the sea surface.
The remaining components z1(t) and z2(t) additionally
depend on stochastic processes which determine their
existence.

&ŝŐ͘ϰ͘DŽĚĞůŽĨǁŝĚĞďĂŶĚĐŚĂŶŶĞů

The probability distribution of the occurrence of
these components is largely undefined. Nevertheless, the
probability of the amplitude component of the second and
other components is believed to results from the Rayleigh
distribution.

MAIN PARAMETERS OF THE CHANNEL
CORRELATION TIME AND DELAY SPREAD

&ŝŐ͘ϯ͘^ŝŐŶĂůůŽƐƐĂƐĂĨƵŶĐƟŽŶŽĨƚŚĞĚŝƐƚĂŶĐĞ͕ƵƐŝŶŐ;ϰͿ
;ĞǆĐůƵĚŝŶŐƚŚĞƌĂŶĚŽŵǀĂƌŝĂďůĞy͖ɺсϭͿ

Charts of signal loss for the proposed model are presented
in Fig. 3. We can see that the model for coast-to-sea
transmission is more restrictive than the models for coastto-air transmission.

GENERAL MODEL OF WIDEBAND
CHANNEL
The model of wideband channel can be presented as the
FIR filter, consisting of the delay line and not more than
4 branches, see Fig. 4. The received signal y(t) is the vector
sum of signals received in different propagation paths with
various delays and phases. The first component is the LOS
signal, of instantaneous complex amplitude α0(t) and phase
shift ϕ0. The amplitude probability of this component is given

The research presented in [8-12] suggests that the
correlation time and the delay spread for the here analysed
propagation environments are very short. The delay spread
was measured for a short distance between the vehicle and
the coast station, and for a larger distance. In general, the
delay spread is very short for the larger distance, and slightly
longer for the short distance. But in both cases it does not,
generally, exceed 50 ns, and only in most critical situations
increases to 250 ns. This is very important information from
the point of view of the OFDM system design, because small
delay spread means that small time guard Tg between OFDM
symbols is required. From the literature [11, 13] we know
that the time guard should be a few times larger than the
maximum delay spread, in order to take into account the most
critical situations occurring in the propagation environment.
It appears from the presented considerations that we can
set the minimum time guard approximately equal to 1 μs.
As a comparison, it is approximately 5 times shorter than
the so-called short time guard used in LTE. That means
that the OFDM technique is more suitable for the use in sea
propagation environment than LTE, as compared to urban,
suburban or rural environments.
As a result of the above reasoning, the value of minimum
acceptable time guard was set to
(6)
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Hence we have

COHERENCE BANDWIDTH AND ADAPTIVE
CORRECTION OF SIGNALS IN THE RECEIVER

The coherence bandwidth Bc of the multipath channel in
which the correlation time equals several dozen ns can be,
approximately, slightly larger than a dozen MHz, and for
a few hundred ns – approximately equal to a few MHz. That
means that within the band of the received signal (B = 10
MHz), no more than one minimum (strongly suppressed
component-subcarrier of the spectrum) should be observed.
And in the general case, no strongly suppressed component
may be observed. However, a longer correlation time, reaching
a few μs, can cause a strong frequency selectivity.
It means that in relatively long periods of time the channel
cannot be frequency selective, despite a large channel
bandwidth. In this case we do not need to use correction
of channel pulse response in the receiver, nor other simple
solutions.

If we know the TOFDM symbol duration then we can estimate
the possible time guard Tg between the transmitted OFDM
symbols.
The most critical assumption for OFDM-based systems is
that the Tg should be shorter than the maximum delay spread
in the designed system. It means that

GENERAL METHODOLOGY OF OFDM
INTERFACE DESIGN

The transmission of signals in the proposed system is
realized in TDD mode in a single frequency channel of 10
MHz frequency band. The working frequency is 1.4 GHz.

As the first step, we assume the FFT size which depends
on the planned number of subcarriers in the OFDM signal.
Most frequently the FFT size is assumed as the power of 2. The
1024 size is preferred for a few hundred of active subcarriers,
which is the case of the present project. If the designed number
of subcarriers is smaller than the FFT size, then we only use
active subcarriers and set other subcarriers equal to zero.
Subcarrier spacing should be much larger than the Doppler
spread, which in the designed system depends on the speed
of motion of vehicles. Therefore in order to take into account
high speed of motion of terminals, higher Δf should be
assumed. In a typical situation, the Δf value of over dozen
kHz is sufficient even for very large (more than 1000 kmph)
vehicle speed.
The subcarrier spacing must meet the condition
(7)

The sampling frequency depends on the assumed Δf and
the number of subcarriers (FFTsize). This relation is
(8)

The OFDM symbol duration depends on the assumed
value of Δf

(11)

and preferably Tg << ΔTdelay.
Here we assumed that Tg should be a few times shorter than
ΔTdelay , as a minimum, in a large percent of time.
CHARACTERISTICS OF PROPOSED OFDM SYSTEM

dĂď͘ϰ͘ĂƐŝĐƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐĨŽƌƉƌŽƉŽƐĞĚƌĂĚŝŽŝŶƚĞƌĨĂĐĞ

In the radio interface we use the OFDM technique, in
which the transmission over the entire frequency band is
done using a number of orthogonal subcarriers transmitted
simultaneously. This transmission method increases the
immunity of the transmitted signal to frequency selective
signal fading, which is the most problematic issue in wideband
radio communication systems. The basic set of parameters
is given in Table 4.

THE STRUCTURE OF PHYSICAL RESOURCE
BLOCK
In the next step, the total symbol transmission period TTR
is to be estimated. It depends on the number of designed
OFDM symbols per time unit and the duration of a single
time slot. In the proposed system the time slot duration is
equal to Tslot = 0.5 ms, and a single slot can transmit (Nsymb) 6,
7 or 8 OFDM symbols. Then the total transmission period is
(9)
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The basic unit of resources is the resource block. The
resource block size in the system is defined in the timefrequency domain. In the time domain, the resources are
divided depending on the number of OFDM symbols used
in a single time slot, while in the frequency domain they are
divided into a number of subcarriers. The size of the designed
block is 12 subcarriers and 6, 7 or 8 OFDM symbols in
a single slot, see Fig. 5.

The first conclusion after analysing these results is that
larger number of OFDM symbols not always results in greater
throughput. But large number of OFDM symbols is preferred,
as it is achieved when Δf is larger. And larger values of Δf are
preferable for high speeds of vehicles (which is not important
for ships but very important for planes).

&ŝŐ͘ϲ͘dŝŵĞŐƵĂƌĚĂƐĨƵŶĐƟŽŶŽĨƐƵďĐĂƌƌŝĞƌƐƉĂĐŝŶŐĨŽƌĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚŶƵŵďĞƌƐ
ŽĨK&DƐǇŵďŽůƐŝŶƐŝŶŐůĞƐůŽƚ

Fig. 5. The structure of physical resource block

The number of resource blocks depends on the set
subcarrier spacing, which is the main issue of the analysis.
A single resource block consists of data sent on 12 subcarriers
in a single slot of 0.5 ms duration. The block size depends
on the number of OFDM symbols per slot. A single resource
element carries 2 or 4 bits, depending on the modulation type:
QPSK or 16 QAM, respectively. So, the resource element it is
the smallest unit of information sent on a single subcarrier
in time duration of a single OFDM symbol.

The second conclusion is that the coast-to-sea and coastto-air environments are very good from the viewpoint of the
use of OFDM transmission for data transmission, because
we can use small Tg periods at relative large Δf values. It is
possible to use large number of OFDM symbols for a single
slot, which guarantees high spectral efficiency.
Another interesting problem is the normalized throughput
available in different configurations of Δf and Tg. Relevant
results are presented in Fig. 7.

ANALYSIS RESULTS
Table 5 collates results of calculation of OFDM system
parameters for different values of OFDM symbols and
subcarrier spacing. It determines the guard time Tg for
different configurations, some of which can be accepted for
the system or not.
For comparison purposes, the table includes parameters
calculated for the LTE system. The Rp/R min value is the indicator
for the use of resources, calculated as the available throughput
normalized by the minimum throughput available for the
analysed conditions (in the present case it corresponds to the
value for LTE with 6 OFDM symbols per slot). As we can see,
the best proposal is for 8 OFDM symbols per slot when the
calculated guard time is Tg = 1.26 μs, assuming that Tg should
be greater than 1 μs. Additionally, Fig. 6 shows the results
of Tg calculation as a function of Δf, for different number of
OFDM symbols, to illustrate the effect of subcarrier spacing
on the guard time acceptable in the system.

&ŝŐ͘ϳ͘EŽƌŵĂůŝǌĞĚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƉƵƚĂƐĨƵŶĐƟŽŶŽĨƐƵďĐĂƌƌŝĞƌƐƉĂĐŝŶŐĨŽƌ
ĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚŶƵŵďĞƌƐŽĨK&DƐǇŵďŽůƐŝŶƐŝŶŐůĞƐůŽƚ͘

If we take into account a smaller number of OFDM symbols
in the slot then we can achieve the same throughput using a
smaller Δf value, as compared to the case of greater number
of OFDM symbols. But if a larger Δf is preferred, it is more
appropriate to use a greater number of OFDM symbols.
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dĂď͘ϱ͘ZĞƐƵůƚƐŽĨĞƐƟŵĂƟŽŶŽĨK&DƉĂƌĂŵĞƚĞƌƐĨŽƌĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚŽƉĞƌĂƟŶŐĐŽŶĚŝƟŽŶƐ

Figure 8 illustrates a very interesting case when the
normalized throughput is analysed as a function of the guard
time. In Fig. 8a the full range of guard time is presented, while
Fig. 8b shows only, for better visualisation, the magnified
range of short guard time.
We can see that the greatest throughput is achieved for
the largest number of OFDM symbols in a single slot. For
7 symbols the throughput highest than 1.56 is not realizable
due to excessively short guard time in this case (non acceptable
Tg – less than 1 μs). That is why this throughput is considered
worse than that achieved for 6 OFDM symbols.
What is very important is that the optimum number of
OFDM symbols is dependent on the designed guard time
and its restrictions. Note that the system is realizable only
for parameters marked as points in this figure because it is
dependent on the predefined resource block size (positions
of these points depend on the resource block size).
For instance, from Fig. 8 we can see that:
• for Tg = 2.5 μs the best throughput is with 6 OFDM
symbols only,
• for Tg = 2.85 μs 7 the use of 7 symbols is more favourable
• but for Tg = 3,71 μs the best situation is when 8 symbols
per slot are implemented.
In Fig. 8a the throughput available in LTE is compared to
that of the proposed system, for 2 possible configurations of
Tg in LTE (so-called short cyclic prefix and long cyclic prefix).
We can see that the band of 9 MHz, against 10 MHz available
in LTE, at the assumed values of Tg and Δf result in much
poorer efficiency of LTE, as compared to the proposed system.

systems (MC-CDMA [14]). Moreover, the proposed solution
can be implemented in systems using advanced frequency
reuse methods, described in [15-16].
The presented analysis also reveals that the configuration
of OFDM parameters for LTE is much more unfavorable,
from the viewpoint of resource use, than the configurations
of the proposed system.
The proposed path loss model can be taken into account
when estimating the coverage of the proposed system working
on the 1.4 GHz band.

CONCLUSION
The paper proposes a design of OFDMA-based system for
maritime applications. The performed analyses have revealed
that for coast-to-sea and coast-to air (above the sea surface)
propagation environments, very short guard periods between
the transmitted OFDM symbols can be used, which provides
very good conditions for OFDMA interfaces performance and
enables to achieve high efficiency of the use of radio resources.
These conditions are much better than those characteristic
for urban and rural environments. It means that the OFDM
technique is strongly recommended for use in maritime radio
communication systems.
The proposed method can be adopted in multi-carrier
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&ŝŐ͘ϴ͘EŽƌŵĂůŝǌĞĚƚŚƌŽƵŐŚƉƵƚĂƐĨƵŶĐƟŽŶŽĨƟŵĞŐƵĂƌĚĨŽƌĚŝīĞƌĞŶƚ
ŶƵŵďĞƌƐŽĨK&DƐǇŵďŽůƐŝŶƐŝŶŐůĞƐůŽƚ͗
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ABSTRACT
The objective of this paper is to present an automatic monitoring system for the 3D CEMBS model in the operational
version. This predictive, eco hydrodynamic model is used as a tool to control the conditions and bio productivity of the
Baltic sea environment and to forecast physical and ecological changes in the studied basin. Satellite-measured data
assimilation is used to constrain the model and achieve higher accuracy of its results.
3D CEMBS is a version of the Community Earth System Model, adapted for the Baltic Sea. It consists of coupled
ocean and ice models, working in active mode together with the ecosystem module. Atmospheric forecast from the
UM model (Interdisciplinary Centre for Mathematical and Computational Modelling of the Warsaw University) are
used as a forcing fields feed through atmospheric data model. In addition, river inflow of freshwater and nutrient
deposition from 71 main rivers is processed by land model. At present, satellite data from AQUA MODIS, processed
by the SatBałtyk project Operational System are used for the assimilation of sea surface temperature and chlorophyll
a concentration. In the operational mode, 48-hour forecasts are produced at six-hour intervals, providing a wide range
of hydrodynamic and biochemical parameters.
Keywords: Baltic, ecosystem, model, satellite, assimilation

INTRODUCTION
The Baltic Sea is a semi-enclosed, shelf sea. It is exposed
to the influence of a number of changing environmental
conditions such as atmospheric conditions, inflows of saline
ocean waters from the North Sea, freshwater inflows from
rivers rich in biogenic substances. Vertical stratification of the
Baltic Sea is very strong and changes substantially over the
year. All this makes modelling of this region a complicated
problem. Even taking into account all these factors, using
open boundary conditions, accurate vertical parameterization
and forcing fields from state of the art weather forecasting
models does not guarantee that the eco hydrodynamic model
will be able to reflect the actual state of the environment. This
is one of the most important reasons why the assimilation of
satellite-measured data must be used in order to constrain
the model and produce high accuracy results. 3D CEMBS is
a coupled ecosystem model, which main task is to produce
short term, 3-dimmensional forecasts of main hydrodynamic
and biochemical parameters of the Baltic Sea. It uses Cressman
assimilation scheme [2], which is computationally very
efficient, but at the same time its accuracy remains satisfactory.
Satellite data used for the assimilation is measured by MODIS
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device installed on the AQUA satellite. Results from this
model are used in the SatBałtyk project [10], [11] as well as are
presented at model’s website – www.cembs.pl. These results
of the model cover historical data archived since 2010 till
present, as well as 48-hours forecasts updated four times a day.

3D CEMBS MODEL
The 3D CEMBS model is based on a CESM1.0 (Community
Earth System Model) and was adapted to the Baltic Sea region.
Its main components are coupled ocean and ice models
working in an active mode, calculating hydrodynamic results,
together with an ecosystem model responsible for calculating
biological and chemical parameters.
Ocean model is based on a POP (Parallel Ocean Program)
code [9]. It is a z-level coordinates, general circulation ocean
model that solves the 3-dimentional primitive equations
for stratified fluid using the hydrostatic and Boussinesq
approximations. Sea ice model is based on a CICE (Community
Ice CodE). It uses an elastic-viscous-plastic ice rheology [3].

Fig. 1. Ecosystem model block diagram

from the Balt-HYPE model of SMHI and the nutrient
deposition data are monthly averaged. Discharge from 71
main rivers of the Baltic Sea basin was included. Satellite
data used for assimilation are sea surface temperature
and chlorophyll a concentration measured by MODIS [1].
They are at spatial resolution of 1km. Fig. 3 present the
scheme of the 3D CEMBS model configuration. The model
provides hydrodynamic parameters: water temperature,
salinity, sea surface height, current velocity and direction,
parameters of sea ice: temperature, concentration and
thickness and biochemical parameters such as: dissolved
oxygen, concentration of chlorophyll a, phytoplankton,
zooplankton and nutrients. Detailed description of
hydrodynamic and ecosystem modules as well as the
operational mode is presented in Dzierzbicka-Głowacka
et al. [4], [5], [6].

Ecosystem model, presented on Fig. 1 is based on an
intermediate complexity marine ecosystem model for the
global domain [7] and consists of 11 main components:
zooplankton, small phytoplankton, large phytoplankton,
summer species, one detrital class, oxygen and the
nutrients: nitrate, phosphate, ammonium and silicate.

Fig. 3. 3D CEMBS block diagram

OPERATIONAL SYSTEM

Fig. 2. Model domain with surface layer temperature

In the operational mode, 3D CEMBS is configured at
horizontal resolution of 1/48o, which is ca. 2km. Vertically
model grid has 21 layers. The thickness of the first four
layers is 5m and it grows with depth. Model domain is
shown in Fig. 2. Atmospheric data from forecasts and mean
values of nutrient deposition and freshwater inflow from
rivers are feed through data modules. The atmospheric
data, which are used as forcing fields, are calculated by
the weather forecast model, which is being developed
in the Interdisciplinary Centre for Mathematical and
Computational Modelling of the Warsaw University.
River discharge data are historical, daily averaged values

Currently the 3D CEMBS model is running in an
operational mode that is fully automated and controlled
by specially designed system. In current configuration it
provides a 48-hour forecasts every six hours. Forecasts
are available with 1-hour step and archival data are stored
with 6-hour step. The system consists of modules that are
responsible for the subsequent steps as shown on Fig. 4.
First input data such as weather forecast results, satellite
data and river discharge data are gathered. All data are then
interpolated to model grid and additional parameters are
calculated. Then, if present, satellite data are assimilated
and the forecast is calculated. Afterwards system prepares
output data to be presented on a model’s webpage, www.
cembs.pl, and prepares archives forecast’s results. Surface
parameters are then properly processed and transferred
to SatBałtyk database server, where they can be accessed
through SatBałtyk project webpage.
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2016
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Fig. 4. Operational system block diagram

4. ASSIMILATION SCHEME
Data assimilation combines time- and space-distributed
observations with a dynamic model. Satellite retrieved sea
surface temperature (SST) from MODIS AQUA have been
used in the temperature assimilation scheme. The level 0
raw satellite data from NASA Ocean Color Web have been
processed within the standard msl12 SeaDAS code where
satellite infrared MODIS bands 31 and 32 are corrected
for atmospheric absorption using combinations of several
MODIS mid- and far-infrared bands. ECMWF assimilation
model of marine atmosphere with atmospheric properties and
variability is supporting this correction. Cloud screening is
based on two approaches: use of the cloud screening product
(3660) and a cloud indicator derived during the SST retrieval.
Data spatial resolution is around 1km. Accuracy of the
retrieved SST can be considered to +/- 0.4 degrees Celsius.
3D CEMBS is designed to work in an operational mode,
therefore assimilation algorithm used in the system must be
accurate, yet time efficient. Data assimilation scheme proposed
by Cressman is relatively simple and computationally fast,
whilst remaining accurate. Thus, it seems to be an appropriate
choice. Scheme implemented in presented system is sequential,
meaning that only data measured in the past until the time
of analysis are used. It is also intermitted, which means that
the assimilated information is processed in a single small
batch, which is technically easier to implement as in opposite
to continuous methods. Main disadvantage of this method is
possibility of obtaining unrealistic results near the edge of the
spatial domain. However, such extrema were not observed in
the obtained results. The Cressman assimilation scheme can
be described in the following steps. Results of the previous
22
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model’s forecast are used as a background state xb. Satellite
data are then checked for errors and stored in the observations
matrix y. Then for every grid-point j the analysis result xa is
calculated based on the following equation:
(1)

E is an estimate of the ratio of the observation error to
the model error, i and j are satellite and model grid-points
respectively. Weight function w depends on influence radius
R and distance d between model and satellite results. It is
defined as follows:
(2)

The result of the analysis is then used as an initial state
for the next forecast.
Similar scheme was used in case of satellite measured sea
surface chlorophyll a concentration. However, chlorophyll
a concentration obtained from the model is calculated
based on its values in three groups of phytoplankton: large
phytoplankton (mainly diatoms) small phytoplankton, and
summer species (mainly cyanobacteria). Therefore, sum of
these components is used for further calculations. Since
chlorophyll a concentration has a log-normal distribution,
logarithms of model and satellite determined values are used
in the scheme. Therefore, the equation (1) is transformed to
the following form:

(3)

In the above equation:
(4)

(5)

(6)

SD stands for standard deviation, subscripts s and m stand
for satellite and model respectively, X are values of chlorophyll
a concentration. Determined this way differences are then
distributed between the three groups of phytoplankton,
on the basis of their percentage of the total chlorophyll
a concentration.

very comparable to those obtained from previous comparison
calculated for years 2011-2012. This is a very good example
of how applying even such a simple method of satellite data
assimilation can significantly improve accuracy and quality
of modelling results.
In October 2014 operational version of the model
was suspended due to implementation of chlorophyll
a concentration assimilation algorithms. Currently system is
in the testing phase, however, first trial runs show promising
results. Table II presents statistical comparison that shows, how
assimilation of satellite-measured chlorophyll a concentration
improved model’s accuracy. However, these are still early
results and some issues are still to be solved. Therefore more
tests and longer trial runs must be performed before applying
developed technique to the operational system.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The model with satellite-measured SST assimilation was
calibrated and tested on data from years 2011-2012. In order
to assess the impact of assimilation, the results of model with
and without assimilation were then compared with in-situ
measurements. [8]. After receiving satisfactory results the
model was launched in the operational mode. To confirm the
effectiveness of the assimilation algorithm another statistical
comparison between both models and in-situ data was carried
out based on data from year 2013. Parameters such as absolute
mean error (systematic) <ε> and root mean square error
RMSE were calculated. Correlation coefficient R before and
after removal of mean seasonal signal was also calculated.
Table I contains the results of this comparison. As one can
see the results calculated by the assimilating model are better.

Fig. 5. Correlation of not assimilated and assimilated temperature results from
year 2013

Tab. 1. Statistical comparison of not assimilated and assimilated surface
temperature
Tab. 2. Statistical comparison of not assimilated and assimilated chlorophyll
a concentration

Systematic error decreased from -1.2 °C to only -0.1 °C.
Root mean square error with data assimilation is almost
25% smaller than that calculated for the model without data
assimilation. The correlation coefficient of data before removal
of mean signal is only slightly better. However, after removal
of mean signal the difference increases significantly. This
means that the changes, driven by the annual cycles are well
represented by the model itself, but the assimilation allows
better representation of local and short term anomalies.
Fig. 5 shows the correlation of not assimilated (black) and
assimilated (red) model results (x axis) with the in-situ
measurements (y axis). In-situ data used for this comparison
were obtained from fixed and non-fixed HELCOM stations
and cover measurements of surface layer (0-5 m) temperature
carried out in 2013. This plot shows that assimilated data are
better correlated with in-situ measurements. The results are
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STUDY OF SEASONAL ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES OF SEA WATER
IN SELECTED WATERS OF THE SOUTHERN BALTIC
Grażyna Grelowska, Prof.
Gdańsk Univeristy of Technology, Poland

ABSTRACT
Climate Research of the globe is a current task, in particular to confirm the general hypothesis of global warming
associated with an increase in average temperature. The sea acoustic climate is derived from the concept of climate and
refers to the conditions of propagation of acoustic waves in a particular basin. In this paper, the results of systematic
measurements of temperature, salinity and velocity distributions of sound in the area of the southern Baltic will be
present. The focus will be on the results of extensive measurements carried out „in situ” in particular.
Keywords: sound propagation in sea water, acoustic climate of the Baltic Sea

INTRODUCTION
The increasing use of acoustic devices used for underwater
research [4, 6, 13, 17], and the assessment of the seabed
[14,15] causes, that the general interest of acoustic climate of
underwater observation is a challenge for hydro-acousticians.
Detection of the underwater sound channel in the Atlantic
Ocean during the period of the Second World War made
the observations and the use of variable acoustic properties
of seawater become the subject of constant observation. Of
course, the study of acoustic properties of the Baltic Sea took
place much later. The periodic occurrence of the acoustic
channel in this basin was discovered by Hela [8]. It should
be mentioned, that in the early seventies of the last century,
research on the study of the acoustic properties of Baltic sea
was carried out in Poland [9, 25, 28]. The presence of seasonal
changes in the conditions of propagation of acoustic waves
is one of the elements of the research - measurement work
conducted in the area of the Southern Baltic. The results
presented in this article have been developed mainly on the
basis of measurement data collected during research cruises
made by r / v “Baltica”.
The main premise of the publication is to present the
results, which on one hand are retrospective, and on the
other represent a period of time, which is part of the history
of the acoustic climate of the South Baltic and can be used
to determine the average acoustic parameters of the tested
reservoir.
The authors interest is focused on three water regions of
the South Baltic sea with a relatively large depth, namely:
Bornholm Deep, Gdansk Deep and Slupsk Furrow. The study
period is for selected months taken as representative for the
respective season of 2005.

THE OCEAN ATMOSPHERE INFLUENCE AS
A HYDROLOGICAL CONDITIONS SHAPE
FACTOR OF THE BALTIC SEA
The hydrological conditions of seas and oceans form the
phenomena related to the interaction of the spheres of the
Earth. Climate and weather on Earth are shaped by three basic
climate-forming processes: heat circulation, water circulation
and air circulation, as well as geographical factors: layout of
land and oceans, the height above the sea level and distance
from the sea (ocean).
In general, the climate of the southern Baltic is influenced
much by the Atlantic Ocean and the continent of Eastern
Europe [16, 18, 19, 21]. Terms of land around the Baltic Sea
foster free reach of air masses from almost all directions over
the sea, but when they go through the North Sea they again
take on moisture. The humid air masses from the North
Sea, which reach into the Baltic Sea from the west, cause the
occurrence of precipitation. Continental air masses come
unhindered from the east and south to the Baltic Sea. Only
air masses coming from the north to the region of the Baltic
Sea face an orographic natural barrier in the form of the
Scandinavian Mountains. Therefore, the location of the Baltic
sea favors frequent exchange of physically differing air masses.
Consequently, this results in high variability of weather in
a short period of time (overnight), as well as on an annual
basis. This is exemplary confirmed by a sample forecast of the
pressure system for tomorrow (30.11.2015) which promises
fluctuations in weather as shown in Figure 1.
According to Koppen climate classification [12] the Baltic
Sea is situated in the area of two types of climate: Cf - warm
temperate with uniform soil moisture and Df - cold climate
with uniform soil moisture (continental). The warm temperate
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2016
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strip covers the south waters of the Baltic Sea. On said area,
the influence of the Atlantic climate due to the prevailing
winds from the western direction carrying a mass of moist
air temperate is shown. Characteristic of this climate is rain
throughout the year, with the largest number of them is
observed in summer and lowest in winter.

Fig. 1. Expected pressure system for Europe on 30 November 2015
[http://dobrapogoda.blog.pl/uklad-baryczny-nad-europa/]

For the Central Baltic region, the transition from marine
to land climate is characteristic. A manifestation of this is
the increase in daily temperature differences in the air as
you move from the coast inland. In the area, winds from the
eastern direction from NW to SW are prevailing, and the
humidity is the highest in winter and lowest in May.
The continental climate area type Df extends over part
of the Baltic Sea located to the north and east of the ÖlandKaliningrad line. Rainfall is present here in all seasons, most
in August - September, and the least in March. In this area,
the impact of marine climate is reduced and in the eastern
part of the land climate impact increases.
The climate of the Baltic is determined by its position in
two climate zones and the proximity of the Atlantic Ocean.
Over the area of the Baltic Sea, in the summer come partly
tropical air mass and in winter often come arctic and polar
air mass. The influence of Atlantic air mass causes an increase
in humidity, as well as warming in winter and cooling in
summer.

SEA WATER HARACTERISTICS CHANGES
IN THE SELECTED WATERS OF THE
SOUTHERN BALTIC SEA
The acoustic environment of the Baltic Sea is very
complicated, which results from a wide variety of factors
that shape it: the geological structure of the bottom, bottom
sediments and changes in temporal and spatial hydrological
conditions. The possibility to use hydro acoustic devices
26
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to study the underwater Baltic Sea, as well as underwater
communication directly depend on all these factors, with
the most important changes are the thermo-halifax ones. The
natural conditions of the Baltic Sea are described in detail
in literature. Recently, 3 extensive monographs devoted to
the Baltic sea have been published [1, 26, 27]. While reports
characterizing the acoustic climate of the Baltic Sea in detail
are rare [10, 5].
In literature, several reports of relationship between the
conditions of propagation of acoustic waves, particularly
sound velocity distributions, and spatial distributions of the
temperature and salinity can be found. Usually, however, these
publications are of a general nature [11, 22] or on experimental
studies, which are fragmentary information on hydrological
conditions and the acoustic measurements. For example,
a summary of research on the measurement and simulation
of transmission loss (propagation loss) in the Landsort Deep,
the Gotland Deep and Bornholm Deep areas conducted in
2002-2007 are given in [3]. The existence of a sound channel
creates favorable conditions for underwater communication,
but its variability time-space significantly complicates these
conditions [eg. 24]. Changes in distribution speed of sound
in the basin, which for a short observing time, order of days,
can be regarded as quasi-stationary, can be modified by the
phenomenon of internal waves [23], mixing the wind [7] or
the inflow of refueling water [20].
The nature of changes in the properties of seawater is
significantly associated with the seasons, mainly because
the effect of temperature mainly affects the characteristics
of the physical-chemical properties of sea water. Of course,
the content of variable salinity also impinge on the water
characteristics and have slightly different character volatility
[20]. The analysis covered the months of February and July,
September and November. February represents the winter
season, July and September represent summer and autumn
in November. The results have been developed on the basis of
the measurement data collected during research cruises made
by r / v “Baltica”. Measurements of temperature and salinity
were made with the use of Neil Brown CTD probe, and the
acoustic wave velocity values were determined based on an
empirical relationship linking the speed of sound hydrological
parameters [2].
The evaluation of changes in acoustic conditions can
be made by analyzing the velocity sound distributions on
a hydrological profile at particular times of the year and
comparing the imaged data with the values that characterize
the different regions on the basis of long-term data. The
following figures (Fig. 2 - Fig. 5) show the temperature,
salinity, and consequently the speed of sound distribution
changes in the course of the year in the cross section through
the depths of the Southern Baltic for example, data from
the year 2005, not distinguishing itself with any specific
anomalies.
The use of perennial statistical data is helpful in the
assessment of current acoustic situation. Tables 1-6 summarize
the information about the temperature, salinity and sound
velocity at the surface and at the bottom of the depth of the
main southern Baltic sea. The tables show the values in 2005

in individual months, and the arithmetic mean of the same
parameters designated for a period of 50 years from 1960
to 2010.

Fig. 4. Vertical distribution of temperature, salinity and sound velocity profile
on the hydrological profile though the depths of the southern Baltic sea
(September 2005)
Fig. 2. Vertical distribution of temperature, salinity and sound velocity profile
on the hydrological profile though the depths of the southern Baltic sea
(February 2005)

Fig. 3. Vertical distribution of temperature, salinity and sound velocity profile
on the hydrological profile though the depths of the southern Baltic sea
(July 2005)

Fig. 5. Vertical distribution of temperature, salinity and sound velocity profile
on the hydrological profile though the depths of the southern Baltic sea
(November 2005)
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Tab. 1. The values of temperature, salinity and sound velocity at the surface of
water in the region of Bornholm Deep at IBY5 station in 2005

Tab. 2. The values of temperature, salinity and sound velocity at the surface of
water in the region of Slupsk Furrow at RS2 station in 2005

Tab. 3. The values of temperature, salinity and sound velocity at the surface of
water in the region of Gdansk Deep at G2 station in 2005

Tab. 4. The values of temperature, salinity and sound velocity at the bottom in
the region of Bornholm Deep at IBY5 station in 2005

Tab. 5. The values of temperature, salinity and sound velocity at the bottom in
the region of Slupsk Furrow at RS2 station in 2005

Tab. 6. The values of temperature, salinity and sound velocity at the bottom in
the region of Gdansk Deep at G2 station in 2005
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In the first place, the characteristic of the area of the
southern Baltic Sea in the winter months (Fig. 2) will be
covered. During this period, the water mixing takes place
mainly by the interaction between atmosphere - hydrosphere,
which is associated with the occurrence of storms as well as
the convection of water movement causing mixing of the
water as a function of water depth.
This comes down to determine the temperature in the
range 2,6’C to about 3,5’C layer from the surface of the sea
to a depth of 40-50 meters in the region of Bornholm Deep
and to a depth of 60-70 meters in the area of Gdansk Deep.
The water temperature at the surface in February at the study
area was higher than the long-term average in the area of
the Gdansk Deep at 1,03’C. Salinity was not significantly
different from the averaged one. As a result of slightly higher
temperature, the speed of sound at the surface was greater
than the average, the biggest difference in the area of the
Gdansk Deep was 5.9 m/s.
The distribution of the baseline and the salinity in the deep
layer in February shows that there was a situation to deal
with after the “warm” infusion of water from the North Sea
in the preceding season. Still, a clear deficit of salt deep water
is visible. In the following months, the salinity at the bottom
in the Bornholm Deep and the Gdansk Deep gradually
decreased. In Slupsk Furrow, changes in temperature and
salinity during the year showed that there was another water
supply more saline from Bornholm Deep Slupsk Furrow,
which is a typical occurrence at area [20].
In the distribution of the velocity of sound in July, typical
of early summer in the Baltic, a water layer is visible at the
surface which is characterized by a high speed of sound,
reaching more than 1495 m/s. This is the effect of temperature
increase of surface water from about 18 °C in the region of
Bornholm Deep to about 22 °C in the area of Gdansk Deep.
Throughout the 2005, the surface water temperature was
higher than the mean values for each of the months. In
July, the surface water reached a depth of about 30 meters
(Fig. 3) with a definite main thermocline, which had a base
temperature of about 10.0 °C. Below the thermocline, between
30 and 60 m in the region of Bornholm Deep and 35 and 80
meters in the area of the Gdansk Deep, there was a vast layer
of water from the winter with the minimum temperature of
2.1 to 3.5 °C.
In the example, a significant impact on the acoustic
conditions had a deeply positioned and poorly developed
halocline, which was the result of too little inflow of salt
water from the North Sea. The layer of the mixed water with
a salinity of approximately constant (7.2-7.5) was very
extensive. In July and other months in the area of the Gdansk
Deep it reached to a depth of 60 to 70 m.
In the temperature distribution in July (Fig. 3), under the
seasonal thermocline, there was a layer of water which is
a remnant of the winter with a thickness of 30 meters in the
region of Bornholm Deep to about 40 - 50 m in the area of
Gdansk Deep. This water with a temperature of 2.1 to 2.5 °C
in the area of Gdansk Deep to about 3.5 °C in the region of
Bornholm Deep created favorable conditions for the creation
of an acoustic channel. Due to the small amount of salt water

in the deep layer, the layer of cold water was above halocline,
at great depth. Minimum in the distribution of the speed
of sound defining the sound channel axis was therefore at
a depth of about 40 meters in the region of Bornholm Deep
to about 70 meters in the area of Gdansk Deep.
In September, the surface water had a temperature of about
15.5 - 16.0 °C and the mixed temperature layer formed from
the surface to about 20 m, followed by primary thermocline
to a temperature of about 7.0 °C at a depth of 25 - 30 m
(Fig. 4). In the eastern part of the southern Baltic sea, a layer
of cold water with a temperature of 3 - 4 °C was still present,
which in the region of Slupsk Furrow and Gdansk Deep create
the conditions for the creation of an acoustic channel axis at
a depth of about 60 meters.
In November, the temperature differences throughout
the water column in the western part of the area in question
were negligible, but in the area of Gdansk Deep and Gotland
Deep still visible was the residual winter water as a layer at
a temperature lower than the temperature of the surrounding
water masses.

SUMMARY
The example of changes in hydrological conditions
in the wake of the acoustic conditions presented in the
article confirms the high complexity of the phenomenon
of propagation of acoustic waves in a specific basin, which
is the Baltic Sea. The distributions of the speed of sound,
the seasonal variation resulting from the cyclical nature
of the phenomenon of heat exchange on the border of the
sea-atmosphere is evident. However, the course of the
phenomenon of the layer of the sea physical properties change
is modified by the second factor shaping the acoustic climate
of the Baltic Sea, namely the inflow of saline water from the
North Sea. In the discussed example, there was a situation
described showing a deficit of floodwater in the deep layer. The
consequence of this is deeply situated halocline - very poorly
developed. Another effect of the lack of denser water in the
deep layer is a greater than typically fall of low-temperature
water remaining from winter. This water dropped to a depth
to which a sufficient heat amount does not reach to heat
it. As a result, the acoustic environment differs from the
typical. The acoustic channel, which was created in this case
is located lower than usually. The lower limit of this channel
separates less diverse layers of water, which affects the losses
of transmission and efficiency of information transmission.
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MODELLING THE DYNAMICS OF SHIPS WITH DIFFERENT
PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR CONTROL PURPOSE
Witold Gierusz, Assoc. Prof.
Gdynia Maritime University, Poland

ABSTRACT
Two different propulsion systems are analyzed from point of view of future control applications. The traditional one
consists of a pushing single screw propeller and a blade rudder. The other system is based on pod (pods): pulling or
pushing ones. The equations describing forces and moments generated in both systems, are presented. Exemplary
results of a simulation in comparison to the real-time experiments for two ships are also shown.
Keywords: ship dynamics, simulation model, pod propulsion, conventional propulsion, tests results

INTRODUCTION
The simulation models of ship’s dynamics play an
important role in synthesis process of control systems. For
many years most ships were equipped with conventional
propulsion system with a single screw and a blade rudder.
The modelling of such system was properly performed and
has rich bibliography. Nowadays a different propulsion
system has become more and more popular. It is based
either on azimuthing thrusters (e.g. ducted ones) or pods.
Unfortunately, the way the systems work is somewhat different
and each of them should be modelled separately.
This article is an attempt to present distinct manners
of computing the forces and moment produced by main
propulsion systems, conventional one and modern, in
simulation models of the ships’ dynamics.
The ship floating on the water surface should be treated as
a rigid body with 6 degrees of freedom (6 DOF) with 3 linear
velocities and 3 angular ones. The movement of the ship can
be analyzed in relation to the commonly used , two Cartesian
dextrorotatory coordinate systems: the moving one fixed to
the ship and the inertial one fixed to the Earth. The origin
of the ship-fixed frame commonly coincides with the ship’s
centre of gravity , see Fig.1.

where:
m - mass of the ship,
l x, Iy, Iz - moments of inertia around X-Y-Z axes, respectively,
Xtot , Ytot , Ztot - total forces acting along appropriate axes,
Ktot , Mtot , Ntot - total moments acting on the hull.
For many control applications like the heading, speed and/or
trajectory stabilization it is a common practice to neglect
pitch, roll and heave motion with assuming that p = q = w = 0.
Consequently, the 6 DOF model of the ship is converted to
the 3 DOF model:
(7)
m(u - rv) = Xtot [N]
(8)
m(v + ru) = Ytot [N]
(9)
Izr = Ntot [Nm]
The right hand sides of the above given equations represent
forces and moments from different sources and have the form:

Ship dynamics can be described by means of strongly
nonlinear dimensional equations based on Newton’s second
law.
m(u + qw-rv) = Xtot
m(v + ru-pw) = Ytot
m(w + pv-qu) = Ztot
Ixp + (Iz- Iy)qr = Ktot
Iyq + (Ix- Iz)rp = Mtot
Izr + (Iy- Ix)pq = Ntot

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)

Fig.1. The Earth-fixed reference frame X0-Y0-Z0 and the ship-fixed reference
frame X-Y-Z.
The quantities u, v, w denote linear velocities and p, q, r angular ones.
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Xtot = X h + Xasd + Xpsd + Xdis
Ytot = Y h + Yasd + Ypsd + Ydis
Ntot = Nh + Nasd+ Npsd + Ndis

(10)
(11)
(12)

where the applied indices denote , respectively:
h - hydrodynamic phenomena related to the hull movement
through the water,
asd - active steering devices like main propulsion or
tunnel thrusters,
psd - passive steering devices like blade rudder,
dis - external disturbances like wind, waves etc.
Based on the above presented equations the simulation
model of the ship’s dynamics can be presented in a block
form , Fig.2.

publications of MMG group for conventional hull shape and
formulas for ships equipped with pods, presented in PhD
thesis of Michael Woodward [16]).
FORCES AND MOMENTS FROM MAIN PROPULSION
SYSTEMS

One can consider two main cases; the traditional propulsion
system consisted of a pushing single screw propeller powered
by main engine , and a blade rudder, and another system
based on pod (pods) propulsion, pulling or pushing one. The
equations describing dynamics of both systems are shown
below (The presented formulas for forces generated by main
propulsion system are in general valid for ship moving with
the almost constant speed (cruising speed) and the small
angles between longitudinal ship axis and direction of the
vessel motion, amounting no more than about ± 30 0. In the
other case , e.g. during manoeuvres , the above mentioned
equations are much more complicated.).
THE SYSTEM OF SINGLE SCREW PROPELLER AND
BLADE RUDDER

Fig.2. The block diagram of the ship dynamics model

The main task of the ship engine is to generate the proper
longitudinal force Xprop for ahead or astern ship motion,
given by formula:

THE FORCES AND MOMENTS ACTING ON
THE HULL
HYDRODYNAMIC FORCES AND MOMENTS

To estimate the properties of the floating vessel it is essential
to determine the hydrodynamic forces and moments acting
on the hull. Unfortunately, it is also the most difficult problem
to solve due to the fact that the functions of ship motion
parameters are complicated. There are several methods to
calculate the above mentioned quantities.
The most reliable seems to be a result of experimental scalemodel tests in towing tanks. But such way is expensive and
time consuming. In recent years two other methods became
commonly used. The first one, based on semi-empirical results
, uses geometrical hull dimensions and load conditions. This
method was proposed by Japanese research group named
MMG, organized by the Manoeuvrability Sub-Committee
of JTTC. The formulas useful for hydrodynamic forces
calculation were published in [7], [8], [10].
The second solution is application of a numerical method
based on advanced computer techniques named CFD
(Computational Fluid Dynamics) [17]. Forces resulting from
the water flowing around the hull during manoeuvres and
the interaction phenomena between hull, propulsion devices
and blade rudder can be estimated with increasing accuracy.
The first method seems to be easier for practical
implementations. When one considers the manoeuvring
characteristics of the ships with different propulsion systems
it should be noted that there are two ways to obtain formulas
for hydrodynamic forces and moments (see the mentioned
32
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Xprop = (1-t)Tprop

(13a)

where:
Tprop - propeller thrust
t - thrust deduction factor.
When the ship has a single propeller , one can introduce a
small transverse force Yprop and rotating moment Nprop to
take into account the lateral reaction of the screw propeller:
Yprop = kprop Xprop
Nprop= Yprop Lprop

(13b)
(13c)

where:
kprop - constant coefficient dependent on the particular
propulsion system,
Lprop - distance between the origin of body frame and
the screw propeller.
The commonly used equation for calculating the thrust
is as follows [7]:
(14)

where:
߷w - density of water,

ng - number of propeller revolutions,
Dprop - screw propeller diameter,
KT - non-dimensional thrust coefficient,
J - advance coefficient.

The thrust coefficient K T strongly depends on screw
construction, its rotational speed and velocity of water
flow around the screw propeller. This relationship is often
presented graphically as follows:

The analysis of the rudder normal force Frud for different
values and signs of speed, thrust and rudder angle was
presented in [15]. One can assume, for simplification, that
Frud ≠ 0 only for Tprop > 0, see Fig.4.

Fig.4. Two cases when the normal rudder force Frud is significantly different
from zero
Fig.3. Open water diagram for Wageningen B5-75 screw propeller. Exemplary
relationship between the thrust coefficient KT , torque coefficient KQ , propeller
efficiency η0 - versus the advance coefficient J [4]

According to the notation given beneath the equations
(10) - (12) one can write:

More details can be found in [10], [12] and [15].
According to the notation given beneath the equations
(10) - (12) one can also write for this case:
Xpsd1 = X rud , Ypsd1 = Yrud , Npsd1 = Nrud

Xasd1 = Xprop , Yasd1 = Yprop , Nasd1 = Nprop
POD (PODS) PROPULSION SYSTEM

Forces and moment from the blade rudder are complicated
product of interaction between hull, screw propeller and
rudder plate. Based on the results presented in [12] and [13]
one can write the following equations:
X rud = Frud sin(δef )
Yrud = (1 + aH)Frud cos(δef )
Nrud = lrud Yrud

(15)
(16)
(17)

where:
Frud - rudder normal force,
aH - rudder induction coefficient,
δef - effective angle of rudder deflection,
lrud - distance from rudder axis to the origin of body
frame.

The most important difference between the classic
propulsion system and pod drive is the possibility of adjusting
the pod angle in any position within the range (-180 ÷ +180)
[deg] in relation to the longitudinal axis of the ship. Moreover,
the water can flow toward the pod from any angle, especially
during turning manoeuvres. There are a few publications
devoted to modelling motion of the ships with pod propulsion,
e.g. [2], [9], [11], [14].
Fortunately, the sailing of the ship with cruising
speed involves deflection of the pod (pods) within the
range similar to that of the blade rudder deflection , i.e.
(-30 ÷ +30) [deg]. Therefore such mode of work is analyzed
below. The main equation describing longitudinal and lateral
forces resulting from pod propulsion in relation to water flow
are as follows [1]:

The rudder normal force can be calculated from the
following formula [15]:

(19)
(20)

(18)

where:
Arud - rudder area,
urud - average rudder inflow velocity,
hrud - rudder vertical height,
crud - rudder span.
The most difficult problem related to the above given
formula is proper calculation of the urud . The quantity
depends (in a nonlinear manner) on ship speed and water
flow direction [15].

where:
npod - number of pod propeller revolutions,
Dprop - diameter of the pod propeller,
KTx(δrel, J), KTy(δrel, J), - non-dimensional thrust coefficients,
δrel - pod angle of attack in relation to water flow direction.
It should be emphasized that δrel is in general different in
relation to the pod deflection angle δ , see Fig.5 for the case
of the pulling screw propeller.
The angle σ denotes the angle of the direction of the
free water stream (big blue arrow) in relation to the ship
longitudinal axis.
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Xasd2 = Xpod , Yasd2 = Ypod ,Nasd2 = Npod
Another important problem related to the pod propulsion
system is estimation of the resistance forces generated by the
pod construction , i.e. its strut, fin and nacelle - see Fig.7.

Fig.5. Definition of the relative pod angle of attack, δrel

The relationships between KTx(δrel, J) or KTy(δrel, J), and δrel
are crucial in the modelling process [14]. The most reliable
way to obtain them is to use open-water pod propulsion
tests. Exemplary results for different advance coefficients
are presented in Fig.6, [6]. Notice that KTy(δrel, J), for δrel = 0
is not equal to zero!

Fig.7. Definition of the longitudinal and lateral resistance forces generated by
the pod construction. Big blue arrow denotes the direction of the free water
stream

The formulas for the above mentioned forces in relation
to the resultant water flow direction σ are as follows [16]:

(24)
(25)

where:
Sbp - transverse area of the strut and nacelle,
Vrel - velocity of resultant water flow acting on the pod body,
CTx, CTy - non-dimensional drag coefficients.
Fig.6. The non-dimensional thrust coefficients KTx and KTy in relation to the
relative pod angle of attack , δrel. The solid line was drawn for J = 0,
dash-dotted line for J = 0.44 and dashed line for J = 0.71

The forces from the equations (19) and (20) are obtained in
relation to the water stream direction (blue arrow in Fig. 5).
More useful for modelling of the pod dynamics are forces
calculated in relation to the ship axes: longitudinal and lateral
one, respectively.
Such forces and turning moment can be obtained from
the following formulas:
Xpod = Fxpod cos(σ) + Fypod cos(σ+π/2)
Ypod = Fxpod sin(σ) + Fypod sin(σ+π/2)
Npod = Ypod xpod + Xpod y pod

The water stream with the speed Vrel hitting onto the strut
and nacelle is a sum of two components: the first one is the
free stream resulting from the whole ship motion and the
second one being an effect of the pod screw rotation. More
details one can find in the already mentioned Woodward’s
PhD thesis.
The reliable way for obtaining values of the non-dimensional
drag coefficients CTx, CTy is to perform the open-water tests
of the pod without screw propeller [6]. Exemplary diagrams
with results of such open-water tests are presented in Fig.8.

(21)
(22)
(23)

where xpod and y pod denote coordinates of the rotation axis
of the pod in relation to the origin of the ship body frame.
According to the notation given beneath the equations
(10) - (12) one can write:
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Fig.8. The non-dimensional drag coefficients CTx and CTy versus the relative
resultant angle of water flow, σ

Both the forces Fxop and Fyop should be recalculated to
forces Xop ,Yop and moment Nop in relation to the ship reference
frame in the similar way as to propulsion forces.
According to the notation given beneath the equations
(10) - (12) one can also write for this case:
Xpsd2 = Xop , Ypsd2 = Yop , Npsd2 = Nop
Equations describing forces generated by other thrusters
are commonly known and one can find them in e.g. [3].

Fig.12. Trajectories of the real ship (solid line) and its model (dotted line) during
turning manoeuvre with full ahead speed. Deflections of the blade rudder:
δ = +350 on the left hand side and δ = -350 on the right hand side, respectively.

THE CASE STUDY
‘’Dorchester Lady’’
The equations presented in the previous section were
applied to create simulation models of two ships. Both
ships are used in the centre for training navigators run by
the Foundation for Safety of Navigation and Environment
Protection at the Silm lake near Ilawa , Poland.
The ship named ‘’Blue Lady’’ is an isomorphous model
of the VLCC tanker in 1:24 scale. Its dynamic model was
described in detail in [5] and its side view is shown in Fig.9.
Fig.13. Trajectories of the real ship (solid line) and its model (dotted line) during
turning manoeuvre with full ahead speed. Deflections of the blade rudder:
δ = +150 on the left hand side and δ = -150 on the right hand side, respectively.

Fig.9. The side view of the model of the ship ‘’Blue Lady’’

The second ship named ‘’Dorchester Lady’’ is a model of
the LNG tanker in 1:24 scale. Its side view is shown in Fig.10

Fig.14. Trajectories of the real ship (solid line) and its model (dotted line) during
turning manoeuvre with full ahead speed. Deflections of the blade rudder:
δ = +350 on the left hand side and δ = -350 on the right hand side, respectively.
Notice the strong influence of the wind in the left hand side figure.
Fig.10. The side view of the model of the ship ‘’Dorchester Lady’’

Exemplary results of the experiments with simulation models
of the ships and real-time trials are presented in the next four
figures (The experiments on the lake Silm began with different
ship heading (e.g. Fig.14) therefore the simulation runs had to
repeat the same conditions.).The reference speed was adjusted
to ‘’Full-ahead’’ and deflections of the steering devices were set
at two values: average one ±100 or ±150 and the large one ±350.

As one can see the fitting of the ‘’Dorchester Lady’’
simulation model is slightly worse than in the case of the
‘’Blue Lady’’. One of the reasons for this situation can be much
bigger influence of the wind blowing during experiments on
the lake. The LNG tanker is more sensitive to the external
disturbance due to its larger topside projected area (see also
Fig.10).

‘’Blue Lady’’

CONCLUSIONS

Fig.11. Trajectories of the real ship (solid line) and its model (dotted line) during
turning manoeuvre with full ahead speed. Deflections of the blade rudder:
δ = +100 on the left hand side and δ = -100 on the right hand side, respectively.

In the article the pod propulsion system was analysed
in comparison to the conventional one in similar simple
working conditions. The ship movement with cruising speed
during turning manoeuvre with rather small deflections of
the steering devices, was presented.
It should be emphasized that the ship equipped with pods
has totally different manoeuvring characteristics and poor
course-keeping stability. Therefore control systems designed
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for such ships have to be constructed in a different way than
for the systems for conventional ships.
The described models of driving devices can be used
for speed, heading and/or trajectory stabilization but DSP
systems or precise steering at small speeds should comply
with equations describing hull-pod and pod-pod interactions.
The proposed process for reviewing the ship’s control
system is an indirect method of verification which is placed
between the low-cost methods of conducting research using
computer simulations and tests with the use of expensive
full-size ships. The potential results obtained by using
the large- scale model may be considerably closer to the
phenomena occurring in reality than the results that may
be obtained through computer simulations. But simulation
runs performed with proper and accurate computational
models of the ship dynamics are an important step which
enables to avoid many mistakes in control systems before
they are tested in real-time experiments.
The article presents only the main equations described
forces and moments acting on the ship’s hull. More details
can be found in the literature referred to, below.

9. Kanar J., The Semi-empirical Method for Prediction of the
Driving Characteristics of the Ships with Multi-podded
Propulsion (in Polish), PhD Thesis, Gdansk University of
Technology, Poland, 2009.
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ABSTRACT
Compared with standard vessels, a slender catamaran with a semi-submerged bow (SSB) demonstrates superior
seakeeping performance. To predict the motion of an SSB catamaran, computational fluid dynamics methods are adopted
in this study and results are validated through small-scale model tests. The pitch, heave, and vertical acceleration are
calculated at various wavelengths and speeds. Based on the overset grid and motion region methods, this study obtains
the motion responses of an SSB catamaran in regular head waves. The results of the numerical studies are validated
with the experimental data and show that the overset grid method is more accurate in predicting the motion of an SSB
catamaran; the errors can be controlled within 20%. The movement data in regular waves shows that at a constant
speed, the motion response initially increases and then decreases with increasing wavelength. This motion response
peak is due to the encountering frequency being close to the natural frequency. Under identical sea conditions, the
motion response increases with the increasing Froude number. The motion prediction results, that derive from a shortterm irregular sea state, show that there is an optimal speed range that can effectively reduce the amplitude of motion.
Keywords: SSB catamaran; model test; overset grid; motion region; motion response

INTRODUCTION
Improving a ship’s seakeeping performance and enhancing
its navigational performance under stormy wave conditions
are prominent research topics in the marine industry. This
has given rise to a variety of high-performance vehicle and
roll stabilisation technologies. The SSB catamaran, which
combines the characteristics of a slender catamaran and
an SSB, provides advantages such as excellent seakeeping
performance, good stability, comfort, shallow draft, and
a spacious deck. Because the composite hull has broad
development prospects, it is necessary to predict its seakeeping
performance.
The motion response of a vessel in waves can be predicted
by using either the potential flow or viscous flow method.
Potential flow theory is currently widely used to calculate
ship motions and wave loads [1]. However, because the
viscous damping force of an SSB is much greater than
that of a conventional vessel in the same motion state, the
effect of SSB viscous drag on pitching stabilisation cannot
be reflected using this method. Therefore, the seakeeping
performance of these complex vessels must be experimentally
calculated. Hang has studied methods suited for predicting
the seakeeping performance of vessels that use an SSB by

using STF slice theory [2]. Zhao’s study of a wave-piercing SSB
catamaran showed an improved seakeeping comprehensive
index and significantly reduced pitching [3]. Cai conducted
a model test and sea trial of a full-scale 450-ton ship. The
results indicated that the composite monomer ship displayed
excellent seakeeping performance; this assembly was able to
significantly inhibit the longitudinal movement of the ship
[4-5]. A number of studies have used theoretical calculations
and model tests on a newly developed deep-V ship with
a composite monomer hull. The results showed that this
assembly significantly improved seakeeping performance
[6-8]. Gao installed a semi-submersible hull on a wavepiercing catamaran in order to decrease pitching; the results
showed, that the seakeeping performance of the ship was
significantly enhanced [9]. Silva and Soares described a timedomain non-linear strip theory model of ship motions in six
degrees-of-freedom and predicted the parametric rolling of
an SSB containership [10].
This study analysed the seakeeping performance of
a slender SSB catamaran under regular wave conditions
by means of small-scale model testing and numerical
simulation. Computational fluid dynamics (CFD) software
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STAR-CCM+ was used for the simulation based on a six
degrees-of-freedom rigid body equation and overset grid
technology. By comparing the numerical and experimental
results, a numerical method with a short cycle and low cost
can be obtained to effectively improve the efficiency of ship
optimization.

NUMERICAL SIMULATION METHOD

caused by the mean velocity gradient, and Yk and Yω are the
turbulence dissipation rates for k and ω, respectively.
TREATMENT OF FREE SURFACE

The VOF method is adopted to capture the free surface. For
a given computational domain V, Fluid 1 is in domain V1, and
Fluid 2 is in domain V2. The function is defined as follows:

GOVERNING EQUATIONS

(5)

Incompressible Newtonian fluid motion conforms to both
the continuity and the momentum conservation equations:

For a flow field composed of two incompatible fluids,
α(x, t) is in accordance with:

(1)
(6)

(2)

where U = (u,v,w) is the fluid velocity field, and the VOF
function Cijk is defined as the integral in the grid unit of
α(x, t) divided by unit volume, i.e.,
(7)

where u i and uj are the time mean values of velocity,
i,j =1,2,3; whereas p is the time mean value of pressure, ρ is
the fluid density, μ is the dynamic viscosity coefficient,
is the Reynolds stress, and Si is the generalized source terms
of momentum equation.
TURBULENCE MODEL

The selection of a turbulence model has a dramatic influence
on the hydrodynamic calculation. There are four turbulence
models widely applied in engineering calculations: standard
k-ε, RNG k-ε, standard k-ω, and SST k-ω. The introduction of
these turbulence models can be found in numerous references.
After a comprehensive considering of the computational
comparisons of these four common turbulence models in
references [11] and [12], this paper uses the SST k-ω turbulence
model because it can simulate the complex flow problems
with flow separation and strong adverse pressure gradients.
The equation is written as follows:

(3)

(4)

where Gk and G ω are the turbulent kinetic energies
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Cijk is in accord with (∂C / ∂t) + U .  C = 0. When C=1,
the grid is filled with Fluid 1. When C=0, the grid excludes
Fluid 1. When 0<C<1, the grid contains free surface.
GENERATING WAVE METHOD

The wave module of CFD software STAR-CCM+ is
used to generate regular sinusoidal propagating waves in
an infinite water depth. According to linear theory, the xand z-components of the velocity are given by the following
equations:
(8)
(9)
(10)

where ζa is the wave amplitude, ω=2π/T is the wave
frequency, k=2π/λ is the wave number, T is the wave period,
λ is the wavelength, and x is the direction of wave propagation.
z is positive when upward, with z = 0 the mean water level.
THE COMPUTATIONAL DOMAIN AND BOUNDARY
CONDITIONS

A computational domain is established to simulate the
fluid around the SSB catamaran. Dimensions are presented
in Fig. 1 which consider both boundary interference and
computational cost. In order to reduce interference from
the sides of the computational domain, the inlet of the
computational domain is defined as one ship length from
the bow, the outlet is defined as three ship lengths from the
stern, and the side is defined as one ship length from the

hull. To improve computational efficiency, only half of the
hull is modelled and the longitudinal section is selected as
the symmetry plane.

solver. The RANS equation and the six-degree of freedom
motion equation are calculated simultaneously to simulate
the motion response of an SSB catamaran. Fig. 2 shows the
views of the overset mesh and the motion region mesh.

Fig. 1. Computational domain of the SSB catamaran

The head and side surfaces of the computational domain
are set as the velocity inlet, the rear surface is set as the
pressure outlet, and the hull surface is seen as a rigid wall.
THE MESH GENERATION AND MOTION SIMULATION

The resolution of the mesh has a significant influence
on computational accuracy; thus, trimmed mesh is used
to discretize the entire computational domain. In order to
ensure accurate results, a boundary layer mesh of 3 near the
hull and a surface mesh size of 0.003 L are selected; the free
surface is also encrypted.
Overset grid and motion region techniques are applied to
simulate the motion response of an SSB catamaran in waves.
In the overset grid method, the grid covering the
computational domain is designated as the main grid, and the
local grid containing the moving objects is designated as the
slave grid. The outermost grid nodes of the subordinate parts
can communicate with the main grid through interpolation.
To ensure a fitted mesh division of complex shapes, the flow
area is divided into sub-regions with simple geometric
borders. Several researchers [13-15] have described overset
grid technology in detail. Previous studies on mono-hull,
catamaran, and trimaran vessels have shown, that the flow
around ships with free surfaces can be effectively simulated
with the overset grid method [15].
In the motion region method, the entire computational
region is handled as a single entity. Momentum equations are
discretised with a finite volume method in the time domain,
and the non-steady solution is solved using a separation type

Fig. 2. Schemes of the SSB catamaran (a) Overset grid scheme (b) Motion
region scheme

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL

A numerical simulation and model test of an SSB catamaran
were carried out and the results were compared. The main
dimensions are shown in Table 1 and the moulded lines are
shown in Fig. 3.
Table 1. Main particulars of model

Fig. 3. Model ship lines
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EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Model tests were carried out at Harbin Engineering
University, in a 108×7 m basin with a water depth of up to
3.5 m. The model was comprised of fiberglass composite
materials. The model tests used the free lambent method to
measure resistance, pitch, heave, and the amidships aft bow
acceleration parameters. The DHDAS_5920 dynamic signal
acquisition and analysis system was used for data acquisition.
Fig. 4 shows the experimental setup, and Fig. 5 shows the
model in the tank.

θa/kζa. For acceleration, it is the amplitude of the acceleration
at the centre of gravity/am multiplied by the model length/Lm,
which is divided by the gravitational acceleration constant/g
multiplied by the wave amplitude/ζa ratio, amLm/gζa.

Fig. 6. Heave response curve, Fr =0.33

Fig. 4. Sketch of model test scheme

Fig. 7. Heave response curve, Fr =0.44

Fig. 5. Model in the tower tank

COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS AND
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Simulations of the SSB catamaran in regular waves for
a head sea are computed by two numerical schemes: the
overset grid and motion region methods. The inputs are a
wave height/Ha of 0.04 m, wavelengths/λ of 2.24, 3.14, 3.59,
4.03, 4.48, 4.93, 5.38, 5.83, 6.72, 7.84 m, and Froude numbers/Fr
of 0.33 and 0.44,
, a time step of 0.001 s.
The calculated results are compared with the experimental
values in terms of the amplitude-frequency response functions
of heave, pitch, and acceleration, as shown in Figs. 6 – 11. The
abscissa in each graph is the encountered frequency/ωe, in
rad/s, whereas the ordinate in each case is the amplitudefrequency response function. To assess heave, the ordinate is
the amplitude of the heave/za to the wave amplitude/ζa ratio,
za/ζa. For pitch, it is the amplitude of the pitch/θa divided
by the wave amplitude/ζamultiplied by the wave number/k,
40
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Fig. 8. Pitch response curve, Fr =0.33

Fig. 9. Pitch response curve, Fr =0.44

(b)

Fig. 10. Vertical acceleration response curve, Fr =0.33
(c)

Fig. 11. Vertical acceleration response curve, Fr =0.44

Figs. 6–11 indicate that the results of the two numerical
calculations are consistent with the trends in experimental
values. Thus, these numerical methods are capable of analysing
and predicting the motion response of the SSB catamaran
under regular wave conditions in a head sea. However, the
results based on overset grid technology are more accurate
than those based on motion region technology.
A detailed analysis of the calculation results for
a wavelength of 6.72 m and Froude number of 0.33 is carried
out. This wavelength is approximately 1.5 times Lm, which is
generally believed to be the movement response peak.
Fig. 12 shows the test image of the model ship and the free
surface waveform obtained by numerical calculation.

Fig. 12. Free surface waveform: (b) Overset grid method,
(c) Motion region method

The time histories of the resistance and the average value
are shown in Fig. 13. The time histories of the sinkage, trim
angle, and vertical acceleration are shown in Fig. 14-16. The
element number, computational time and error of resistance
are summarized in Table 2.

Fig. 13. Time histories and the average value of resistance

Fig. 12. Free surface waveform (a) Model test presentation

Fig. 14. Time histories of sinkage
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functions of pitch and heave peak at a Froude number of 0.4,
which is due to the wavelength of 5.83 m being approximately
1.3 times the model length. The natural pitching and heaving
periods were similar to the encountered period, resulting in
the emergence of a resonance phenomenon. Furthermore, the
motion response of the ship increases as the speed increases
at the same wavelength.

Fig. 15. Time histories of trim angle

Fig. 17. Pitch response curve
Fig. 16. Time histories of vertical acceleration
Tab. 2. Comparison of the schemes

Fig. 18. Heave response curve

Considering both computational accuracy and
computational time, overset grid method is adopted to predict
the motion response of an SSB catamaran in a wave.

PREDICTION OF SEAKEEPING
PERFORMANCE
It is evident from the test data, that the overset grid
method is more accurate in the numerical simulation of
complex hulls. The method is able to effectively forecast the
seakeeping performance of an SSB catamaran, with errors of
approximately 10% that do not exceed 20%. This study uses
the overset grid method to calculate the motion response of
an SSB catamaran at speeds of 0.727, 1.45, 1.75, and 2.62 m/s,
with an amplitude of 0.02 m and wavelengths of 2.24, 3.14,
3.59, 4.03, 4.48, 4.93, 5.38, 5.83, 6.72, and 7.84 m. The results
are shown in Figs. 17-18 and illustrate, that the amplitudefrequency response functions of pitch and heave increase as
the encountered frequency decreases at the same speed. This
is due to the motion response of the ship decreasing as the
wavelength decreases. The amplitude-frequency response
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In calculating the numerical results, this study uses typical
sea states according to the ITTC two-parameter spectrum,
proposed by the International Ship Model Basin Conference
[16]. The seakeeping performance of a full-scale 56 m ship in
a level 2-6 sea state is shown in Figs. 19-20, where the reduced
scale ratio is 12.5. The abscissa in both cases is the sea state,
whereas the ordinate is significant value of pitch angle (θ1/3,
measured in deg) and sinkage (z1/3, measured in m).

Fig. 19. Significant pitch
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Fig. 20. Significant heave

Figs. 19-20 show that the significant values of pitching
and heaving increase as the sea state increases at a constant
speed. The significant values of heaving increase as the speeds
increase at a constant sea state, whereas the added amplitudes
decrease. The significant values of pitching have a downward
trend at Fr = 0.44 because the encountered period deviates
from the natural pitching period as the speeds increase, and
the resonance region is thus avoided.

CONCLUSIONS
The results of this study show, that the motion response
of an SSB catamaran under regular wave conditions can
be accurately predicted by the use of an overset grid based
on viscous flow numerical calculation theory. Based on the
calculation of the amplitude of movement under various
sea conditions, the following conclusions can be obtained.
A comparison of the results of the overset grid, the motion
region methods, and the experimental data of the ship model
shows, that the results obtained by the two numerical methods
have similar trends. However, the overset grid is more accurate
in the prediction of the motion response of an SSB catamaran
under regular wave conditions when heading into the wave.
Thus, the seakeeping performance of an SSB catamaran can
be effectively forecast.
The motion response of an SSB catamaran under regular
wave conditions in a heading wave has been simulated,
the frequency response function has been solved, and the
trends of heave and pitch motion at various speeds have
been analysed. The results show, that the motion response
of an SSB catamaran decreases with an increase in encounter
frequency. However, a resonance phenomenon can occur
when the encounter period approaches the natural period
of heave and pitch of the ship.
The pitching and heaving motion of a 56 m SSB catamaran
was calculated by using the ITTC two-parameter spectrum
method, and pitch and heave amplitudes at various sea levels
were obtained. The results show, that the extent of heave
amplitude increase is reduced as the speed increases; the
pitching amplitude shows a downtrend as Fr approaches 0.44.
When an SSB catamaran is sailing in a head sea, there is an
optimal speed range at which resonance can be avoided and
the amplitude of movement can be reduced.
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HEELING MOMENT ACTING ON A RIVER CRUISER IN
MANOEUVRING MOTION
Tomasz Tabaczek, Ph. D.
Jan Kulczyk, Prof.
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ABSTRACT
By using fully theoretical method the heeling moment due to centrifugal forces has been determined for a small river
cruiser in turning manoeuvre. The authors applied CFD software for determination of hull hydrodynamic forces, and
open water characteristics of ducted propeller for estimation of thrust of rudder-propellers. Numerical integration
of equations of 3DOF motion was used for prediction of ship trajectory and time histories of velocities, forces and
heeling moment.
Keywords: river cruiser, turning manoeuvre, heeling moment, numerical simulation

INTRODUCTION
Regulations that apply to new ships require that properties
referring to stability and manoeuvrability must be proved
prior to ship construction. In the case of conventional ships
standard calculations of stability are carried out and external
loads are estimated by using the appropriate formulae,
usually given in rules of ship classification. In the cases of
non-conventional ships or non-conventional ship equipment
more sophisticated methods are required to evaluate loads
for stability calculations.
The Directive of the European Parliament on technical
requirements for inland waterway vessels [1], in the article
on stability says that for passenger vessels driven by rudderpropellers the heeling moment due to centrifugal force (Mdr),
caused by the turning of the vessel „shall be derived from fullscale or model tests or else from corresponding calculations”.
In the case of inland waterway vessels the model tests are
usually not commissioned due to the relatively high cost. Full
scale trials are possible only when the ship is launched and
equipped. Thanks to development of theoretical methods and
computational technology the „corresponding calculations”
became an actual alternative.
The present authors used the equations of ship planar
motion to simulate the turning manoeuvre and to determine
the heeling moment acting on a small river cruiser. Data of the
considered vessel were provided by Navishipproject , the ship
design company of Wrocław. Ship is propelled and controlled
by two rudder-propellers and a transverse bow thruster. In
order to determine the heeling moment due to centrifugal
force the turning manoeuvres have been simulated in deep
water, at approach speed of 11 knots (5.66 m/s; Fn = 0.295),
after sudden turning of both propulsors 35, 60 and 90 deg

to starboard. In the extreme case of 90 deg even the action
of the bow thruster was considered.

RIVER CRUISER
General view and body plan of the considered vessel are
shown in Fig. 1 and 2. Its main dimensions are given in Tab. 1.
For enhanced manoeuvrability the ship was equipped with
two rudder-propellers in nozzles and a tunnel bow thruster.

Fig.1. Views of the river cruiser

Fig.2. Body plan of the river cruiser
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Tab. 1: Main dimensions of the cruiser

r -yaw rate,
X, Y -components of external force,
N -external moment,
m -ship’s mass,
Izz -ship’s moment of inertia.
The MMG modular model [2] was adapted for external
forces and moment:

EQUATIONS OF MANOEUVRING MOTION
Ship trajectory and heading were described in the Earthfixed coordinate system Ox0y0. Equations of motion were
written in the coordinate system Gxy fixed to moving ship,
with its origin at longitudinal position of ship’s centre of
gravity G (Fig.3). The assumptions were made that heel angle
during manoeuvres is small, dynamic trim and sinkage in
deep water can be neglected, and, consequently, only 3 degrees
of freedom corresponding to surge, sway and yaw motions
were considered.
The assumption of negligible small heel angle (i.e. such
small that it does not affect the manoeuvring motion) was
made because basic data for solving the equation of roll motion,
i.e. the moment of inertia of ship around the longitudinal
axis was not available (the seakeeping analysis is usually
not performed for inland waterway vessels). The assumption
was justified by the relatively big value of metacentric height
of 2.7 m for the considered river cruiser. The validity of the
assumption was proved by calculations of static and dynamic
stability after the simulations are completed and heeling
moments are known. Predicted values of heel angle during
the turning circle manoeuvre are presented in the section
‘Results of simulations’.

X = -m xdu/dt + my vr + X H + X P + X BT
Y = -mydv/dt – m xur + YH + YP + YBT
N = -Jzzdr/dt + NH + NP + NBT

(2)

Subscripts „H”, „P” and „BT” refer to hull, propeller and
bow thruster, respectively. Inertia forces due to added mass,
although of hydrodynamic nature, are written as separate
terms. After substitution and rearrangement the equations
of motion take the following form, ready for integration:
(m + m x)du/dt - (m + my)vr = X H + X P + X BT
(m + my)dv/dt + (m + m x)ur = YH + YP + YBT
(Izz + Jzz)dr/dt = NH + NP + NBT

(3)

HULL FORCES X H , Y H AND MOMENT N H

The hull forces X H, YH and moment NH are approximated
with the following mathematical models with hydrodynamic
coefficients given in Tab. 2:
X H = 0.5ρLdU2 X’H = 0.5ρLdU2 (X’0 + X’ββ + X’rr’ + X’βββ2 +
+ X’βrβr’ + X’rrr’2)
Y H = 0.5ρLdU2 Y’H = 0.5ρLdU2 (Y’ββ + Y’rr’ + Y’βββ2 +
+ Y’βrβr’ + Y’rrr’2 + Y’ββββ3 + Y’ββrβ2r’ + Y’βrrβr’2 + (4)
+ Y’rrrr’3)
NH = 0.5ρL2dU2 N’H = 0.5ρL2dU2 (N’ββ + N’rr’ + N’βββ2 +
+ N’βrβr’ + N’rrr’2 + N’ββββ3 + N’ββrβ2r’ + N’βrrβr’2 +
+ N’rrrr’3)
where r’ denotes the non-dimensional yaw rate: r’ = rL/U.
Tab. 2.: Hydrodynamic coefficients for mathematical model of hull forces and
moment

Fig.3. Coordinate systems used in mathematical description of ship motion

m (du/dt - vr) = X
m (dv/dt + ur) = Y
Izz dr/dt = N

(1)

where u and v denote the longitudinal and transverse
components of the ship velocity U,
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In order to determine the hydrodynamic coefficients
a series of computations was carried out by using RANSECFD software. Ship flow in steady motion was computed in
full scale of vessel, including yaw with drift combinations.

Only positive value of drift angle and yaw rate were considered
because negative values were not expected during the
starboard turning manoeuvre.
It was expected that the greatest heeling moment appears
when the rudder-propellers are set to δ = 90 deg, the ship turns
and moves almost sideway. Then the model of hydrodynamic
forces should be extended to high drift angles (ß ≤ 90 deg).
However, during preliminary simulations of ship motion
in turning manoeuvre it was revealed that yaw rate grows
quickly (see Fig.6). Problems were encountered during CFD
computations of steady ship flow at yaw rates r’ > 1.6 due to
the effect of memory (ship encounters her own wake before
steady flow is attained). These authors decided to confine
the model of hydrodynamic forces to r’ ≤ 1.6 and ß ≤ 50 deg
(Fig.4). Consequently, the simulations of ship motion were
stopped when the non-dimensional yaw rate exceeded
the value of r’ = 1.6. As seen in Fig.6, the computation of
hydrodynamic coefficients at drift angles higher than 50 deg
was not necessary.
Mathematical models (4) were adopted for good
approximation of forces and moment in possibly widest range
of drift angle and yaw rate. Coefficients were determined by
fitting the models to computed forces. In the case of YH and
NH the fitting is excellent (Fig.4). The fitting of surge force
X H is good, at least for drift angles and yaw rates that occur
during simulated manoeuvres, shown in Fig.6.
Added masses and added moment of inertia were
approximated by using formulae developed by Yasukawa et al. [3]
for barge trains of similar proportions of main dimensions
(0.012 ≤ d/L ≤ 0.027; 0.048 ≤ B/L ≤ 0.317; 3.89 ≤ B/d ≤ 11.68):
m x = 0.5ρL2d (0.151 B/L – 0.244 d/L – 0.0012 B/d + 0.0018)
my = 0.5ρL2d (2.93 d/L + 0.0226)
Jzz = 0.5ρL 4d (0.0978 d/L + 0.0025)
The values estimated for river uiser (d/L = 0,029,
B/L = 0,172, B/d = 5,89) are presented in Tab. 3.
Tab. 3. Added masses and moment of inertia estimated for the river cruiser

Fig.4. Fitting of the mathematical model to calculated hull forces and moment

PROPELLER FORCES X P, Y P AND MOMENT N P

Azimuthing thrusters used as rudder-propellers can
generate thrust in arbitrary direction determined by steering
angle. In contrast to conventional propellers, the terms YP and
NP in mathematical model become significant. The authors
applied the following formulae for estimation of propeller
forces and moment. Inflow to propellers is determined by
local drift angle. It was assumed, similar as in the case of
conventional rudders [2], that ship’s wake affects only the
longitudinal inflow to propeller. Flow straightening effect of
hull affecting the transverse component of inflow velocity,
was neglected.
In the case of twin propeller ship each propeller force in
external force model (2) is the sum of forces due to port side
and starboard propeller:
(5)

X P = X P(p)+X P(s)
YP = YP(p)+YP(s)
NP = NP(p)+NP(s)
For individual propeller (Fig.5):
X P(p,s) = FPcosδ
YP(p,s) = -FPsinδ
(p,s)
NP = -XP(p,s)yP(p,s) + YP(p,s)xP(p,s)
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2016
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BOW THRUSTER FORCE Y BT AND MOMENT N BT

Fig.5. Forces generated by rudder-propellers

where the net force due to propeller action FP is determined
separately for each propeller (component perpendicular to
propeller axis caused by oblique inflow to propeller was not
considered):
FP = (1-t) KT ρn2D4 - ΔT
J = ua / nD
ua = uPcosδ - vPsinδ
uP = u(1-w)
vP = v + xPr

(7)

FP -net force due to propeller action,
δ –steering angle,
xP, yP -horizontal coordinates of steering column,
t -thrust deduction factor,
K T -thrust coefficient, approximated by using open water
propeller characteristics KT(J),
ρ -water density,
n -propeller revolutions,
D -propeller diameter.
ΔT -loss of thrust due to presence of steering column,
J -propeller advance coefficient,
ua -axial component of propeller inflow velocity
u P, vP -longitudinal and transverse components of
propeller inflow velocity,
w -effective wake fraction.
For the purpose of the present simulations the open water
characteristics of rudder-propeller was approximated with
open water characteristics of corresponding ducted propeller
from the Wageningen Ka4-70 screw series in nozzle 19A [4]:
KT(J) = -0.3911 J3 + 0.2727 J2 - 0.5869 J + 0.5078

(8)

Based on estimated resistance curve the propeller revolutions
were adjusted to 11.4 rps to provide the approach speed of
5.66 m/s. Thrust deduction factor of 0.15 and wake fraction of
0.12 were assumed as reasonable values for ship hull with stern
tunnels and azimuthing thrusters in deep water.
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Bow thrusters are usually used when ship is manoeuvring
at zero- or low speed. However, to be on the safe side, these
authors considered a hypothetical case of using bow thruster
at cruising speed of 11 kn.
The performance of transverse tunnel thrusters depends
both on hull form of ship (on geometry of bow in the case of
bow thrusters), as well as on the parameters of motion (speed
and drift angle) [5]. The interaction of jet from the thruster
with ship flow results in additional hydrodynamic forces
acting on the hull. The lateral thruster performance rapidly
decreases at non-zero ship speeds. In order to account for the
variation of forces and steering moment due to bow thruster
in manoeuvring motion the appropriate characteristics
of thruster performance are required. Unfortunately, the
authors had not the characteristics -either of the thruster to
be installed on the considered river cruiser, -or of any tunnel
thruster in arrangement with bow of wide-beam vessel.
In simulation of most severe manoeuvre when the steering
angle of 90 deg was applied to rudder propellers and when
the highest value of heeling moment was expected, the bow
thruster was set to generate the constant transverse force FBT
equal to its rated thrust of 540m kG - the value higher than
the highest lateral force at zero ship speed.
X BT = 0
YBT = FBT
NBT = FBTx BT

(9)

where x BT is the longitudinal coordinate of bow thruster.

RESULTS OF SIMULATIONS
Four manoeuvres were simulated: starboard turning with
both rudder-propellers turned to 35 deg (manoeuvre A),
60 deg (B) or 90 deg (C), and starboard turning with propellers
turned to 90 deg and operating bow thruster (manoeuvre D).
All manoeuvres were started at approach speed of 5.66 m/s
(11kn). Simulations were stopped when the limit of
applicability of hydrodynamic coefficients was exceeded,
i.e. drift angle exceeded 50 deg or non-dimensional yaw rate
exceeded value of 1.6. It appeared that at δ = 35deg both
parameters remained within limits and the vessel made
a closed circle (see Fig.6 and 7).

Fig.6. Drift angle β and non-dimensional yaw rate r’ during simulated
manoeuvres

Fig.7. Trajectory of ship’s centre of gravity; position of ship is marked at
maximum heeling moment
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Fig.8. Forces contributing to heeling moment

Heeling moment acting on manoeuvring vessel comes
from side forces included in the equation of motion (3):
m(dv/dt + ur) = -mydv/dt - m xur + YH + YP + YBT (10)
where:
m(dv/dt + ur) - is the inertia force on sidewise accelerating
or turning ship,
-mydv/dt - m x ur + Y H - hydrodynamic force, where terms
(-mydv/dt - mxur) come from inertia of
added mass,
YP - side component of propeller force,
YBT - bow thruster force.
Because only heeling moment due to manoeuvring motion
is considered in this paper, other sources, as e.g. wind, are
omitted. According to the conventions presented in Fig.8
the resultant heeling moment is calculated about the Gx
axis (at the height of ship’s centre of gravity) by using the
following formula:
Mdr = -(-mydv/dt - m xur + YH)zH - YPzP - YBTzBT

(11)
Fig.9. Time history of heeling moment

where:
zH - vertical ordinate of application point of hydrodynamic
force on ship hull,
zP - vertical ordinate of propeller axis,
zBT - vertical ordinate of the centre of bow thruster outlet.
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Time histories of heeling moment during simulated
manoeuvres are presented in Fig.9. When the manoeuvre starts
a small positive moment appears that tends to heel the ship to
starboard. Next the moment due to inertia (centrifugal) forces
starts to prevail. The resultant heeling moment becomes negative
and tends to heel the ship outwards (to port side). The maximum
heeling moment appears some 10 to 25 seconds after the start of
manoeuvre, depending on steering angle of rudder-propellers.
In the manoeuvre A the steady circulation with steady
velocities and heeling moment was reached after ship made
about 2 circles. In the manoeuvres B, C and D the steady
motion has not been reached, but one may expect, based on
the manoeuvre A, that heeling moment (its absolute value)
shall gradually decrease until steady circulation is attained. The
extent of simulations is sufficient for the purpose of stability
assessment.

In order to prove the assumption of negligible roll motion
a simplified analysis of heel angle during turning circle
manoeuvre was carried out by using the diagram of righting
levers available from standard stability analysis carried out in
the framework of design process. The highest value of heeling
moment of 89.1 kNm, determined in simulations (Fig.9) was
applied. It was assumed that the heeling moment is applied at
the beginning of manoeuvre and remains steady. The effect of
application of steady heeling moment is illustrated in Fig.10
and Fig.11. Heel angle φ during the simulated manoeuvres
shall not exceed the estimated value of dynamic heel angle of
2 deg. In opinion of these authors, neglecting the roll motion
in simulations did not affect the manoeuvring motion. One
may suggest that the wide-beam, flat-bottomed vessels during
tight turning started at full ahead speed shall not be subject to
substantial heel angle or roll motion. They may be expected
to move like sliding in upright position.

of applicability of mathematical models to actual parameters
of motion during simulated manoeuvres.
The variation of heeling moment during turning
reveals that its maximum value appears at the beginning
of manoeuvre (change of heading less than 60deg) and, in
order to determine data for assessment of ship stability, it
is not necessary to extend the mathematical model and to
continue simulation until steady turning.
Application of the numerical simulation to nonconventional ships and propulsion/steering systems
requires much effort in determination of hydrodynamic and
interaction coefficients.
On the other hand, the numerical simulation of ship
motion has potential to predict
velocities, accelerations, forces and moments during
versatile manoeuvres, and can be useful
not only for testing ship’s manoeuvrability but also for
assessment of stability.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a description of an effective method for determining loads due to waves and current acting on
the supporting structures of the offshore wind turbines. This method is dedicated to the structures consisting of the
cylindrical or conical elements as well as (truncates) pyramids of polygon with a large number of sides (8 or more).
The presented computational method is based on the Morison equation, which was originally developed only for
cylindrically shaped structures. The new algorithm shown here uses the coefficients of inertia and drag forces that were
calculated for non-cylindrical shapes. The analysed structure consists of segments which are truncated pyramids on the
basis of a hex decagon. The inertia coefficients, CM, and drag coefficients, CD, were determined using RANSE-CFD
calculations. The CFD simulations were performed for a specific range of variation of the period, and for a certain
range of amplitudes of the velocity. In addition, the analysis of influence of the surface roughness on the inertia and
drag coefficients was performed. In the next step, the computations of sea wave, current and wind load on supporting
structure for the fifty-year storm were carried out. The simulations were performed in the time domain and as a result
the function of forces distribution along the construction elements was obtained. The most unfavourable distribution
of forces will be used, to analyse the strength of the structure, as the design load.
Keywords: offshore wind turbine, support structure, Morison force coefficients, CFD, sea wave statistics, Baltic Sea

INTRODUCTION
The calculation method presented here has been developed
within the tasks of the research project AQUILO under the
full name “Development of methods for the selection of the
type of support structure for offshore wind turbine in Polish
sea areas”.
The purpose of the task, in which this research was
implemented, was to design a support structure in a given
area in the Polish economic zone of the Baltic Sea. Within this
project, four types of structures will be analysed: a gravity
base, a tripod with piles foundation, a gravity tripod and
a deep water monopile.
One of the key issues that needs to be addressed in the
design of this type of construction is the determination of
the hydrodynamic forces acting on the object. Such forces,
along with interactions from the seabed and from the wind
create a system acting on the supporting structure. This
system of acting forces being due to the extreme sea and
weather conditions is used to determine the dimensions of
the main structural elements of the construction and is based
on strength analysis.
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There are three main types of methods used to determine
the hydro dynamical interactions:
- approximate calculation methods, based on the
coefficients for hydro mechanical forces,
- accurate computational methods - RANSE-CFD
- experimental methods (based on the method of Froude).
At an early stage of the design process, the approximate
methods are most frequently used and usually are very
effective. It is of a great importance that the error of such
primary computations is not too large. The authors of this
article decided to develop a method of calculation based on
the Morison equation [1].
The Morison equation is mainly used to determine the
forces acting on objects of cylindrical shape, and such have
been investigated experimentally in a wide range of flow
parameters. Graphs of the coefficients of forces are available
[1,2,3]. Due to the fact, that the gravity base type structure has
a base made up of segments which cannot be approximated as
cylindrical, the authors decided to use RANSE-CFD method
in order to calculate the force coefficients of these elements.

OBJECT OF THE ANALYSIS
The aim of the work was to develop an efficient
computational method for determining loads from waves
and currents acting on the supporting structures for offshore
wind turbines and determination of the maximum load the
hydro mechanical impact acting on the structure. The subject
of the analysis was the gravity base and this article shows the
step-by-step calculation process for this structure.

Fig. 1c. Three types of supporting structures, that were analysed in the
framework of the project - Monopile

THE GRAVITY BASE STRUCTURE DESCRIPTION

Fig. 1a. Three types of supporting structures, that were analysed in the
framework of the project - Gravity base

The chosen support structure is a gravity base structure,
the geometry of which is composed of segments of prismatic
or truncated pyramid with a basis of regular hex decagon.
The exact dimensions are given in Table 2, and visualization
of the structure is shown in Figure 1a.
The construction material that was chosen is steel. The
interior of the structure up to a height of z = 25 m above the
seabed is to be filled in with ballast (pulp mud).

CALCULATION METHOD
THE MORISON EQUATION

The total hydro mechanical force that acts on the motionless
body, which is placed in a fluid of unsteady, unidirectional
flow, can by expressed by [1]:

(1)

Fig. 1b. Three types of supporting structures, that were analysed in the
framework of the project - Gravity tripod

Where Ap is the projected area of the body on a plane
normal to the direction of the flow, V b is the volume of the
body, CD and C’a are the drag and added mass coefficients,
U is the velocity and ρ is the water density.
Coefficients C’a and CD depend on time, geometry of the
body, Reynolds number Re and the parameters describing
the history of the flow (for example the amplitude and the
period of the velocity variation). In practice, they are plotted
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 3/2015
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as functions of Keulegan-Carpenter number KC and so called
β = Rn / KC coefficient, which was proposed by Sarpkaya [1].
Morison equation is a simplified version of equation (1),
where it is assumed, that the term in equation: dU/dt can be
as approximated by ∂U / ∂t, hence:
(2)

where:
CM = 1+ Ca, and Ca is an time averaged value of C’a.
The above equation is used for the calculations of
cylindrical shapes. When the movement of fluid particles
caused by the waves is to be dealt with, this equation can be
used when the cylinder diameter is not greater than about
20% of wave length λ.
Coefficients CM and CD can be obtained from model tests.
Sarpkaya [1, 2] carried out a systematic study, based on which
characteristics of coefficients CM and CD for a cylindrical
shape as a function of KC, β and relative roughness k r / D were
derived. Values of these coefficients for other geometries are
also available in the literature [1,3].
THE METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE CM AND CD
WITH CFD

Determination of the coefficient of the hydro mechanical
reaction by CFD calculations is no different in terms of
methodology to the experimental method conducted in the
U-tube tank [1, 2]. The calculations are performed in the
rectangular shaped tunnel, in which by means of suitably
selected boundary conditions, a flow with the sinusoidal
velocity is generated:
(3)

In this case, the Morison equation can be written in the
following way:
(4)

In the above equation the first term, representing the drag
force, is proportional to sin2(ωt). The modulus of this force
reaches the maximum for ωt = 1/2π, 3/2π, ..., while the whole
term equals zero for ωt = 0, π, 2π, ... . The second term of the
equation is the force of inertia, which is proportional to the
cosines function cos(ωt). When the modulus of the drag force
reaches its maximal value, the inertia force equals to zero,
whereas when the resistance force is zero, the modulus of
the inertia force reaches its maximum value. This principle
allows us to determine the coefficient of forces with the use
of the following formulas:
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for ωt = 0, π, 2π, ...

(5)

for ωt = 1/2π, 3/2π, ...

(6)
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Another, more advanced method is to search, through
the optimization, for the coefficients CD and CM, so that the
“theoretical” function F(t) agrees with the one obtained by
advanced CFD calculation.
Figure 11 shows a sample course of the function F(t) with
indicated value of t that is used for calculation of the CM and
CD, where
or U = 0, because then
.
THE USE OF MORISON EQUATION FOR CALCULATION
OF THE IMPACT OF THE UNSTEADY AND NONUNIFORM FLOW ON THE SUPPORT STRUCTURE. THE
GENERAL FORM

In the previously presented equations, it was assumed,
that the velocity vector is perpendicular to the axis of the
cylinder and the velocity field is uniform. In the general case,
for example, when dealing with the velocity field appearing
in the wave motion, the velocity field is not uniform, and
the direction of flow (and acceleration) is changeable. The
geometry of the structure varies as well. Therefore, the force
acting on the section of a structure element needs to be
determined using the general formula:

(7)

Vector of velocity normal to longitudinal axis of the
element of structure:
Un = U - (U . es)es, where: U velocity vector and es is
a unit vector tangent to the axis of the structure, Δs is
a length of section of element in which the hydrodynamic
force is calculated, D is a diameter of the section (or the longest
diagonal if the section is a polygon). It is assumed, that CM
and CD coefficients are a function of Kc, β and the geometry
of the section (and adjacent sections).
The value of the force acting on the element can be therefore
determined as an integral:
(8)

DETERMINATION OF THE VELOCITY FIELD DUE TO
WAVES AND CURRENTS

So far, we have assumed, that the velocity field is a known
quantity, but just determining velocity field is not a simple
task. The Maritime Institute in Gdańsk analysed the hydro meteorological data for a particular sea area and performed
long-term statistical calculations [7, 8], based on which a
set of basic parameters of the waves and sea current was
obtained, Figure 2, 3. The results of WAM hindcast numerical
modelling [9, 10] of Baltic Sea were used to calculate wave
field parameters. These parameters provided materials for
long-term statistical analysis.

recommendations of DNV [3]. The spectrum of waves can
be thus approximated by a function:

(10)

Fig. 2. Significant wave height HS as a function of return period. Weibull
distribution for location: 7,750 E, 55,50 N (Baltic Sea – Polish economic zone)

Fig. 3. Sea current velocity distribution as a function of depth. The results of
measurements in the Baltic Sea during extreme storm

Where:
ωp= 2π/Tp is circular spectral peak frequency; σ = 0.07
for ω ≤ ωp and σ = 0.09 for ω ≥ ωp spectral width parameter
Aγ = 1-0.287ln(γ) is a normalizing factor,
Figure 4 presents the distribution of the spectrum of waves
for specific set of data, whereas Figure 5 presents the function
of the sea current velocity.

Fig. 4. Wave spectrum JONSWAP for the 50-year storm: Tp = 11.3 s;
HS = 9.01 m; γ = 4.14

In this project, it was assumed, that the life time of the
structure will reach 30 years with an optional extension of
another 20 years, therefore, the analysis assumed parameters
of the storm that happens once in 50 years. Velocities of the sea
currents in the Baltic are relatively small. To calculate the desired
parameters in the project, it was assumed, that the velocity
of the sea current at the surface water is Ucurr(0) = 0.45 m/s,
which is the velocity in the relevant reservoir that appears
once in 50 years .
The velocity vector as a function of depth can be
approximated to the following form:

(9)

where:
d is the water depth, z is a vertical coordinate.
Sea current direction indicated by the unit vector ecurr
is consistent here with the direction of the waves. Both
phenomena are caused by the wind.
On the basis of statistical parameters: peak period Tp and
significant wave height Hs the spectrum of sea waves in the
form of the JONSWAP spectrum [4, 3] was reconstructed.
The peak shape parameter γ was calculated based on the

Fig. 5. Approximation of the current velocity profile for the 50-year storm

On the basis of a specific spectrum of waves, an irregular
wave was generated (randomly). Due to the fact, that the depth
of the reservoir is d = 40 m and a peak period of the wave
is greater than 11 s, the chosen wave model was the second
order Stokes one. Velocity field in the wave motion in the
Stokes model is described as a series. This series is obtained
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 3/2015
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by replacing the graph of a continuous spectrum of waves
with the discrete graph of a finite width of the “bars” δω.
(11)

where the term of series ui = u(ωi) is obtained from:

(12)

Where:
is a height of i-th wave; k i = 2π / λi - wave
number; θi = k ix - ωit + εi.
Value εi takes a random value in the range of 0 to 2π.
Subsequent values of circular frequency are defined as follows:
ωi+1 = ωi + δω.

Fig. 6. Comparison of inertia coefficient CM for six rough cylinders, kr/D=50.
Source: Sarpkaya [2]

The resulting velocity field is a sum of the sea current
velocity and of the velocity field due to wave:
U = Ucurr + Uwave

IMPLEMENTATION OF CFD
CALCULATIONS TO DETERMINE THE CM
AND CD COEFFICIENTS
The purpose of the CFD calculations was primarily to
determine the coefficients for the elements of a shape other
than cylindrical. The fact that the geometry is based on a hex
decagon is not critical in this case. The hex decagonal prism
can be treated as a cylinder. What is of importance is the fact,
that the size of the polygon (its diagonal) is changing rapidly
with height above the seabed z.
Flow around such geometry, and particularly around the
segments of r1, r2 and r3 (Figure 12) is three dimensional,
therefore there are no tables or graphs available that can be
used, describing the characteristic CM and CD, in a function
of KC and the roughness of the surface. Wherein, when the
Reynolds number takes the value of the order of 107 or higher,
the impact of the β factor is minimal (Figure 6, 7).
Moreover, as was described previously (section 3.2),
the traditional method of determination of the CD and
CM coefficients are model tests in the U-tube tank. In the
measuring area of the tank, the fluid flow is homogeneous
(in space), but unsteady. The function of velocity in the time
domain is a sinusoid.
The CFD model was built this way, to match the flow
in the measuring area of a U-tube tank. The height of the
computational domain is equal to the water depth, therefore,
only a flow around the submerged part of the structure is
modeled. The flow velocity at the inlet and outlet of the domain
is specified as a sinusoidal function (in time), therefore the
single test case can be determined by two parameters: the
period T and the velocity amplitude UA of the flow.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of drag coefficient CD for six rough cylinders, kr/D=50.
Source: Sarpkaya [2]

THE RANGE OF CALCULATIONS

Due to the fact, that the main objective of this work is
to determine the maximum hydro dynamical loads acting
on the supporting structure, the coefficients CM and CD will
be calculated for a range of parameters resulting from the
spectrum of waves and sea current for the 50-year storm on
the marine area of a depth of 40 m. The calculations were
performed for the following set of data:
T = 6 s; 8 s; 10 s; 12 s; UA = 0.5 m/s; 1 m/s; 2 m/s.
The calculations were performed for both smooth and rough
walls. In total, the results were obtained for CM and CD at 24
calculation points. Roughness caused by the presence of marine
growth was taken as kr = 100 mm, as recommended by NORSOK
N-003 [3]. Relative roughness, kr / D dependent on the length of
the diagonal element varies from 0.0025 to about 0.017.
PARAMETERS USED FOR CALCULATIONS WITH CFD –
THE “TECHNICAL” MODEL

Technical parameters of the computational grid are
included in the Table 1. Figure 8 shows a general view of the
domain of computations. The calculations were carried out
in full scale.

Tab. 1. Grid parameters

Fig. 10. Grid arrangement around surface of modelled structure. The figure
also shows the numbering of segments (regions) r1, r2, r3, r4, r5

THE RESULTS OF THE CFD CALCULATIONS

Fig. 8. The computational grid arrangement. View of the inlet/outlet and the
bottom of the domain

The differences between the meshes in the case of
calculation of smooth and rough structure (Table 1) are the
result of turbulence models that were taken and relate mainly
to the size of the elements on the surface of the structure and
its boundary layer. Thickness of elements of 1st layer, in the
case of a smooth structure, takes considerably lower values.
For the smooth surface k-ω SST turbulence model was
employed, for which the thickness of elements of the 1st
(boundary) layer (in this case 0.003 mm) should be such
that the parameter Y+ obtains values close to one.
The rough structure calculations were made on the basis of
the k-ξ turbulence model, with scalable wall function. In this
model, the viscous sublayer is omitted, and the logarithmic
velocity profile is reduced by the value of ΔB that depends
on the “grain size” k r (Figure 9).

As a result of the CFD calculations, graphs of hydro
mechanical forces were obtained that can be induced on
specific segments as a function of time (Figure 11). Based
on these charts, values of the CM and CD coefficients were
determined.
Flow visualization was also obtained in the form of
streamlines, based on which, it is possible to conclude that
the flow around r1, r2 and r3 was three-dimensional.
The results of the calculations are depicted in diagrams
of CM(KC) and CD(KC), additionally showing the value of the
parameter β (Figure 13, 14 - smooth surface, Figure 15,16 rough surface)

Fig. 11. Forces induced on segments of the support structure in time, for the
following data: T = 12 s, UA = 2 m/s.

Fig. 9. Wall function for rough surface [5]

Fig. 12. Streamlines around support structure
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ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS OF
CM AND CD

Fig. 13. A graph of the CM as a function of KC for the subsequent segments of
the structure. Smooth surface

The resulting characteristics of CM and CD for a smooth
surface have a waveform consistent with similar results
obtained experimentally for a cylindrical shape. The shape of
the curve of CM factor for rough structure is almost identical
to the plot for the smooth construction.
As expected, the force coefficients for r1, r2 and r3 segments
are lower than that retrieved from the test of cylindrical shape,
since the flow around such elements is three-dimensional and
thus fluid particles pass by the “obstacle” on the trajectory
shorter than in the case of 2D flow.
The characteristics of the drag coefficient for the rough
construction seem unlikely. Perhaps the resistance is strongly
overestimated for KC < 0.5 (the differences are significant
with respect to the results of model tests [1]). It can be seen,
that the applied method of modelling of roughness is not
accurate enough.

THE CALCULATION OF THE HYDRO
DYNAMICAL FORCES ACTING ON THE
SUPPORTING STRUCTURE SUBJECTED TO
THE ACTION OF IRREGULAR WAVES AND
CURRENT
Fig. 14. A graph of the CD as a function of KC for the subsequent segments of
the structure. Smooth surface

SELECTION OF COEFFICIENTS OF HYDRO DYNAMICAL
FORCES

Based on the results of the CFD calculations and the known
experimental results [1,2], the following hydro dynamical
force coefficients were identified for each item.
Factor KC was calculated for the “representative” regular
wave with the period of T = 11.30 s and height Hs = 9.01 m,
which corresponds to peak period and the significant height
of the 50-year storm in this sea area.
Tab. 2. Selection of the force coefficients based on the flow parameters and the
geometry of the structure

Fig. 15. A graph of the CM as a function of KC for the subsequent segments of
the structure. Rough surface

The value of the amplitude of the velocity was calculated
for z = 0.5 (z0 + z1) using the linear (Airy’s) wave model:

(14)

Fig. 16. A graph of the CD as a function of KC for the subsequent segments of
the structure. Rough surface
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Keulegan-Carpenter number is defined as KC = Ua T / D,
while the β number is calculated as [1]: β = D2 / (νT). The
inertia coefficient CM was read from the Figure 15. Based on
Figure 16 and the value of KC, it was assumed, that the drag
coefficient CD for each segment is approximately 1.0.

CALCULATION OF HYDRO DYNAMICAL RESPONSE

The wave spectrum with the parameters described in
subsection 3.4 corresponds to the storm duration of 3 hours.
For this spectrum three wave functions were randomly chosen
- all of one hour duration. For 1-hour realization of the wave
not to be a periodic phenomenon, about 1200 terms of the
series given by eq. (11) and (12) are required [6]. Additionally,
the calculations took into account the presence of the sea
current with parameters described above.
The results of calculations for the wave at which the
maximum load of the construction was observed are shown
below. Figure 17 shows the height of the free surface in the
axis of symmetry of the structure as a function of time,
whereas Figure 18 shows a resultant horizontal force acting

on the structure. The bending moment relative to the bottom
of the structure (z = -40 m) is shown in Figure 19. It was
assumed, that the maximum load is such, that the bending
moment of the construction reaches its maximum. For the
results presented here, the maximum stress occurs at time
t = 3450.5 s.
For this time step, the distribution of hydro dynamical
loads acting on the construction was shown on Figure 20.
Loads depicted in the graph are due to the action of hydro
dynamical forces that are associated with movement of fluid
F = F(U(t), ∂U(t)/∂t). To these forces the hydro statistic load
resulting for the seawater and the ballast located within the
gravity base structure, as well as the thrust and torque of the
wind turbine (transmitted through the column), weights and
other forces must be added.

Fig. 17. The free surface level ς in the symmetry axis of the structure in time domain

Fig. 18. The total force in the x-direction Fx induced on the structure by the wave and current

Fig. 19. The total bending moment My (at z = -40 m) induced on the structure by the wave and current
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3. Recommended Practice DNV-RP-C205: Environmental
conditions and environmental loads, Det Norske Veritas,
October 2010
4. Levis E.V.: Principles of Naval Architecture. Vol. III –
Motions in Waves and Controllability, SNAME, 1989
5. ANSYS CFX - Solver Theory Guide, ANSYS Inc., October
2012

Fig. 20. Distribution of continuous load qx due to sea wave and current as
a function of z for the time step t = 3450.5 s
(maximum value of bending moment)

6. Chakrabarti S.K.: Hydrodynamics of Offshore Structures,
WIT Press / Computational Mechanics, 2003
7. Kamphuis J.W., Introduction to Coastal Engineering and
Management, Advanced Series on Ocean Engineering:
Volume 30, 2010

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this article we presented a method for calculating
unsteady loads acting on supporting structure for offshore
wind turbines. The method is based on the expanded use of
Morison equation and coefficients of the forces obtained from
computations with modern CFD software - ANSYS CFX.
Based on the results of CFD analysis of segments of similar
shape to a cylindrical, it was found, that the forces coefficients
are close to the values obtained experimentally by Sarpkaya
[1,2].
Through to the simplified approach, one can effectively
define construction loads of initial design, (assuming that
small changes in the geometry do not significantly affect
the values of the coefficients CM and CD). Determination
of the sequence of loads for wave lasting (in reality) three
hours with the time step of 1/2 s takes about 1 to 3 hours of
computing time.
These loads will be used for the design of structural
elements based on FEM analysis. The methodology of FEM
analysis for similar structure was presented by Żywicki et
al [11].
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ABSTRACT

An approach to approximate equations of state for water and steam (IAPWS-95) for the calculation of three-dimensional
flows of steam in turbomachinery in a range of operation of the present and future steam turbines is described. Test
calculations of three-dimensional viscous flow in an LP steam turbine using various equations of state (perfect gas,
Van der Waals equation, equation of state for water and steam IAPWS-95) are made. The comparison of numerical
results with experimental data is also presented.

Keywords: Three-dimensional viscous flow, steam turbine, low-pressure cylinder, sets of equations of state for water and steam IAPWS-95,
approximations of equations

INTRODUCTION
Throughout the last 10-15 years, the methods of viscous
flow modeling based on Reynolds equations [1, 2, 3] have
been widely applied in calculation, design and optimization
of turbomachinery parts, including steam turbines. Adopting
such approaches has made a significant improvement in gas
dynamic efficiency of turbomachinery, especially with the
use of 3D modeling of blade channels, including blade lean,
sweep, end wall contouring, radial-axial stages. There are still
a number of difficulties in numerical integration of the set
of Reynolds equations related to the accuracy and stability
of different schemes, formulation of boundary conditions,
closing equations (turbulence modeling, equation of state
etc.). Most of the application packages use rather simple
state equations such as the equation of state for perfect gas,
Tammann or Van der Waals equations. In many cases their
use is justified and appropriate. However, in relation to the
processes in which a phase transition in the working medium
occurs (for example in low-pressure cylinders and condensers
of conventional, nuclear and marine steam turbines), the use

of simple state equations allows modeling of flow structures
and rough assessment of kinetic energy losses, but may
produce significant uncertainties in the determination of
quantities like temperature, mass flow rate and turbine power.
In order to describe thermodynamic properties of water and
steam using simpler computation methods (one-dimensional,
quasisymmetric), one can implement state equations based
on the Mayer and Bogomolov equation [4] whose viral
coefficients are found by correlation with the experiment.
At present, two international standards of state equations for
water and steam are used: IAPWS-95 formula [5] for scientific
calculations and its simplified version - IAPWS-IF97 formula
[6] for industrial calculations. It is difficult to use these state
equations in three-dimensional calculations on present-day
computers since they increase the required computational
time by 1 to 2 orders of magnitude. The most frequently
used state equation nowadays in three-dimensional models
is the equation with two terms of compressibility coefficient.
This paper presents an approach to the approximation
of state equations IAPWS-95 with the use of cubic curves
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for the given arrays of thermodynamic functions. The idea
of a similar approximation was first presented in [7]. This
method assures a sufficient accuracy of determination
of thermodynamic quantities within the whole range of
operation of steam turbines (the maximum error does not
exceed ± 0,1 %). In the paper, three-dimensional calculations
of flow in LP turbines using numerous equations of state are
presented and compared with the available experimental data.

METHODS FOR THE CALCULATION
OF THREE DIMENSIONAL VISCOUS FLOW
IN TURBINES
The calculation is carried out using the application package
FlowER [3] and is based on the integration of the Reynolds
equation. In order to determine turbulent effects, the Menter
SST model is used [8]. The governing equations are solved with
the use of implicit Godunov-type ENO scheme [9]. In order to
close the Reynolds equations, equations of state for a perfect
gas [10], Tammann equations [11] or Van der Walls equations
[4] with constant or variable specific heats are available in the
application package FlowER. A number of thermodynamic
dependencies, which shape depends on the used state equation,
are applied in the process of computation and post processing
of results such as:

T T p,U - temperature;
U U p,T - density;
H H p,U - internal energy;
p p H,U - pressure;
a a p,U - speed of sound;
i i p,U - enthalpy;
cv cv p,U - specific isochoric heat;
c p c p p,U - specific isobaric heat;

S S p,U - entropy;
§ wH ·
- partial derivative of internal energy
¨¨
¸¸ H p p,U with respect to pressure at a constant
© w p ¹U
density;
§ wH ·
¨¨ ¸¸ H U p,U
© wU ¹ p
§w S
¨¨
© wp
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·
¸¸ S p p,U
¹U

– partial derivative of internal energy
with respect to density at a constant
pressure;
– partial derivative of entropy with
respect to pressure at a constant
density;
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§w S ·
¨¨
¸¸ S U p,U
© wU ¹ U
§wT ·
¸¸ T p p,U
¨¨
© w p ¹U
§wT
¨¨
© wU

·
¸¸ TU p,U
¹U

– partial derivative of entropy with
respect to density at a constant
pressure;
– partial derivative of temperature
with respect to pressure at a constant
density;
– partial derivative of temperature
with respect to density at a constant
pressure;

i* i* p,U,C – total enthalpy;
T* T* p,U,C – total temperature;
p* p* p,U,C – total pressure;
U* U* p,U,C – total density;
– isentropic density;
– isentropic pressure,
where C – speed. Closing thermodynamic functions for
perfect gas, Tammann and Van der Walls equations of state
are presented in [12].

APPROXIMATION OF CLOSING
THERMODYNAMIC FUNCTIONS ON
THE BASIS OF THE EQUATIONS FOR
THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF
WATER AND STEAM IAPWS-95.
Equations of International Association for Properties of
Water and Steam IAPWS-95 were formulated in 1995. They
were determined on the basis of the fundamental Helmholtz
equation f (U, T ) and can be a combination of polynomials
of up to 56 elements [5]. In most cases, it is impossible to
find an analytical formula for thermodynamic functions
necessary for closing the Reynolds equation. This makes
the direct application of IAPWS-95 for modeling threedimensional flow ineffective in regards of computational
cost. In an approach presented in [7] the closing functions are
determined by interpolation of the already calculated arrays
(tables) of base points of thermodynamic quantities. However,
due to a significant nonlinearity of thermodynamic functions,
storage of large arrays might be necessary in order to assure the
acceptable accuracy in defining thermodynamic parameters
in a wide range of variation of flow parameters (especially in
the range of operating modes of steam turbines).
Some hints how to decrease the dimensions of the stored
arrays without a loss to the precision of interpolation are
described below. In the case where the independent variables
for determination of the thermodynamic values are pressure
and/or density, it is justified to consider the pressure and
density in a logarithmic scale as independent variables. This,
for example, allows us to calculate 3D flow in the HP and LP
cylinders of the steam turbine where the pressure changes

from 3·103 tо 2·105 Pа in the LP cylinder and from 3·106 tо
2,4·107 Pа in the HP cylinder.
Another idea to reduce computational costs and still
assure the acceptable accuracy of interpolation of IAPWS-95
equations is to rewrite the equations of state for a perfect gas
with dimensionless compressibility coefficients depending on
two independent variables, especially p and U. Range variations
of these coefficients are much lower when compared with
variations of the sought thermodynamic functions. Therefore
it is justified to store the arrays of values of the dimensionless
compressibility coefficients instead of values of the sought
thermodynamic functions. The closing thermodynamic
functions are then derived from analytical relations:

where – gas constant [5],
,

,
,

,
,

,
–

with the use of cubic polynomial curves. The entire iteration
method is described in detail in [12].

EVALUATION OF APPROXIMATION
ERROR FOR CLOSING THERMODYNAMIC
FUNCTIONS.
For the approximation of dimensionless compressibility
coefficients and closing thermodynamic functions of two
independent variables, two-dimensional arrays of base points
(4001×2001) are used. A solid line in Fig. 1 shows the area for
the evaluation of arrays of independent variables - pressure
and density:
500 Pа<p< 3,5·107 Pа; 4·10-3 kg/m3 <ρ< 210 kg/m3.
In the same picture, a dashed line surrounds the working
area of steam turbines. Relative approximation errors (an
average error based on 1000 points randomly selected
from the considered area, or a maximum error) in
defining thermodynamic functions were calculated as
relative deviations of the value found from the proposed
approximation from the value obtained with the help of
IAPWS-95 tables:

The average approximation error for all the calculations
does not exceed 0,05 %, the maximum error - 0,8 %. Within
the working area of steam turbines, the average approximation
error does not exceed 0,01 %, maximum - 0,1 %, with the largest
errors appearing in the region of low pressure and wet steam.

interpolated dimensionless compressibility coefficients for the
corresponding thermodynamic functions. While calculating
the density, the independent variable T is replaced with the
enthalpy, which facilitates the calculation in the two-phase
flow regions. The formulas used to define the partial derivatives
of internal energy, entropy, and temperatures are simplified,
defined based on the assumption, that the compressibility
coefficients remain constants. This simplification also increases
the stability of numerical convergence of iterative processes
for solving nonlinear equations. Values of dimensionless
compressibility coefficients in base points are as follows:

Fig. 1. Working area for approximation of steam properties

COMPUTATIONAL RESULTS

where the corresponding values
and
are calculated with the use of IAPWS-95 formulations [5]. The
interpolation of the compressibility coefficient is determined

The presented method of calculation of 3D flow was tested
for the case of a low pressure cylinder of a five-stage steam
turbine of 360 МW (Fig. 2). The obtained results were compared
with the available experimental data [13].
Radial guide vanes are placed at the inlet to the turbine.
The stator and rotor blades in all but one stage are shrouded
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2016
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with shrouds equipped with typical labyrinth seals. The rotor
blades in the last stage are free-tip. There are two extraction
points downstream of stage 3 and 4. The scheme of regenerative
extractions, tip-leakage and labyrinth seal flows in meridional
view is presented in Fig. 2.

of experimental and calculated total and static pressure as
well as pitch and swirl angle downstream of stage 3, 4 and 5.
a)

b)

Fig. 2. Meridional cross section of the low pressure flow part of a 360
MW steam turbine. The scheme of leakage and extraction flows, О1, O2 regenerative extractions, T – tip leakage clearance over unshrouded rotor
blades, U1-U4 – labyrinth seal slots at the upper contour, L1-L4 - labyrinth
seal slots at the lower contour.

In order to define boundary conditions for the inlet and
outlet of the computational domain, experimental data
obtained in [13] are used:
• total pressure at the inlet - 519 kPa, total temperature
at the inlet - 539 К;
• static pressure at the outlet - 6,2 kPa.
The initial data for modeling regenerative extractions and
labyrinth seal flows were determined earlier in [14] using a
one-dimensional approach. They are included in Table 1. The
flow directions in the labyrinth seals are nominal and are also
indicated in Fig. 2. The calculations are made on a structural
H-type grid of about 4 million cells in total refined in the
boundary layers, according to the assumed turbulence model.
The integral characteristics of flow in the third, fourth and
fifth stage of the turbine are calculated first with the use of
the equation of state for a perfect gas with variable specific
heats (calculation 1), second with the use of the Van der
Waals equation of state (calculation 2) and third with the
use of the presented method of approximation of IAPWS-95
properties (calculation 3). Figs. 3 and 4 show the comparison

c)

Table 1. Initial data for modeling regenerative extractions and labyrinth seal flows
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d)

a)

b)
e)

c)
f)

d)
Fig. 3. Total pressure (а, b, c) and static pressure (d, e, f) distribution along the
channel height in stage 3, 4 and 5;
experiment, –– - –– calculation 1, –– –– –– calculation 2,
–––––– calculation 3

The presented examples prove consistency of the
experimental and calculated data. It is clear that, the best fit
belongs to calculation 3, that is to the method of approximation
of IAPWS-95 properties. It should also be noted, that constants
in the equations of state used for calculations 1 and 2 were
found from experimental data, while it is not necessary to use
these data for calculation 3.
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CONCLUSIONS

e)

The paper presents an approach to approximate equations
of state for water and steam (IAPWS-95) for the calculation
of three-dimensional flow in an LP steam turbine. The
comparison of numerical results with experimental data is also
presented. The average approximation error of evaluation of
thermodynamic functions within the working area of turbine
is lower than 0,01 %, the maximum error remains below 0,1 %.
Test calculations of three-dimensional viscous flow in an LP
steam turbine are also made using various equations of state
(perfect gas, Van der Waals equation, equation of state for
water and steam IAPWS-95). It is shown, that the presented
method of approximation of IAPWS-95 properties provides
the best fit of computational and experimental results.
f)
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EXHAUST GAS TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS IN DIAGNOSTICS
OF TURBOCHARGED MARINE INTERNAL COMBUSTION ENGINES
PART II
DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS

Zbigniew Korczewski, Prof.
Gdańsk University of Technology, Poland

ABSTRACT

The second part of the article describes the technology of marine engine diagnostics making use of dynamic measurements
of the exhaust gas temperature. Little-known achievements of Prof. S. Rutkowski of the Naval College in Gdynia
(now: Polish Naval Academy) in this area are presented. A novel approach is proposed which consists in the use of
the measured exhaust gas temperature dynamics for qualitative and quantitative assessment of the enthalpy flux of
successive pressure pulses of the exhaust gas supplying the marine engine turbocompressor. General design assumptions
are presented for the measuring and diagnostic system which makes use of a sheathed thermocouple installed in the
engine exhaust gas manifold. The corrected thermal inertia of the thermocouple enables to reproduce a real timehistory of exhaust gas temperature changes.

Keywords: diagnostic, internal combustion engine, exhaust gas temperature

INTRODUCTION
Analysing temperature and pressure changes of the exhaust
gas leaving the cylinders of a turbocharged marine engine
within one operating cycle provides opportunities for direct
qualitative and quantitative assessment of the enthalpy flux
of successive pressure pulses of the exhaust gas supplying the
turbocompressor. Its value, expressed in J/ OWK deg within
one operating cycle for a single-cylinder four-stroke engine
(each cycle corresponds to two crankshaft revolutions),
is calculated by integrating the exhaust gas enthalpy flux
formula within the endpoints defined by crankshaft rotation
angles:
(1)

In case of a multi-cylinder engine in which the collecting
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manifold (or manifolds) supplying the turbocompressor
has a number of individual exit passages from particular
cylinders connected to it, the enthalpy flux is to be integrated
within precisely defined endpoints (240 OWK degrees for
a four-stroke engine) which result from: (1) the operating
sequence of the cylinders, (2) the opening and closing angles
of the exhaust valves in particular cylinders, (αOWKOZW) and
(αOWKZZW) respectively, and (3) the angles of overlapping of
successive exhaust gas flow pulses (αOWKN):
(2)

To express in J/s the enthalpy flux of the pressure pulses of
the exhaust gas supplying the turbocompressor within one
engine operation cycle, the result of integration of Eq. (1) or

(2) is to be multiplied by a conversion ratio which converts
the crankshaft revolution angles to a corresponding time
expressed in seconds:
(3)

MEASURING HIGH-SPEED EXHAUST GAS
TEMPERATURE CHANGES
In the adopted research method a key metrological issue
is to calculate the average time-histories of high-speed
changes of the exhaust gas temperature in a selected control
cross section of the turbocompressor inlet channel1. This
requirement results from the fact that successive individual
time-histories are deformed, as a consequence of errors in
the exhaust gas temperature and pressure measurements, and
disturbances, mainly connected with: non-repeatability of the
fuel combustion process in successive cylinders, fluctuations
of the rotational speed of the crankshaft, wave phenomena in
the flow channels (reflection, resonance and/or interference
of waves), operation of the engine rotational speed controller,
etc., [Korczewski, 2003].
In order to reproduce reliable time-histories, factors
which cause their deformation are to be minimised by
approximating the measured results in the crankshaft
revolution angle domain. Many methods to approximate
the measured high-speed variables are available [Polanowski
and Zellma, 1997, Polanowski, 2007]. A method which is very
simple and simultaneously reveals satisfying accuracy from
the point of view of the diagnostic purpose of the analysis
is the so-called method of synchronous averaging, described
by [Korczewski, 2008, Korczewski and Zacharewicz, 2012].
This approximation method has been already used to measure
high-speed air and exhaust gas pressures in flow channels of
marine engines.
Another metrological issue of high importance is to
secure the required resolution of the exhaust gas temperature
measurement, at least of the order of 0,1 OWK degree (3600
measuring points per one crankshaft revolution), which in
case of marine engines with the rotational speed of up to 1000
rpm requires the use of recorders with minimal sampling
frequency of 60 kHz. 8,33 operating cycles are executed during
one second of four-stroke engine operation, which means that
one operating cycle lasts 0,12 second and the above mentioned
recorder will be able to record 7200 measuring samples per
one operating cycle. This sampling frequency is believed to
allow the time-history of exhaust gas temperature changes to
be reliably reproduced. At the same time, taking into account
that signal recoding for synchronous averaging purposes
should last at least 16 operating cycles, which corresponds
1

to 32 crankshaft revolutions in the four-stroke engine (and
16 revolutions in the two-stroke engine), all this will result
in writing 230.400 bytes to the memory of a single-channel
recorder with 12-bit measuring card. At present, A/D
converter cards with those parameters are easily available
on electronic market.
When designing an effective diagnostic system for a
marine engine working in real operating conditions at the
assumption that this system bases on high-speed temperature
measurements2 , the essential metrological problem is
the selection and installation of thermocouples in the
turbocompressor inlet channel. First attempts in this area
were made in Poland by Prof. Stanisław Rutkowski of the
Naval College in Gdynia (now: Polish Naval Academy) in
the 1970s [Rutkowski, 1976]. Having a measuring system at
his disposal which was considered very advanced for those
years, he managed to record time-histories of exhaust gas
temperature changes in a laboratory single-cylinder fourstroke Diesel engine. The temperature was measured directly
behind the exhaust valve (Fig. 1), on the background of the
developed indicator graph – Fig. 2.
Fig. 1. Thermocouple installation place in the exhaust gas exit channel

[Rutkowski, 1976]

a)

The methodology to calculate instantaneous mass flow rates of the exhaust
gas supplying the turbocompressor, based on dynamic measurements of
the stagnation pressure and static pressure recorded in two control cross
sections of the exhaust gas exit channels, has been described in detail by
[Korczewski, 2003] and is not discussed here.
2

Performed on the engine installed in the ship engine room.
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b)

Fig. 2. Time-histories of changes of: exhaust gas temperature, cylinder pressure,
and GMP piston position vs. crankshaft rotation angle in single-cylinder
four-stroke Diesel engine in two different technical states [Rutkowski, 1976]:
a)reference state – full technical ability, b) state of partial technical ability –
after introducing engine combustion chamber leakiness (compression pressure
decreased from 3,53 to 3,13 MPa).

The research aimed at determining diagnostic relations
between the cylinder compression pressure drop and the
dynamics of changes of the recorded exhaust gas temperature.
Based on the performed calculations, the following dynamic
properties of the recorded signal were determined:
x maximal amplitude of instantaneous values of the
exhaust gas temperature,
x rate of temperature increase and decrease,
x engine crankshaft rotation angle at which the maximal
temperature is recorded.
Dynamic changes of the exhaust gas temperature were
measured using a specialised3 ultra-miniature CrNiTi
thermocouple having thermo electrode wires of 0,15 mm in
diameter. The thermocouple was installed in the sheath of
6 mm in diameter and cooled in the water flow of precisely
defined flow rate (min. 15 dm3/min) to prevent the water
from boiling. During the measurements the open weld of the
thermocouple protruded by about 1,5 mm from the sheath.
The apparatus bearing the name of the loop recorder, made
by the Austrian company Honeywell, was used to amplify
and record the signal generated by the thermocouple.
The comparison analysis of the numerical data
characterising the recorded high-speed time-histories of
exhaust gas temperature and pressure in the engine cylinder
clearly indicate obvious thermodynamic consequences of
partial loss of combustion chamber tightness: the decrease
of the compression pressure results in: (1) the increase of the
maximal amplitude of the instantaneous temperature values
of successive exhaust gas flux pulses, (2) higher intensity of
temperature decreases and increases, and (3) the decrease
of the OWK angle at which the temperature maximum is
3

The thermocouples were made to measure dynamically the temperature
of powder gases in cannons.
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recorded.
Theoretically, the recorded time-histories of the exhaust
gas temperature changes could be used for formulating
more in-depth diagnostic conclusions oriented on assessing
energy consequences of the combustion chamber leakiness.
Unfortunately, this turned out impossible due to limitations
imposed by the analogue nature of operation of the measuring
apparatuses used for measurements:
• loop recorder – the loop as the elements which
records high-speed changes of thermoelectric voltage,
reveals certain mechanical inertia which precludes
its reliable on-line reproduction. At the same time,
after developing the photo-sensitive paper of the
loop recorder, the only possibility of quantitative
comparison analysis of the recorded exhaust gas flux
temperature and pressure pulses consisted in their
manual planimetring.
• water cooled thermocouples – leaving aside the threat
of possible sheath tightness loss and the resultant
water flow into the engine workspace, the open weld
of the thermoelement is exposed to the action of the
high temperature exhaust gas in direct vicinity of
the exhaust valve. This high temperature provokes
intensive oxidation and diffusion processes, which
change the chemical composition and crystalline
structure of the thermocouples, with all further
consequences for the recorded thermoelectric voltage,
and the durability and reliability of the thermocouple.
The above arguments, supported by new possibilities
introduced by dynamically developing numerical
measurement systems and computer tools of numerical
processing of the recorded measurement data, and by personal
metrological experience gained by the author during many
years of diagnostic examination of thermal and flow systems
of internal combustion engines, were the reason why a
decision was made to improve remarkably the technology
of exhaust gas temperature measurements in Diesel engines,
in order to allow it to be used for evaluating the technical
state of real objects – engines installed in ship engine rooms.

EVALUATING DYNAMIC PROPERTIES OF
THE THERMOCOUPLE
The starting point in designing the measuring and
diagnostic system to analyse high-speed changes of the marine
engine exhaust gas temperature is proper selection of the
place for installing thermocouples. Obviously, the lower the
top value of the interval of variations of the measured exhaust
gas temperature, the longer the durability and reliability of
the used thermocouple. Consequently, the most appropriate
place for installing thermocouples seem to be the exhaust
manifold region situated directly at turbocompressor inlet,
i.e. the place where thermocouples for standard exhaust gas
temperature measurements are installed (see Fig. 5 in Part I of
the article). Also other arguments, such as good accessibility
and serviceability of the engine element which enables easy
preservation of its undisturbed functioning, speak in favour of

this selection. Indeed, exhaust gas flux pulses in this manifold
region are much weaker than at cylinder exits, but the basic
diagnostic goal here is limited to determining the enthalpy
flux of successive pressure pulses of the exhaust gas supplying
the turbocompressor in the same fixed control cross section
of the manifold.
The next stage in designing the measuring system is
selecting the thermocouple and method of its installation
in the flow channel. These decisions make the basis for
developing a mathematical model of the structure of the
thermocouple. Taking into account exhaust gas f low
conditions enables to evaluate basic dynamic parameters
of the thermocouple, which are the time constant and the
attenuation coefficient. These values are needed to determine
thermal inertia of the thermocouple to be used for measuring
the periodically changing exhaust gas temperature. Evaluated
is the response of the thermocouple (treated as a dynamic
element with concentrated parameters) to sinusoidal exhaust
gas temperature excitation, including the phase shift and the
amplitude of changes of the temperature Tspp recorded by
the thermocouple with respect to the excited real changes
of the exhaust gas temperature Tsprz – Fig. 3.

within the used measuring range [Wiśniewski, 1983].
Most producers offer three versions of sheathed
thermocouples which differ by the response delay time
to the set fluid temperature excitation. Structurally, these
thermocouples have: (1) the weld insulated from the sheath
(Fig. 4), (2) the weld welded to the sheath (Fig. 5), and (3) the
open weld (Fig. 6)5. However, technical specification of the
thermocouple does not specify flow conditions, determined
by the type and velocity of the flowing medium, to which
this delay time relates. In this situation, dynamic properties
of the thermocouple used in high-speed engine exhaust gas
temperature measurements should be determined analytically.

Fig. 4. Longitudinal and cross section of the final part of the sheathed
thermocouple with the weld insulated from the sheath

Fig. 3. Thermocouple response to sinusoidal exhaust gas temperature
excitation

Selecting the structural material of thermo electrodes
used in the thermocouple should ensure the highest possible
measuring sensitivity. It is possible due to the use of lowresistance materials which allow high thermoelectric voltage
to be generated. In the reported case, after thorough analysis
of the available offers a decision was made to use a sheathed
thermocouple of K (NiCr-Ni) type, with sheath diameter
of 0,5 mm and thermo electrode diameter of 0,1 mm. The
insulating material is most often the ceramic powder MgO,
while the structural material of the sheath is the nickelchromium alloy Inconel, which reveals high resistance
to corrosion, in particular stress corrosion. This material
ensures long lasting operation of the thermocouple up to
the temperature of 1100 K, without catalytic reaction to the
exhaust gas4. The thermometric (voltage) characteristic of
the NiCr-Ni thermoelement is linear and sufficiently steep

To limit maximally the disturbances resulting from heat
exchange by radiation between the thermocouple, exhaust
gas, and flow channel walls, which may affect the performed
dynamic measurements of unsteady exhaust gas temperature,
the thermocouple should be installed in a cylindrical
insulating shield (of 10 mm in diameter) which also stagnates
the flowing exhaust gas. A standard thermocouple of the
engine’s measurement system is planned to be adopted for
this purpose (Fig. 5).
On the other hand, to minimise the exhaust gas temperature
PHDVXUHPHQWHUURUUHVXOWLQJIURPWKHKHDWÀRZDORQJWKH
thermocouple sheath, the measuring length of the section l
ÀRZHGDURXQGE\WKHH[KDXVWJDVVKRXOGEHDWOHDVW¿YHWLPHV
as long as the outer sheath diameter Dzp6, and positioned in such
a way that the inlet to the stagnating chamber of the shield is
LQWKHD[LVRIWKHÀRZFKDQQHO
After assuming the simplest zero-dimensional model of the
thermocouple and the plane temperature distribution in the
sheath and thermo electrodes, and neglecting heat exchange
by radiation7 between the thermocouple, exhaust gas, and the
5

The sheathed thermocouple with open weld reveals best dynamic
characteristics, which are accompanied, however, by the lowest durability,
HVSHFLDOO\ZKHQZRUNLQJLQWKHH[KDXVWJDVÀRZ WKHWLPHFRXQWHGLQ
minutes). That is why this type of thermocouple is not used in diagnostic
practice.

6

7KHORQJHUWKHPHDVXULQJVHJPHQWRIWKHWKHUPRFRXSOHÀRZHGDURXQG
by the exhaust gas of the temperature equal to the measured temperature,
the larger the isothermal area around the thermocouple and the smaller
WKHHIIHFWRIWKHKHDWÀRZDORQJWKHVKHDWKRQWKHPHDVXUHPHQWUHVXOW

4

The corrosion resistance of the Inconel alloy at the presence of CO2 and
SO2 in the exhaust gas at temperatures exceeding 800 K is much weaker.

7

It was assumed that the exhaust gas does not absorb and does not emit
radiation, while the emissivity of the polished thermocouple sheath made
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insulating shield, the unsteady energy balance equations for
WKH¿QDOVHJPHQWRIWKHWKHUPRFRXSOHÀRZHGDURXQGE\WKH
engine exhaust gas can be determined in the following way:
x change of the internal energy accumulated in the sheath
and in the ceramic insulation material (MgO) is equal
WRWKHÀX[RIKHDWWUDQVIHUIURPWKHH[KDXVWJDVWRZDOOV
and insulation:

(8)

where:
Cpi – total thermal capacity of the constructional material
of the sheath and insulation:

(4)

x

change of the internal energy accumulated in the thermo
HOHFWURGHVLVHTXDOWRWKHÀX[RIKHDWFRQYHFWHGWKURXJK
the sheath and the ceramic insulation material (MgO):

(5)

where: Azp±RXWHUVXUIDFHRIWKHVKHDWKÀRZHGURXQGE\WKH
exhaust gas,
Ate – total surface of thermo electrodes in the measuring
section of the thermocouple,
Tsp – temperature of the exhaust gas,
Tp – temperature of the sheath,
Tte – temperature of the thermo electrodes,

F±DYHUDJHGYHORFLW\RIWKHH[KDXVWJDVÀRZLQWKH
channel,

U±WHPSHUDWXUHUHFRYHU\FRHI¿FLHQW IRUWKHVWDJQDWLQJ
chamber situated perpendicularly to the exhaust gas
ÀRZGLUHFWLRQ±YDOXHVUDQJLQJEHWZHHQDQG8
DUHDVVXPHG>:LĞQLHZVNL@ 
cpsp ± DYHUDJHG VSHFL¿F KHDW RI WKH H[KDXVW JDV DW
constant pressure,
ɲwp – thermal transmittance between the exhaust gas
and the sheath,
R Op±DYHUDJHGVSHFL¿FUHVLVWDQFHRIKHDWFRQGXFWLRQ
by the sheath and the insulating material:

(9)

Cte – total thermal capacity of the constructional material
of the thermo electrodes :
(10)

After determining the averaged temperature of the sheath
and the insulating material from Equation (8) we get:

(11)

and after two-sided differentiation:
(12)

Placing formulas (11) and (12) into Equation (7) we arrive
DWWKH¿QDOIRUPRIWKHHTXDWLRQGHVFULELQJWKHG\QDPLFVRI
the analysed type of thermocouple9:

(6)

Op – averaged heat transfer coefficient of the
constructional material of the sheath and insulation,
s – thickness of the sheath.
(13)

After expanding and relevant transformations, a system of
RUGLQDU\GLIIHUHQWLDOHTXDWLRQVRIWKH¿UVWRUGHUZDVREWDLQHG
which describes the heat transfer process in the thermocouple
GXULQJWKHXQVWHDG\H[KDXVWJDVÀRZ

The form of Equation (13) reveals that the thermocouple
with the weld insulated from the sheath is the second order
inertial term, and its time constant is described by the equation:

(7)

9

of the alloy Inconel 600 and that of the insulating shield covered with
silver are negligibly small (ɸInconel=0,11-0,16, ɸAg=0,03-0,05).
8

Constant values in the equation, which characterise the constructional
structure of the thermocouple, can be determined from characteristic
dimensions of the sheath and thermo electrodes, taking also into account

7KHWHPSHUDWXUHUHFRYHU\FRHI¿FLHQWIRUWXUEXOHQWÀRZLVDOVRGHWHUPLQHG
from the formula which makes use of the Prandtl number:
. For

WKHGHQVLW\VSHFL¿FKHDWDQGKHDWWUDQVIHUFRHI¿FLHQWRIWKHXVHGPDWHULDOV

r=1 the measured exhaust gas temperature corresponds to the stagnation
temperature.

assumed as a constant which only depends on the velocity and temperature
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At the same time in engineering calculations, the thermal transmittance is
RIWKHÀRZLQJH[KDXVWJDV

(14)

When analysing dynamic properties of the thermocouple
with the weld welded to the sheath (Fig. 5), an assumption is
to be made that the weld measures the temperature Tk of the
sheath end

related to relevant heat transfer surfaces. We should keep in
PLQGKRZHYHUWKDWWKLVDSSURDFKLVVXEVWDQWLDOVLPSOL¿FDWLRQ
as in practice, the thermo electrodes are to be added to the
weld in calculations, which would lead to slight increase of the
thermocouple’s time constant. Nevertheless, the value which
LVPXFKPRUHGLI¿FXOWWRDVVHVVDQDO\WLFDOO\LVWKHLQFUHDVH
of the time constant due to heat transfer from the measuring
weld via thermo electrodes to the insulating material, the more
so that at the same time the heat is delivered to the thermo
electrodes through the sheath and the insulating material.
The shortest time of thermocouple response to the set
exhaust gas temperature excitation can be obtained using the
sheathed structure with open weld – Fig. 6

Fig. 5. Longitudinal section of the final part of the sheathed thermocouple with
the weld welded to the sheath

Like in the previous case, assuming additionally that
the heat transfer between the sheath and the exhaust gas takes
only place by convection, and that the temperature at each point
of the measuring segment of the sheath (a dynamic element
with concentrated parameters) is constant and equal to the
temperature of the weld, this type of thermocouple can be
PRGHOOHGDVWKHG\QDPLFHOHPHQWRIWKH¿UVWRUGHUGHVFULEHG
by the following balance equation:

(15)

Fig. 6. Longitudinal section of the final segment of the sheathed thermocouple
with open weld.

From the point of view of unsteady process modelling, the
measuring weld can be considered a dynamic element with
concentrated parameters. Assuming that the weld has the
shape of a sphere and all its surface is involved in convection
KHDWWUDQVIHU RQO\ IURPWKHH[KDXVWJDVÀRZLQJDURXQGLW10,
its dynamic characteristic can be described by the following
balance equation:

Relevant transformations lead to the following form of the
thermocouple dynamics equation:

(19)

which after expanding takes the following form :
(16)
(20)

This time the time constant is described by the formula:
(17)

where:
Cp – thermal capacity of the constructional material of
the sheath:

where: As –surface of the measuring weld,
Tsp – temperature of the exhaust gas,
Ts – temperature of the measuring weld,
ɲwp – thermal transmittance between the exhaust gas
and the measuring weld.
The time constant of the thermocouple is given by the
formula:

(18)
(21)

Comparing Equations (14) and (17) reveals that the time
constant of the thermocouple with the weld welded to the
sheath is smaller than that of the thermocouple with the weld
insulated from the sheath, and the difference is the total thermal
capacity of thermo electrodes and the insulating material

When calculating the thermal capacity Cs of the measuring
10

In fact, like for the sheathed thermocouple with the weld welded to the
sheath, thermal consequences of the presence of electrodes near the weld
to the time constant are to be additionally taken into account.
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weld, we should take into account that, due to technological
reasons, its diameter is up to twice as large as that of the
welded thermo electrodes:
(22)

7KHPRVWGLI¿FXOWWDVNLQWKHSUHVHQWHGSURFHGXUHLVWR
determine analytically the thermal transmittance in formulas
(14), (17) and (21). It is a function of many variables, including:
WKHYHORFLW\DQGQDWXUHRIWKHH[KDXVWJDVÀRZZKLFKGH¿QH
the thickness of thermal boundary layer, and thermophysical
properties of the exhaust gas with a given chemical composition
YLVFRVLW\GHQVLW\VSHFL¿FKHDWDQGKHDWWUDQVIHUFRHI¿FLHQW 
as temperature functions.
The thermal transmittance is determined based on the
similarity of heat transfer (penetration) processes, the
dimensional analysis (the ʋ theorem formulated by Buckingham
in 1924), and experiments. Empirical formulas which are
most often used in engineering calculations to determine
the thermal transmittance between the thermocouple sheath
or the measuring weld (only) and the exhaust gas (in both
GLUHFWLRQV IRUWKHWXUEXOHQWÀRZLQWKHFKDQQHODUHJLYHQLQ
the following form:
(23)

where: Osp – thermal conductivity of the exhaust gas at given
temperature,
d – characteristic linear dimension, for instance the
measuring weld diameter11,
Nu – Nusselt number, characterising the relation between
WKHKHDWWUDQVIHULQWHQVLW\DQGWKHWHPSHUDWXUH¿HOGLQ
WKHERXQGDU\OD\HURIWKHH[KDXVWJDVÀRZ
(24)

where:

F±YHORFLW\RIWKHH[KDXVWJDVÀRZ
ȡsp – density of the exhaust gas,
Șsp – dynamic viscosity of the exhaust gas,
$IRUPRIWKHIXQFWLRQGH¿QLQJWKH1XVVHOWQXPEHULVWR
be decided upon after experimental investigations performed
IRUDJLYHQFDVHRIWXUEXOHQWÀRZ)RULQVWDQFHWKH1XVVHOW
Nusselt, Reynolds and Grashof numbers include a characteristic linear
dimension, which is to be qualitatively the same for similar systems, i.e.
understood in the same way by the author and the user of the criterion
equation. In this situation, a parameter bearing the name of so-called
equivalent diameter de, is frequently used. For the thermocouple having
a cylindrical shape it can be determined as the ratio of the volume V to
the surface A of the sphere having the same volume as the thermocouple
ÀRZHGDURXQGE\WKHH[KDXVWJDVGe=6V/A. For the sheathed thermocouple
with open spherical measuring weld of the diameter d: de=d.
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(25)

This way, the methodology to determine the thermal
transmittance is reduced to determining the Reynolds and
Prandtl numbers, and calculating the Nusselt number from
the criterial equation (25). The obtained results make the basis
for calculating ɲ from a properly transformed function being
DGH¿QLWLRQRINu (23).
An aspect which also should be taken into account when
analysing the dynamics of high-speed engine exhaust gas
temperature measurements is the inertia of the entire data
transmission system, including the converter, measuring
card, recorder, etc. However, based on the requirement of
simultaneous measurements of the exhaust gas pressure and
WHPSHUDWXUHLQWKHÀRZFKDQQHOWRFDOFXODWHWKHHQWKDOS\ÀX[
of the exhaust gas supplying the turbocompressor we can
assume that this inertia is negligibly small.
Consequently, using the calculating formulas given in
>:LĞQLHZVNL@ZHFDQFDOFXODWHWKHSKDVHVKLIWRIFKDQJHV
of the temperature recorded by the thermocouple with respect
to real temperature changes in the exhaust gas:

(26)

ZKHUHࢦ±IUHTXHQF\RIWHPSHUDWXUHFKDQJHSXOVDWLRQV
The real amplitude of exhaust gas temperature changes can
also be determined as:
(27)

– Reynolds number,

– Prandtl number

11

QXPEHUIRUWKHÀRZDURXQGDVSKHULFDOPHDVXULQJZHOGRIWKH
thermocouple can be determined from the formula worked
RXWE\)UऺVVOLQJ>)XUPDĔVNLDQG'RPDĔVNL@
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As a result, a real time-history of changes of high-speed
engine exhaust gas temperature can be reproduced based on
properly recalculated temperature values recorded by the
thermocouple:
(28)

A sine qua non condition for using the above formulas
to assess dynamic characteristics of the thermocouple is
VXI¿FLHQWUHJXODULW\RIH[KDXVWJDVWHPSHUDWXUHFKDQJHVZLWKLQ
one engine operation cycle. Otherwise, two thermocouples
of identical thermophysical characteristics but of different
diameters are to be used for measurements, according to the
PHWKRGRORJ\SURSRVHGIRUWKH¿UVWWLPHE\+3IULHPLQ
Unfortunately, in the next 80 years this methodology was not
used in practice for diagnostic examination of workspaces of
internal combustion engines.

FINAL REMARKS AND CONCLUSIONS
Dynamic exhaust gas temperature measurements in
selected control sections of the manifold supplying the
turbocompressor enable to calculate the enthalpy flux of
successive pressure pulses of the exhaust gas leaving engine
cylinders. Its value, averaged over one operating cycle, brings
important diagnostic information on the technical state of
cylinder workspaces, and of the injection an charge cycle
systems. To make this information available, we should
work out the technology of measurement and mathematical
processing of the recorded high-speed exhaust gas temperature
signal, which will enable to reproduce truly its real timehistory as the function of engine crankshaft revolution
angle. Research of this type is planned to be performed in
real operating conditions on a marine four-stroke engine
Sulzer type A, using an ultra-miniature thermocouple made
of a material revealing very good conductivity and minimal
thermal inertia. This thermocouple will be mounted in a
properly modified sheath used by a standard thermocouple.
The measuring procedure will base on the method first used
by Prof. Stanisław Rutkowski to examine a laboratory engine
in 1976.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF MARINE DIESEL ENGINE WITH FUEL
INJECTOR MALFUNCTIONS
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ABSTRACT
The presented paper shows the results of the laboratory study on the relation between chosen malfunctions of a fuel
injector and composition of exhaust gas from the marine engine. The object of research is a marine 3-cylinder, four-stroke,
direct injection diesel engine with an intercooler system. The engine was loaded with a generator and supercharged.
The generator was electrically connected to the water resistance. The engine operated with a load between 50 kW and
250 kW at a constant speed. The engine load and speed, parameters of the turbocharger, systems of cooling, fuelling,
lubricating and air exchange, were measured. Fuel injection and combustion pressures in all cylinders of the engine
were also recorded. Exhaust gas composition was recorded by using a electrochemical gas analyzer. Air pressure,
temperature and humidity were also recorded. Emission characteristics of the engine were calculated according to ISO
8178 standard regulations. During the study the engine operated at the technical condition recognized as „working
properly” and with simulated fuel injector malfunctions. Simulation of malfunctions consisted in the increasing and
decreasing of fuel injector static opening pressure, decalibration of fuel injector holes and clogging 2 neighboring of 9
fuel injector holes on one of 3 engine cylinders.
Keywords: marine diesel engine, exhaust gas composition, toxic emission, laboratory investigation, fuel injector malfunctions

INTRODUCTION
By the end of the 20th century the main development
directions of piston engines were fuel consumption reduction
and increase of the structure reliability. Development in
this direction is limited due to fuel heating value. Fuel
consumption reduction of the internal combustion engines
also leads to a reduction of emission of chemical compounds
containing carbon and hydrogen. Fuel quality improvement
and reduction of sulfur content in fossil fuels also leads to
reduction of the emission of sulfur compounds into the
atmosphere. Piston engines emit considerable amounts of
compounds of the group of nitric oxides (NOx), which result
from oxidation of nitrogen contained in the charging air.
Since the beginning of the 21st century, the development of
piston engines has been determined by limiting regulations
of volatile toxic compounds emission. In the case of onboard
operated engines, in 1998 year, International Maritime
Organization (IMO) introduced regulations on limitation
of NOx emission for engines installed on ships after 2001 year
with nominal power above 130 kW [1], [2].
It should be noted that the above mentioned limitations
relate to newly constructed engines, whereas over 50% of
fleet consists of ships older than 15 years (over 42,5 thousand
ships above 100 gross tonnage) [3]. Owners of the mentioned
ships are not obliged to control NOx emission. Sea-going

vessels usually have one or more piston engines installed
for propulsion (main engine propulsion). They are usually
large, low-speed, two-stroke engines or smaller, mediumspeed, four-stroke engines. The ships are fitted also with
engines driving power generators. In this case practically only
medium-speed, four-stroke engines are applied. Steam or gas
turbines are less frequently used. In the oldest ships diesel
engines with mechanically controlled direct fuel injection
and turbocharged, were used.
Rational onboard engines operation consists in reparation
or adjustment only in the case of observing markedly
deviations of diagnostic signals from their nominal values.
Such approach reduces operation cost, however, causes
a significant increase of toxic compounds emissions and
fuel consumption. For this reason, to introduce changes in
the organization of marine engine operation, is necessary.
However, the mentioned changes must be preceded by
a determination of emission characteristics of toxic
compounds for engines operating with malfunctions of
functional systems.
It should be noted that relatively few results of experimental
research concerning emission characteristics of marine
diesel engines with mechanically controlled fuel injection,
conducted in the past decade, are available. This is due to
POLISH MARITIME RESEARCH, No 1/2016
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high cost of the experiment. It should be noted that main
propulsion engines generate nominal power of about 5 to
20 MW, and electric power generator engines of about 200
to 1000kW. Such large nominal power of engines causes fuel
consumption measured in tons per hour.
Sarvi et al. [4], [5], [6] present emission characteristics of
a large, medium-speed diesel engine with parameters
similar to those of marine engines. Desantes et al. [7], [8]
show influence of fuel injection characteristics on emission
characteristics and parameters of combustion in one-cylinder
engine. Weiser, in his doctorate thesis [9] presents results of
direct measurements on 9-cylinder medium-speed engine,
and Cooper [10] presents emission characteristics from chosen
ships. More detailed data about the influence of fuel injection
pressure are available from [12] and [13]. Both the studies
present optical measurements of fuel spray process in engine
cylinder by schlieren? photography technique and particle
image velocimetry. Kyriakides et al. [14] present a model
of heavy fuel spray atomization for marine diesel engine,
and Danov [15] presents a model describing combustion
parameters in a large marine diesel engine.
Lack of new research activities concerning the impact of
marine diesel engine malfunctions on emissions induced
this author to undertake research on the issue. This paper
presents the results of laboratory tests on the effects of
selected fuel injector malfunctions on the level of emission.
The fuel injector malfunctions are obtained by decreasing
and increasing the opening pressure of the fuel injector and
using the injector with decalibrated and clogged holes.

LABORATORY TEST STAND AND
PROCEDURE
The study were carried out by using an AL25/30 CegielskiSulzer marine, 3-cylinder, four-stroke, direct - injection diesel
engine with an intercooler system, installed in the Laboratory
of Internal Combustion Engines , Gdynia Maritime University.
The engine was loaded with a generator electrically connected
to the water resistance and supercharged by a VTR 160 BrownBoveri turbocharger. During the tests the engine was fuelled
with diesel oil of the properties presented in Tab.1, and
operated at the constant speed equal to 750 rpm. The fuelling
system of the engine consisted of a Bosch mechanically controlled fuel pumps connected to injectors with multi-hole
nozzles. This type of engine is commonly used as a electric
power generator or main propulsion system with controllable
pitch propeller [11]. Engine load and speed, parameters of the
turbocharger, systems of cooling, fuelling, lubricating, and
air exchange, were measured. The composition of exhaust gas
was also recorded by using electrochemical gas analyzer with
infrared carbon dioxide sensor. Air pressure, temperature and
humidity were also recorded by laboratory equipment. All the
mentioned results were recorded with one-second sampling
time. Injection and combustion pressures in all cylinders of
the engine were also recorded. A schematic diagram of the
laboratory test stand is presented in Fig.1. Values of the most
important engine parameters are given in Tab.2.
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Tab.1 Diesel fuel oil properties

Tab.2. Parameters of the Al25/30 engine

The experimental study consists of 5 stages, of 3
observations each, at different simulated malfunctions of
the fuel injector installed in 2nd cylinder of the engine. During
each start of observation, the engine was loaded up to the
maximum load equal to 250kW measured as an electric
power of the generator, and, after stabilization of exhaust gas
temperature behind the turbine, engine operating parameters
were recorded for 3 to 5 minutes. During this time, injection
and combustion pressures in all cylinders of the engine were
recorded for 16 full turnover of engine shaft with intervals
equal to 0,5°.
Then the load of the engine was decreased by 10 kW, and
after stabilization of exhaust gas temperature behind the
turbine, engine operating parameters were recorded again.
The observation was continued with loads up to 50 kW at
a constant speed. The engine did not work under the load of
190 kW due to resonance vibrations. Stages of experiment
were set as follows:
• 1st stage - during operation of the engine assumed as
“working properly”,
• 2nd stage - during operation of the engine with opening
pressure decreased to 15MPa,
• 3rd stage - during operation of the engine with opening
pressure increased to 35MPa,
• 4th stage - during operation of the engine with a nozzle
with 8 holes of 0,375mm diameter,
• 5th stage - during operation of the engine with a nozzle
with 2 , out of 9, neighboring holes clogged.
Values of the parameters of fuel injector in 2nd cylinder
are presented for the considered stages in Tab.3.
Tab.3. Parameters of fuel injector in 2nd cylinder

Fig.2. Changes in thermodynamic parameters of gas mixture in engine cylinders
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Fig.3. Changes in thermodynamic parameters of air and exhaust gas

Fig.4. Changes in specific fuel consumption and emission characteristics
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Fig.2, 3 and 4 present the results of the laboratory study.
Fig.2 presents pressure and temperature changes of fuel and
combustion mixture in engine cylinders.
Fig.3 presents changes in thermodynamic parameters
of air and exhaust gas, and Fig.4 presents changes in
fuel consumption and emission characteristics. All the
mentioned changes in parameters were compared to those
of the engine recognized as “working properly”. Emission
characteristics were obtained from laboratory measurements
and calculations according to ISO 8178 regulations [16]. All
the presented results are mean values achieved from the
performed observations.

cause significant change of maximum combustion pressure.
Extension of the combustion process increases the mean
indicated in-cylinder pressure (MIP) by 20% at low loads.
According to the data presented in Fig.2c and Fig.2d, the
decrease of the opening pressure in fuel injector does not
change the temperature of the exhaust gas behind the 2nd
cylinder, however, it increases temperature of the exhaust gas
from other cylinders. For this reason mean temperature of
exhaust gas in front of the turbine (Fig.3b) slightly increases.
As a result, the amount of energy supplied to the turbine also
increases. This causes supplying larger amount of air to the
cylinders. A drop of the air temperature at low engine loads
presented in Fig.3a , promotes delivering more air into the
cylinders. These phenomena are correlated with an increase of
fuel droplets reach in the cylinder and deteriorate combustion
conditions. The effect of this is a significant increase of fuel
consumption (Fig.4a) by up to 18%. The increase of the
amount of air and fuel causes the exhaust gas amount to
increase. In Fig.4b, Fig.4c and Fig.4d changes of the engine
emission characteristics are presented. According to the
presented results the increase of the fuel consumption at
low engine loads also causes 20% increase of carbon dioxide
(CO2) emission.
There is also the increase of nitric oxides (NOx) emission
by 30% at low engine loads. This is due to the increase of
combustion temperature in other cylinders and the increase
of the amount of air supplied to the engine.
According to the presented results a drop of fuel injector
opening pressure on one of the cylinders is clearly visible
only during the engine operation at low loads.
The mentioned malfunction causes significant increase
in fuel consumption and the increase in amount of CO2 and
NOx emission.

DECREASED OPENING PRESSURE OF FUEL INJECTOR

INCREASED OPENING PRESSURE OF FUEL INJECTOR

The second stage of the experimental study is based on the
reduction of the static opening pressure of fuel injector at 2nd
cylinder in accordance to the values presented in Tab.2. Such
malfunction can be caused by damage of the fuel injector
spring.
Average values of the results obtained for this stage of the
study are represented by black lines. Fig.2e and Fig.2g present
average values of fuel injection pressure characteristics for
48 full rotations of engine shaft, the fuel pressure increase
along with the progress of the fuel injection process. The
results are obvious and consistent with results presented e.g.
in [17]. It should be noted that in the case of the operation
of the “working properly” engine (violet line) at low loads,
fuel pressure is larger at the start of the injection process. An
increase of fuel pressure leads to the increase of the fuel reach
in the cylinder and the reduction of the average diameter of
injected fuel droplets [18], [19]. In the case of low engine load
the phenomena are not desirable due to the low concentration
of fuel vapour in cylinder volume. Injection pressure drop
causes slight lengthening of the combustion process in the
engine at large loads. According to the results presented in
Fig.2a and Fig.2b, the injection pressure decrease does not

In the 3rd stage of the laboratory research the static
opening pressure of the fuel injector on the 2nd cylinder, was
increased. Such malfunction may be caused by improper
adjustment of the fuel injector spring. Changes of engine
operating parameters for the “working properly” engine are
presented in blue in the graphs. According to Fig.2e and
Fig.2g the considered malfunction causes the increase of
fuel injection pressure during whole injection process in all
considered engine loads. Fuel injection time is slightly longer
too. The obtained results are consistent with [20] and [21].
It causes a fuel consumption increase (Fig.4a) especially at
low engine loads. It should be noted that the increase of fuel
consumption is in this case the largest among all considered
engine malfunctions.
The effect of this is 10-15% MIP increase at all considered
engine loads (Fig.2a). According to the data presented in
Fig.2, the increase of the opening pressure of fuel injector
causes a slight drop of the maximum combustion pressure
for engine at low loads and a slight decrease in temperature
of the exhaust gas from the 2nd cylinder.
The temperature increase of exhaust gas from other engine
cylinders, particularly apparent at low engine loads, is visible.

Fig.1. Schematic diagram of the laboratory test stand:
1 – exhaust duct, 2 – water resistance, 3 – gas analyzer, 4 – computer, 5 – A/C
converter, 6 – combustion pressure indicator, 7 – injection pressure indicator

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
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As for the case of fuel injector opening pressure drop, the
temperature of exhaust gas in front of turbine increases
(Fig.3b).
The result of the simulated malfunction is a combustion
deterioration manifested by an increased carbon monoxide
(CO) emission by up to 40% for the engine operating at partial
loads (Fig.4c). According to the results presented in Fig.4a,
the increase of the opening pressure of the fuel injector causes
a 10-25 % increase of the fuel consumption and a 5-30 %
increase of the CO2 emission (Fig.4b). The result of the
increase of the fuel consumption is qualitatively consistent
with the results presented in [22].
The deterioration of the combustion process in a damaged
cylinder and the change of the performance characteristics
of the other cylinders can cause a combustion temperature
increase, which is manifested by the increase of the NOx
emissions (Fig.4d).
The considered malfunction can be recognized in practice,
during onboard operation, by measuring the CO, CO2 and
NOx emissions at low engine loads. The described malfunction
causes a fuel consumption increase at all considered engine
loads.
DECALIBRATED FUEL INJECTOR HOLES

During this stage of the experimental study the fuel
injector nozzle in the 2nd cylinder was changed. The changed
injector nozzle parameters are presented in Tab.2. The change
results in the increase of the summary cross section area of
nozzle holes by 18.3%. The results obtained in the stage are
represented by the red line. The expected result should be
a reduction of the fuel injection time, resulting from the
increase of the cross section area of nozzle holes and the
increase of the average droplet diameter of injected fuel [22].
According to the values presented in Fig.2e and Fig.2g, the
characteristic of the fuel injection pressure experiences no
significant change. This is probably due to the insufficient
change in diameter of the injector holes. According to
the results given in Fig.2f and Fig.2h, the increase of the
mean diameter of the fuel droplets causes the increase of
combustion time. The result of this is MIP increase by 14-23 %
(Fig.2a) for small changes of the maximum injection pressure
(Fig.2b). The abnormal shape of the fuel injection increases
fuel consumption, but only at the low engine loads (Fig.4a).
The increase of the mean fuel droplet diameter increases
the fuel evaporation time, which may cause the combustion
temperature to increase. The evidence of this situation is an
increase in NOx emission (Fig.4d). The presented temperature
changes and longer combustion time make the exhaust gas
temperature increasing behind the 2nd cylinder too (Fig.2d).
The effect of the fuel consumption increase and the increase
of the exhaust gas temperature behind the 2nd cylinder is
a slight increase of the exhaust gas temperature in front of
the turbine, which is a similar result to those obtained in the
2nd and 3rd stage of the research (Fig.3b).
The presented malfunction causes a CO2 emission increase
at low engine loads (Fig.4b). This is a direct consequence
of the fuel consumption increase. It should be noted that
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a decalibration of the fuel injector holes does not cause
any significant changes in the CO emission characteristics
(Fig.4c).
From the assessment of the onboard engine operation it
can be concluded that the presented change of the fuel injector
parameters causes a significant increase of the exhaust gas
temperature behind the cylinder, the increase of NOx and
CO2 emissions and of the fuel consumption. The results are
clearly visible in the low engine load conditions.
CLOGGED FUEL INJECTOR HOLES

The last considered malfunction is clogging the
neighboring 2 , out of 9 , holes of the fuel injector nozzle on
the 2nd cylinder. The “baking” of the injector nozzle holes
is a common malfunction in onboard operational practice.
The average results for this malfunction are represented by
green lines.
The clogging of the injector nozzle causes, according to
the data presented in Fig.2e and Fig.2g, the decrease of the
summary cross section area of the fuel injector holes. The
effect of this is the increase of the fuel injection pressure
and the extension of time of the fuel injection into the
cylinder. The increase of the fuel injection pressure causes
a drop of mean diameter of the fuel droplets [18], [19]
and the increase of the fuel richness in the cylinder [17].
It should be pointed out that by clogging 2 neighboring
holes of the fuel injector some areas of the combustion
chamber are left with a fuel deficiency. According to the
results from Fig.2a and Fig.2b, it causes 10% MIP decrease
and 8% decrease of the maximum combustion pressure at
all considered loads of the engine.
The effect of the decreased combustion pressure is clearly
visible in Fig.2f and Fig.2h too. Inaccurate fuel and air mixing
is a cause of an incomplete combustion in cylinder. According
to the results given in Fig.4c it causes even 70% increase of
the CO emission. The result of an insufficient combustion is
a drop of the exhaust gas temperature behind the cylinder
(Fig.2d), which is visible especially at low engine loads. Power
deficiency in the 2nd cylinder must be compensated by the load
increase in the other cylinders. Therefore, the temperature
of the exhaust gas from the other cylinders increases (Fig.2c)
and the temperature in front of turbine increases too (Fig.3b).
Abnormal combustion in the 2nd cylinder is also a cause
of a fuel consumption increase. According to the results
presented in Fig.4a, even 25% increase of fuel consumption
at low engine load conditions, followed. Similarly to the
previously described cases of malfunction, also in this case
a fuel consumption increase results in the increase of CO2
emissions (Fig.4b). The considered malfunction also increases
NOx emissions at the low engine loads, which is caused by
the increase of the combustion process temperature behind
the 2nd cylinder and the increase of the fuel consumption.
According to the results given in Fig.4d, the engine operation
at high loads effects in 5% decrease of the NOx emission. The
reasons for this should be sought in operation of the other
engine cylinders at higher loads. Increased loads result in the
reduction of the NOx emission.

The discussed malfunction increases fuel consumption and
decreases combustion pressure at all considered engine loads.
The emission measurements show even 70% increase of CO
emission at medium engine loads and about 30% increase of
CO2 and NOx emissions at low engine loads.

CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the experimental study the following
conclusions can be drawn:
1.
The decrease of the static opening pressure of the fuel
injector in one of the engine cylinders is clearly visible only
at low engine loads conditions. The malfunction causes the
increase of CO2 and NOx emission and significantly small
changes of CO emission.
2.
The increase of the static opening pressure of the
fuel injector in one of the engine cylinders causes the increase
of the emissions of the measured gaseous compounds,
qualitatively similar to that in the case of the engine operation
with the decrease of the static opening pressure of the fuel
injector.
3.
The increase of the cross-section area of the fuel
injector holes in one of the engine cylinders causes the
increase of the exhaust gas temperature behind the cylinder
with such malfunction and slight temperature fluctuations
of the exhaust gas from the other engine cylinders. Emission
measurements demonstrated only small changes of the CO
emission and a decrease of the NOx emission at high engine
load conditions.
4.
Clogged fuel injector holes cause the decrease of the
combustion pressure in all considered loads of the engine.
Emission measurements demonstrated the increase of the CO
emission even by up to 70% at medium engine loads and the
increase of the CO2 and NOx emission at low engine loads,
by up to 30%.
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PROBLEMS OF EQUIVALENT LOAD AMPLITUDE IN FATIGUE LIFE
CALCULATIONS
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents issues of fatigue life calculations in operational load conditions. The assumed runs were so processed
as to get a set of sinusoidal cycles by using the following methods: full cycles counting method and rainflow counting
method. On the basis of such sets of cycles of the varying parameters Sm i and Sa i were prepared block load spectra
of equivalent amplitudes Saz , obtained with the use of an original method of these authors, in which two-parameter
fatigue characteristics were applied. The work resulted in comparison of fatigue life results for load spectra determined
by using the assumed cycles counting methods and the assumed two-parameter fatigue characteristics: the model IM,
model II, model III and model IV, respectively.
Keywords: operational load, equivalent load amplitude, two-parameter fatigue characteristics, fatigue life

INTRODUCTION
One of choice criteria for design features of machine parts
are calculations in the area of material fatigue, dealing with
range of fatigue life estimation in random load conditions.
According to theory of stochastic processes , operational loads
can be numbered among a group of either narrow or broad
spectrum. Essential differences in fatigue life between the
above mentioned loads deal with participation of cycles from
a given range of values of the stress ratio R and occurrence
of cycles of large amplitude values (where the maximum
amplitude Sa ≈ Smax).
Fatigue life calculations for narrow spectrum loads are
executed with the use of block load spectra (the spectra 1D)
prepared on the basis of sets of cycles determined by means of
one of the cycles counting methods: peak counting method,
simple-range counting method, full cycles counting method,
range-pair counting method and rainflow counting method.
In [2] it was stated that choice of a cycles counting method
for loads of the type does not significantly impair results of
fatigue life calculations carried out with application of the
fatigue characteristics N(Sa) (the characteristics 1D).
In the case of broad spectrum loads, execution of fatigue
calculations is based on load spectra which describe variability
of the cycle parameters Sm i and Sa i, exemplified by correlation
tables expressed in Sa-Sm or Smin-Ssmax reference system
(the spectra 2D). To apply spectra of the type is necessary
as in the load occur cycles of stress ratio from the range
-∞ < R < 1 and they impact fatigue life [4]. Choice of a cycles
counting method is an important element of preparation of
the load spectra 2D. Out of the known metods [2, 3] , the
peak counting method is not advised for preparation of broad

spectrum loads because it leads to the most unfavourable load
conditions which make calculated fatigue life underestimated
in comparison to experimental results. Other , above
mentioned cycles counting methods are considered advisable
for preparation of loads of the type. In fatigue life calculations
the two-parameter fatigue characteristics N(Sa, Sm) are used,
that allows to take into account influence of cycles of a given
value of the stress ratio R on fatigue life.
This work is aimed at comparison of results of fatigue life
calculation obtained for the load spectra prepared with the
use of the selected cycles counting methods as well as the twoparameter fatigue characteristics. The calculations have been
carried out by means of the equivalent load spectra of a block
form , produced on the basis of the two-parameter fatigue
characteristics described in the subject-matter literature as:
the model IM, model II, model III and model IV.
This work contains characteristics of operational loads
which make it possible to assess load spectrum breadth as well
as to conduct counting the cycles by means of the following
methods: the full cycles counting method (FCM) and the
rainflow counting method (RFM) [2, 3]. The produced load
spectra 2D have been converted into block spectra 1D on the
basis of which fatigue life has been determined. Results of the
calculations have been subjected to a comparative analysis
allowing to formulate final conclusions.

OPERATIONAL LOAD
In Fig. 1 are presented runs of stress changes in a structural
element , which were recorded in operational load conditions.
Because they are intended for application to fatigue life
calculations they are given in the relative form Si/Smax where
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Smax stands for maximum value of stress change occurring
in a load run.
A cursory analysis of the assumed runs reveals significant
differences concerning frequency of load changes as well as
occurrence of cycles with large amplitude values. An analysis
of static and dynamic load components has been conducted on
the basis of statistical parameters , i.e. mean and variance. Their
values are presented in Tab. 1. For the assumed runs the mean
value is close to zero (Tab. 1, col. 2), however variance values show
differences between runs. It implies a different form of loads
in the range of amplitudes of cycles covered by their content.

(a)

(a)
(b)

(b)
Fig 2. Spectral power density for runs of Si/Smax loads:
a – the run A, b – the run B

Fig. 1. Fragments of runs (courses) of stress changes in the form of the relative
values Si / Smax
Tab. 1. Values of the selected statistical parameters of the load Si / Smax

A complex frequency structure of the analyzed load runs
is illustrated by spectral power density function diagrams
shown in Fig. 2. The range of significant frequencies for the
run A is 0 < f < 47 Hz, and for the run B - 0 < f < 12 Hz.
The observed differences in frequency structure and values
of variance (being a measure of stress amplitudes) of load
runs are connected with excitation factors which occur
during operation. The analyzed load runs can be numbered
among the group of broad- spectrum loads, that is implied by
a characteristic form of the diagrams of spectral power density
functions.
Another way of assessing the load spectrum breadth which
does not require using a complex statistical analysis, is to
determine value of the factor I expressed as follows:

(1)

Values of skewness and kurtosis are also given in Tab. 1.
Skewness represents a degree of asymmetry of a distribution
around its mean , and kurtosis determines a relative peak or
flat form of a distribution in relation to normal distribution
[1]. Therefore on the basis of the presented results (Tab.1, col. 4
and 5) as well as of an analysis of values in load runs (not given
in this paper due to its restricted volume) it can be assumed
that the distribution of values in the runs is close to normal.
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In Eq. (1) Ni is number of intersections of mean value level
by increasing and decreasing half-cycles, and Ne is number
of local extrema occurring in a run ( sum of minimum and
maximum values ). The method is described in [5]. The
determined values of I- factor are the following : for the run
A - IA = 0.8411, for the run B – IB = 0.3828. On this basis
the assumed load runs can be numbered among the group
of broad-spectrum loads. The conclusion is in line with that
resulting from statistical analysis.

BLOCK SPECTRUM OF LOADS
Load runs were subjected to a procedure of determining
the set of sinusoidal cycles.
The following cycles counting methods were assumed:
full cycles counting method (FCM) and rainflow counting
method (RFM) [2, 3].
The determined data sets contained sinusoidal cycles of the
parameters Sai/Smax and Smi/Smax from the range of the stress
ratio -∞ < R < 1.0, that is characteristic for broad -spectrum
loads. Based on the collected data , were prepared the cycles
sets having Sm= 0 and the equivalent amplitude Saz determined
on the basis of two-parameter fatigue characteristics.
METHOD FOR DETERMINING THE EQUIVALENT LOAD
SPECTRA

For determining the equivalent amplitude Saz

i

the

two-parameter fatigue characteristics (TFC) is used.
For purposes of this work the two-parameter fatigue
characteristics called :
the model IM (Fig.3a) [6], model II (Fig.3b) [6], model III
(Fig.3c) [6] and model IV (Fig.3d) [6] were used. The method
for determining the equivalent amplitude Saz i consists in
determining a line of constant fatigue life (N = const) for
an arbitrary sinusoidal load cycle of the parameters Sm i
and Sa i (the point G in Fig.3), by using the two-parameter
fatigue characteristics. The point G is interpolated to the
point of intersection of the constant fatigue life line and the
axis of ordinates of the TFC coordinate frame ( the point
C) for which the mean stress value is equal to Sm = 0. In this
way the equivalent load cycle of the stress ratio R = -1 was
determined. It should be stressed that all load cycles located
on the constant fatigue life line (N = const) have the same
equivalent amplitude Saz i regardless of in which TFC zone
they are located.

Fig. 3. Schematic presentation of the mathematical models of TFC characteristics : a – model IM [6], a – model II [4], c – model III [4], d – model IV [4]

The model IM of the two-parameter fatigue characteristics
(Fig.3a) is a modified model I [6] which represents
a generalization of the Serensen’s limiting stress diagram over
the HCF and LCF ranges. In Fig 3. figures 1 through 4 stand
for the variability ranges of the cycle stress ratio R. Form
of the expression describing the constant fatigue life lines
(N = const) for particular TFC zones is as follows :
- zone 1

- zone 2
(3)

for -1 ≤ R ≤ 0
- zone 3
(4)

for 0 < R < 1
(2)

for -∞ < R < -1
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- zone 4
(8)
(5)

for 1 < R < +∞
BLOCK LOAD SPECTRA

The model II [4] is a generalization of the Goodman’s
formula over the limiting fatigue life ranges LCF and HCF.
The constant fatigue life line ACE corresponds to a constant
fatigue life for sinusoidal load of varying parameters Sm i and
Sa i contained in the range -∞ < R < 1,0. The mathematical
model of the characteristics is of the following form:

(6)

The Gerber’s mathematical model was applied to forming
the model III [4] of the two-parameter fatigue characteristics.
The constant fatigue life line (N = const) is described by the
following formula:

(7)

The model IV [4] was formed on the basis of ellipse
equation describing the limiting stress line. The mathematical
model of the characteristics is of the following form:

By applying the above described method for determining
the equivalent amplitudes Saz , block load spectra were
determined for the assumed operational runs. It was based
on sets of sinusoidal cycles produced by means of the assumed
cycles counting methods. The applied two-parameter fatigue
life characteristics were made for C45 steel with the following
properties [7] in loading conditions:
- static ones: E=211029MPa,Rm = Sy =682MPa,Re = Su =458MPa,
- cycling ones : m(-1) = 9.80, C(-1) = 1.054.1029,
Sf(-1) = 223.5 MPa, k = 0.1378, ψN = N-k.
The block load spectra used in fatigue life calculations were
determined separately for each of the assumed values of Smax
contained within the variability range: 200 MPa ≤Smax ≤ 600
MPa. Because of a limiting volume of this paper only the
example block load spectra for Smax = 400 MPa are presented
for the stress change runs marked: A (Fig.4) and B (Fig.5).
In the below attached tables are additionally given values
characteristic for the block load spectra: in tab. 2 – spectrum
filling factor ζ, in Tab. 3 – values of maximum equivalent
amplitudes Saz max.

Fig. 4. Block load spectra for Smax = 400 MPa, determined for the run A by using the following cycles counting methods:
a-d – full cycles counting method (FCM), e-h – rainflow counting method (RFM)
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Fig. 5. Block load spectra for Smax = 400 MPa, determined for the run B by using the following cycles counting methods:
a-d – full cycles counting method (FCM), e-h – rainflow counting method (RFM)
Tab.2. Values of the spectrum filling factor ζ

Saz max values), resulting from the assumed cycles counting
method and used TFC model. In the case of the run B the
differences in load spectra concern first of all the used twoparameter fatigue characteristics, whereas the cycles counting
method did not have any influence on values either of ζ or
Saz max.

RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS
Tab. 3. Values of the maximum equivalent amplitude Saz max

The fatigue life calculations were conducted in stress
mode by using Wöhler fatigue life diagram experimentally
determined under load of R = -1. Its equation is of the
following form:
(6)

From the analysis of the parameters contained in Tab. 2
and 3 it may be concluded that as a result of cycles counting
by means of the methods : full cycles counting method (FCM)
and rainflow counting method (RFM), were determined the
data sets differing to each other by share of cycles (especially
those of large values of Sa i/Smax) in spectrum for particular
loads. This is confirmed by values of spectrum filling factor
ζ (Tab.2) as well as values of maximum equivalent amplitude
Saz max (Tab.3). In the case of the run A can be observed
significant differences in load spectra (concerning both ζ and

In the calculations the Palmgren-Miner’s hypothesis on
linear fatigue damage summation was used [8]; expressed
as follows:
(7)

and, results of fatigue life were presented in the form of
a number of used load blocks , calculated from the equation:
(8)
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The calculations performed with the use of the equivalent
load spectra made it possible to produce fatigue life diagrams
in the coordinate frame Smax = f(λ), where Smax is maximum
stress value in load run. In Fig. 6 results of the calculations
are presented in the form of fatigue life diagrams for the
runs A and B.
Their preliminary assessment (Fig. 6) shows that the
smallest fatigue life has been obtained for the load spectra
determined by using the PCM method for the run A, that

results from the greater value of the equivalent amplitude
Saz max. The largest fatigue life has been reached for the run
B and the RFM cycles counting method. Comparison of
the results in the context of application of two-parameter
fatigue characteristics to determining the equivalent load
spectrum, shows that the smallest fatigue life was obtained
for TFC model II , and the fatigue life values for the models:
IM, III and IV are close to each other.

Fig. 6. Results of fatigue life calculations for load spectra determined by using two-parameter fatigue characteristics:
a – model IM, b - model II, c – model III, d – model IV

ANALYSIS OF RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH
Differences between calculation results obtained for the
assumed load runs as well as the applied method of cycles
counting were determined on the basis of an analysis of
value of the difference in relative fatigue lives δ(N), calculated
from the equation:

(10)
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Value of the fatigue life N(x) is that expressed by number
of cycles determined from calculations, whereas N(R=-1)
is that read from Wöhler diagram for value of the stress
amplitude Sa (Sa = Smax). The results read from Wöhler
diagram served as the reference point in the analysis. Values
of relative differences between the analyzed characteristics
are presented graphically in Fig. 7.

Fig.7. Values of relative differences in fatigue life for the assumed operational
loads subjected to cycles counting by means of the selected methods as well as
two-parameter models of fatigue characteristics

A detailed analysis indicates that the hardest load
conditions were obtained for the run A subjected to processing
by means of the full cycles counting method (FCM). Values
of the relative differences in fatigue life are contained within
the range from δ(N) II = 46.7 to δ(N) IV = 162.6. The largest fatigue
life was reached for the model IV of two-parameter fatigue
characteristics and all the block load spectra. In the case of
the models: IM, III and IV similar results of fatigue life were
obtained for particular equivalent load spectra. It results from
rather small differences in values of the spectrum filling factor
ζ and equivalent amplitude Saz max. The smallest value of fatigue
life was obtained for the model II of TFC characteristics as
a consequence of occurrence , in the equivalent load spectrum
, of cycles of significantly higher amplitude values in relation
to the spectrum determined for the models: IM, III and IV.
The presented results of calculation of the relative
differences δ(N) make it also possible to determine relations
between the assumed cycles counting methods. For the
load run A the difference in fatigue life results , obtained
during calculations performed according to the models: IM,
III and IV, shows increase of fatigue life by about 100% for
equivalent load spectra determined by using the rainflow
counting method (RFM) in relation to the full cycles counting
method (FCM). In the case of the load run B an increase in
fatigue life also occurs but it reaches only about 40%.

SUMMARY
The way of preparing the equivalent load spectra , combined
with application of the selected cycles counting methods (full
cycles counting method and rainflow counting method) and
two-parameter fatigue characteristics , revealed differences
in results of fatigue life calculations. It may be stated that
the calculation results are influenced by the assumed cycles

counting method and TFC model. In view of the close fatigue
life results obtained for the models: IM, III and IV it is possible
to use one of them for preparing the equivalent load spectra
to be applied to calculations for a given kind of structural
materials [4].
The presented set of fatigue life calculation methods
makes it possible to take into account mean value of load
cycles (having stress ratio values different from R = -1) in
calculations where Wöhler fatigue life diagram determined
for R = -1, is used. It is of a great importance in the case of
estimating fatigue life of machinery elements working in
conditions of broad - spectrum operational loads.
Choice of a model for determining the equivalent load
spectra is associated with cyclic properties of a considered
material. For example, the cyclic properties of S355J0 steel
can be described by means of the model: IM, III and IV of
two-parameter fatigue characteristics [4]. On this basis it is
advisable to apply the above mentioned models of fatigue
characteristics to calculations conducted in the preliminary
stage of structural design process.
ABBREVIATIONS:

FCM – full cycles counting method,
PCM – peak counting method,
RCM – simple-range counting method,
RFM – rainflow counting method,
RPM – range-pair counting method,
TFC – two-parameter fatigue characteristics,
HCF – range of high cycle fatigue,
LCF – range of low cycle fatigue.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this study is to analyse the effect of reducing the number of secondary damage to profit from the work of
a technical object. Considering the criterion function that describes the average profit from the work of a technical
object in the operation system. The study analyses a model of profit optimization, in which the design criterion function
is based on the properties of Poisson branch process. Criterion function that describes the average gain is considered
in the work at sufficiently general factors. Profit lifting model from the work of a technical facility is numerically
exemplified. For the analysed electrical subsystem, intervals of time between the initial damage have exponential
distribution, and between secondary damage - gamma distribution. In the presented example, the ability of profit
optimization in operation systems of technical objects is demonstrated.
Keywords: Branching Poisson process, primary failure, secondary failure, gamma distribution, mean profit, hazard function

INTRODUCTION
In practice of the operational modes of transport, such
as ships, issues regarding safety and reliability are very
important. Issues of traffic safety of ships are considered in
[6, 7]. An important issue in the operation of vessels is the
reliability and readiness of the ship subsystems [8, 9]. In real
operation systems, elimination of damage to a technical object
is a desired action, which allows to provide the required level
of reliability and increases the profits from the operation of
a technical object. Reducing the number of defects can be
achieved by improving the quality of diagnosis and improving
the quality of repairs. Such actions require expenditures for
equipment diagnostic subsystems and training of employees.
It is known, that eliminating all or most of the damage is
in practically impossible. This is related to high costs and
expenditure on equipment diagnostic and repair subsystems.
However, some measures for partial reduction of damage may
be suitable. This work presents a model describing the change
in profit while reducing some of the sudden or early damage.
In practical reliability tests, a very important role is played by
lifetime (time to failure) probability distributions of technical
objects. The primary task in building operation process
models is the identification of the available experimental
data of lifespan time types distribution. These distributions
describe the time to failure of an element, subsystem and
operation system. Some damage arising in the operation
process are the result of natural processes of wear and
degradation of technical objects elements. However, other
damage may result from inaccurate and ineffective repair
of technical object parts that were damaged previously and

also be the result of improper organization of repairs and
insufficiently accurate diagnosis. Such damage in operation
is called secondary. Improvement of this state often requires
additional expenditure on diagnostic equipment and training
of personnel. Analysis of operation systems work leads to the
observation that damage to the technical object can be divided
into two subsets. The first is the original damage, the other
secondary damage. Secondary damage arises most frequently
as a result of ineffective technical object items repair of
previous damage. This fact makes the studied intervals
population of time damage a statistically heterogeneous
collection. In this case, for the description of life time,
a mixture of probability distributions may be used. Mixtures
of probability distributions were used as technical objects
lifetime models in [15, 16, 17]. Analysis of the mechanism of
damage generation leads to the conclusion, that most often
original damage generates a series of secondary damage. In [18]
an attempt to solve this problem has been undertaken based
on the insight, that the time intervals between subsequent
secondary damage in relation to the time interval between
original damage are generally lower. Criterion function
studied in [18] uses the properties of mixtures of probability
distributions. Time to failure probability distributions are
intensively used in the theory and practice of reliability.
In practice, we encountered many situations of probability
distributions conformance testing of time to failure with the
known distributions. However, in operation practice, there
are often situations where a the technical object is damaged
suddenly and the recorded damage intervals are relatively
small. The probability distribution of time to damage due to
the heterogeneity is convenient to be described using mixtures
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of probability distributions. Time to failure in [16] is described
by a distribution of exponential and Rayleigh mixture. Often
in engineering practice, sudden damage are considered to be
those, that occur on the same day after the repair. In this case,
it is expedient to use mixtures of the known distributions
such as exponential decay, gamma and Weibull distribution
with a single point distribution. The problem of estimating
parameters, when considering the mixture of single-point
distribution with exponential distribution has been studied
in [1, 12, 13, 14, 20, 21]. Parameter estimation of single-point
distribution mixture with gamma distribution is presented
in [22], while with the Weibull distribution in [23]. It is the
motivation to use as a model the process of damage stationary
branch Poisson process. The first time the Poisson branch
process to describe the damage process was introduced by
Bartlett [2] and Lewis [3, 19]. The study demonstrates, that this
process can be an adequate model of the process of damage to
the electrical subsystem for certain means of transport. The
profits model uses the properties of Poisson branch process
and the function describing effort to improve the diagnostics
of a technical object state.

BASIC DEFINITIONS AND CONCEPTS
The study assumes, that T is a positive random variable
describing the life time of a technical object till it gets
damaged. The non-negative random variable T has a finite
mean value ET, distribution function F(t) satisfying the
condition F(0) = 0, reliability function R(t) = 1− F(t), the
probability density f(t). In this case, the risk function is
defined as λ(t) = f(t) / R(t). In reliability theory and planning
of preventive repair, a very large role has the distribution
equivalent to the given distribution of the random variable
T. The cumulative distribution of the equivalent distribution
(see [4]) corresponding to the distribution with the cumulative
distribution F(t) is defined as:

whereas with condition R(t) = 0 it is assumed, that m(t) = 0.
The properties of m(t) function were studied in [5, 10, 11].
The give equality is true:

THE DAMAGE PROCESS MODEL
In this chapter, a model of the damage process is presented.
The damage process has been constructed as a superposition
of two processes. It is assumed, that a sequence of independent
random variables Z1, Z2,… is considered, where each of them
determines the time to original failure. The original damage
generates an additional series S of secondary damage. The
intervals between secondary damage is determined by Y1,
Y2,…,YS. An assumption has been assumed, that random
variables Y1, Y2,…,YS are independent and have the same
distribution reliability function RY(t). The random variable
S can take the values 0, 1, 2,… The combined process is the
superposition of the original damage process and secondary
damage process. In the superposition of the processes, both
types of damage are indistinguishable. The process is called
the Poisson stationary branch process. The original damage
resulting from the impact of the natural processes of wear
and degradation of a technical object are separated by time
intervals Zi, i = 1,2,…. The first original damage occurs after
the initial time Z1 and may generate secondary damage
because of inefficient repair after time Y1. However, the repair
of secondary damage may also be inefficient and after time
Y2 another secondary damage may occur.
It is convenient to assume, that the random variables
Z1, Z2,… are independent and have the same exponential
distribution with density, then
f Z( t ) = λ exp(−λ t),
where λ > 0 and t ≥ 0.

where ET is the mean value of a random variable
T.
The variable probability density with equivalent
distribution is expressed by the formula:
f E(t) = R(t) / ET

A sequence of random variables Zi i = 1, 2, … is generated by
Poisson stationary process. Time between fallowing damage
in Poisson stationary branch process will be marked with
T. In [3, 19] it was shown, that the reliability function of the
random variable T is given by:

the equivalent distribution of risk function is equal to:
λ E(t) = R(t) / (ET R E(t))
where RE(t) = 1− FE(t).
Many considerations in the theory of reliability use the
function of the residual lifetime. If the condition ET < ∞ is
satisfied, then the average residua lifetime function of the
variable T is with R(t) > 0 defined as:

(1)

Based on this formula, one can determine most of
the probabilistic properties of the process. Introducing
designation

for ETT(t) occurs
ETT(0) = 0
ETT(∞) = ET
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Integrating equation (1) can be shown, that

Property 5. The risk function of an equivalent distribution
is expressed by the formula:

ETT(t) = (1− exp(−φ(t)) / (λ (1+ ES))
where

λ E(t) = φ’(t)
(2)

Then, a formula for the mean value ET can be written
ETT(∞) = ET = 1/ ( λ (1+ ES))
In [3, 19] formulas for the variance D2T have been derived
from:

Example 1. The object of the research in this example is
a company holding 190 public transport buses. The
company uses buses of different brands and types. In the
example, it is considered that n = 1149 of time intervals
between successive electrical bus subsystem damage. It is
assumed, that the intervals between the secondary damage
have gamma distribution with probability density in the
form of:

D2T = (1 + 2 ES exp(−λ (1+ ES)) EY) / (λ (1+ ES))2
The variation coefficient V is now expressed by the formula:
where x > 0, α > 0, β > 0,
V = 1 + 2 ES exp(−λ (1 + ES) EY)
The lower and upper limit for the variance and coefficient
of variation based on [3, 19] can be written as:

Γ(α) means the gamma function defined by the
formula:

1 / ( λ 2 (1 + ES)2) ≤ D2T ≤ (1 + 2 ES ) / ( λ 2 (1 + ES)2)
1 ≤ V ≤ 1+2 ES
The last equality shows, that coefficient of variation for the
time between damage is always greater than or equal to 1.
From the reliability theory, it is known, that the coefficient of
variation V is equal to 1 for the exponential distribution. The
function of the average residual time of a random variable
T can be written as:
m(t) = (ET − ET(t)) / RY(t)
and
m(t) = 1 / φ’(t)
Based on the above considerations, the following properties
can be formulated for a random variable:
Property 1. Function m(t) of the average residual time of
a random variable T is increasing
Property 2. For function φ(t) the inequalities φ’(t) > 0 and,
φ’’(t) ≤ 0 are true.
Property 3. Risk function of a random variable T has the
form:
λT(t) = φ’(t) − φ’’(t) / φ’(t)
Property 4. Cumulative distribution of equivalent
distribution is expressed by the formula:

To evaluate the parameters of the distribution function
of reliability (1) the method of maximum likelihood
has been used. Parameters of the gamma distribution
describe the time distribution between secondary
damage rated by maximum likelihood method. The
parameters of this distribution have values: α = 2,592,
β = 0,3632. The parameter λ of exponential distribution
describing the distribution of time between the original
damage was assessed as: λ = 0,03804. The average
value of a series of secondary damage has been rated as
ES = 1,9997. On the basis of estimated values of the
parameters α, β, λ and ES, calculated were the average value
of time between original damage EZ = 26,88, the value of the
average time between secondary damage EY = 0,9415. The
value of the average time between any damage is equal to
ET = 8,7630. The compliance of empirical distribution
of time between damage with the distribution set by the
reliability function RT(t) defined by the formula (1) was
tested using two tests of conformity: λ – Kolmogorov and
χ2 – Pearson test. The calculated statistics value λ = 0,647
is correspondent to the value of the level of significance
p = 0,21, while for the test χ 2 – Pearson calculated
χ2 = 39,3, at p = 0,28. The applied compatibility tests
confirm the high compatibility of the analysed data with
the distribution resulting from the applying the Poisson
stationary branch process to describe the process of damage
with the function of reliability given by formula (1). The
estimation of the damage parameters process model and
testing its compatibility with data from the actual process
of operation of the bus electric subsystem is illustrated
in Figure 1.

FE(t) = 1−exp(−φ(t)) for t ≥ 0
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Criterion function for the optimization problem is now
as follows:

where a = e / λ.
From the form of function g2(t) is clear, that g2(t) = – ∞ if
and only if b < 0, and g2(ES–) = 0 if and only if
b + c ES + d (ES)2 = 0

(6)

Derivative g2’(t) is:
Fig. 1. Theoretical RT(t) and empirical RE(t) function reliability chart

Figure 1 shows the course of empirical reliability function
R E(t) and the reliability function of the test model RT(t).

Equality g’2(0+) = + ∞ occurs because b < 0. Equality
g’2(ET) = 0 is true if and only if

PROFIT OPTIMIZATION MODEL BASED ON
POISSON BRANCH PROCESS
It was assumed, that the average profit from the work of
a technical object is proportional to the mean time till damage
ET. This profit was determined by g1(t) and assumes that

b = − 0,5c ES

t

(7)

One can check, that if b = − 0,5c ES, than g’2(t) ≥ 0, for
(0, ES).
The second order derivative is given by formula:
(8)

g1(t) = e / ( λ (1+ t ))

Equality g’’2(0+) = − ∞ is true because b < 0.
From inserting (7) into equation (6) we have

where e > 0, 0 ≤ t ≤ ES.
It is obvious, that g1(0) = e /λ means profit from the work of
a technical object, in which there are no secondary damage,
while g1(ES) = e /( λ (1+ ES )) is the profit from the work before
trying to invest in reducing the number of secondary damage.
The reduction of secondary damage amount is realized in the
model by reducing the average value of ES, whereas other
parameters of the reliability function (1) remain unchanged.
By h2(t) = – g2(t) effort to eliminate secondary damage has
been marked. It has been assumed, that the function g2(t)
is twice differentiable on the interval (0, ES) and meets the
following assumptions:
g2(t) < 0, g2(0+) = – ∞, g2(ES–) = 0,

(3)

g2’(t) > 0, g2’(0+) = + ∞, g2’(ES–) = 0,

(4)

g2”(t) < 0,

(5)

Criterion function expressing the average profit from the
work of a technical object has the form;

g’’2(t) =
t

− 3cES 2c
+ 3
t4
t

From the form of the last formula, it is concluded, that if
(0, ES), then g2’’(x) < 0.
From inserting (8) into (9), one gets
d = − e/(2 ES)
The function g2(t) can be written as:

From the embodiment of the above written formula, one
can see, that function g2(t) depends only on parameter c,
whereas the criterion function depends on a and c.
Below, the criterion function g(t) is tested by formula (6).
It is known, that g(0+) = 0 if and only if b < 0. The derivative
of the criterion function has the form

g(t) = g1(t) + g2(t)
At this point of work, it was assumed, that the function
g2(t) has the form:
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It is easy to note, that g’(0+) = +∞ and that

Thus, the derivative g’(t) changes the sign from + to – in
the interval (0, ES).
The following shows, that the sign change occurs exactly
once. The second order derivative of the criterion function
is given by formula:

Taking into account (7) one can store the following
inequality:

Inequality g’’(t) < 0 comes from inequality
2(a + c)t – 3cES < 0
If 2a < c, then for t (0, ES) occurs g’’(t) < 0. This means,
that the derivative g’(t) changes sign from „+” to „−” exactly
once. One, one can formulate:
Conclusion: If 2a < c and relations (3), (4) and (5) are true,
then the criterion function g(t) reaches a clear maximum in
the interval (0, ES).
The following example contains the numerical illustration
of this proposal.
Example 2. In the analysed example, the base is the
process model of the electrical system failures considered
in example 1 of this work. The intervals between the original
damage have the exponential distribution with parameter
λ = 0,03804, whereas intervals between secondary damage
have the gamma distribution with parameters α = 2,592,
β = 0,3632. The average value of the secondary damage value
length has been assessed as ES = 1,9997.
In the discussed example, it is assumed, that the ratio of
the criterion function is a = 0,0833. The calculations were
performed for three different values of the parameter c,
c {0,8; 1; 1,2}. Figure 2 shows the waveform of the criterion
function for three different values of the parameter c. Each
analysed realization of the criterion function is achieves
a maximum value at a certain point.

CONCLUSIONS
The study shows, that if the general conditions of the
process of damage are met, it is possible to raise the profits
of the operation of a technical object in the operation system.
The basic assumption in this work is the presence of two types
of damage that are called original and secondary damage in
this work. The model of profit function has been based on
the properties of the Poisson branch process. The numerical
example presented in the second part of the work shows, that it
is possible, under certain expenditures to eliminate secondary
damage and obtain higher profits in the operation system.
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